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Presenting
The New Petry Pocketpiece
of TV Market Data

Now available to
Executives and Personnel
of Advertisers and Agencies

This handsome new research tool provides
you with updated TV set count and mar-
ket data on each of the 3,071 U. S. Counties.
For the first time in handy booklet form you
will have Television Magazine's latest TV
family estimates combined with Sales Man-
agement's 1955 Survey of Buying Power
data on Population, Families and Retail
Sales.
You'll find the county-by-county, state and
regional breakdown an effective aid in your
national and regional TV advertising plan-
ning.
TO GET YOUR COPY OF THIS HELPFUL
TV MARKET FACT BOOKLET, CALL OR
WRITE YOUR NEAREST PETRY OFFICE.

Edward Petry & Co., Inc.
NEW YORK • CHICAGO • LOS ANGELES • DETROIT • ST. LOUIS • SAN FRANCISCO • ATLANTA
WTVR presents the greatest fall schedule ever. A solid line-up of the top programs from both ABC and CBS. Beamed from WTVR's Big 1049 foot tower, CH. 6, located in the geographical center of the City of Richmond assures unparalleled "wide area" coverage in Virginia and North Carolina including a 100 microvolt or better signal in Norfolk.

Yes, now BIG WTVR is BETTER THAN EVER.

Over 175 regular individual weekly advertisers use "The South's First TV Station."

They are convinced that WTVR is . . .

WMBG AM   WCOD FM   WTVR TV
First Stations of Virginia

A Service of HAVENS & MARTIN, INC.

WMBG REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY THE BOLLING CO.
WTVR REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY BLAIR TV, INC.
Your dollar buys complete coverage of the entire Gulf Coast market on KGUL-TV.

The Texas Gulf Coast Television Market is nearly twice the size of the Galveston-Houston Metropolitan market alone.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Galveston-Houston</th>
<th>Gulf Coast TV Market</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Families</td>
<td>330,000</td>
<td>544,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Income</td>
<td>$2,076,812,000</td>
<td>$3,076,812,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sales</td>
<td>$1,347,228,000</td>
<td>$2,091,153,000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

KGUL-TV—the CBS Basic Affiliate for the Gulf Coast Area—completely covers the fastest growing major market in the country.

More audience every day means your advertising dollar buys more every day on KGUL-TV.

*Measured by Research Department of Television Magazine

Represented Nationally by CBS Television Spot Sales

Gulf Television Company
Galveston, Texas
CITY GRADE COVERAGE IN

DALLAS and FT. WORTH

PLUS 40 ADDITIONAL COUNTIES
IN TEXAS AND OKLAHOMA ON

KRLD-TV

6 YEARS OF LEADERSHIP IS YOURS ON CHANNEL 4 USING FULL
POWER OF 100,000 WATTS ON THE TALLEST TOWER IN TEXAS,
1685 FEET ABOVE AVERAGE TERRAIN, 18 HOURS OF THE FINEST
PROGRAMMING EVERY DAY.

LEGEND
Grade A: . . 68 dbu
Grade B: . . 47 dbu
100 uv/m . . 40 dbu

KRLD-TV
The BIGGEST buy in the BIGGEST market in the BIGGEST State

Channel 4, Dallas
MAXIMUM POWER

The Times Herald Station
Owners and operators of KRLD, 50,000 Watts
The Branham Co., Exclusive Representative.

JOHN W. RUNYON
Chairman of the Board

CLYDE W. REMBERT
President
PUZZLER • There's high element of uncertainty facing NARTB's Convention Committee when it meets Thursday night at Conrad Hilton, Chicago, over question: Will President Eisenhower be able to carry out next spring his own suggestion that White House occupant should address broadcasters' annual meeting? Another item on committee's agenda is selection of manager for equipment and service exposition, one of American industry's most important business displays.

SALE of ch. 6 KWFT-TV Wichita Falls, Tex., by Rowley-Brown Broadcasting to Syd Grayson, Nat Levine (owners of KSYD Wichita Falls) and associates for $825,000 negotiated last week, with application for FCC approval to be filed within fortnight. Transaction covers only physical assets, with Kenyon Brown, one-third owner, to acquire 100% of an station (KWFT, 620 kc, 5,000 w, CBS) from partners E. H. and John H. Rowley. KWFT-TV began operation in Feb. 1953 and is CBS. Mr. Brown owns 50% of KBYE Oklahoma City and one-third of KGLC Miami, Okla., and is one of three partners in pending application for purchase of KFEG-AM-TV St. Joseph, Mo. for $635,000. Announcement also made this week that O. T. Taylor had sold KANS Wichita to Kenyon Brown and Frank Lynch, his partner in KSEE (see story page 7).

WDGY TO TODD STORZ? Aggressive, young Todd Storz, who has made big strides in independent radio operations in major markets, is understood to have shaken hands on acquisition of pioneer WDGY Minneapolis-St. Paul, for about $350,000, from Herman Lange, C. T. (Swanee) Hagman and associates. Station, which operates on 1130 kc with 50 kw day, 25 kw night, was established in 1923. Transaction being negotiated through Blackburn-Hamilton Co., with application to be filed for FCC approval within week. Mid-Continent Broadcasting Co., which Mr. Storz heads, owns KOWH Omaha, WHB Kansas City and WTIX New Orleans.

WITH imminent announcement by FCC of its disposition of five deintermixture through denial and with wide open-making procedure which could spell "retirement" of Sixth and Final Report (story page 88), FCC will have cleared decks for final decisions in seven hearing cases involving six major markets which would provide third vhf outlet and minimum three network competition. In addition, among cases awaiting initial decision are Pittsburgh (ch. 4) and Boston (5). How swiftly Commission will grind is question, but while members may differ on approach, practically all are agreed that it's urgent to clear docket cases with dispatch.

SOMETHING TO DECIDE • Quick survey on desks of FCC commissioners shows in re tv competition, following cases in which records were closed in 1954, with dates of initial decision, waiting action: Miami (ch. 7), initial decision issued 1/8/55; Richmond (12), 2/21/55; Miami (10), 3/30/55; Omaha (7), 4/6/55; Indianapolis (13), 6/7/55; San Antonio (12), 6/16/55; St. Louis (11), 9/6/55.

THOSE TRIPS NECESSARY? Hampered in its work in recent weeks by absences of members on various social-business trips and speaking tours, FCC may begin operating under restricted travel policy. Chairman George C. McConnaughy has let it be known that if commission intends to get down to serious business before Congress convenes, commissioners will have to quit gadding.

CHAIRMAN McConnaughy's crackdown on junkets will probably cause him to cut short trip he had scheduled to New York Nov. 28 to address meeting of minor baseball leagues. With keep-close-to-office policy in force, he'll probably go and return by fast transportation and keep socializing in the big city to minimum.

CAN'T DUCK IT • Sentiment increases in FCC that it should meet subscription tv issue head-on and not seek to buck it to Congress. Congress, it's argued, created FCC as expert agency to perform legislative-licensing function which Congress itself did not have time, inclination or technical knowledge to undertake.

EXPECT FCC Comm. Rosel H. Hyde to continue his crusade for "multi-channel" system in tv, as against arguments that vhf should be abandoned, in address before NARTB Region 5 in Des Moines tomorrow (Tuesday). He won't swerve from his stand that all 82 channels are needed to provide adequate country-wide competitive tv service.

TV FIRST AGAIN • Hollywood trend to use of good television material for feature movies is being given further spur with reports that Allied Artists will re-lease two theatre films based on teleplays. One is "Crime in the Streets," based on play of same name by Elgin Watch Co.'s Elgin Hour on ABC-2 last March. Other is version of NBC-TV's Medic, sponsored by GE and Dow Chemical.

ADDITION of several staffers to service radio-tv is in prospect at W. E. Long Co., Chicago agency specializing in bakery accounts, effective Jan. 1. All members of new cooperative agency (78), including various Heisum Bakery plants (47), already serviced by Long, will meet Nov. 14 on radio-tv and other media plans. Long handles millions of dollars in broadcast billings for bakery clients throughout country.

GOOD REASONS • NBC-TV's selection of its owned station in Chicago (WNBQ [TV]) to make into "world's first all-color television station" (story page 27) may have been motivated by more reasons than NBC-RCA desire to crash color barrier. Action is bound to create goodwill for RCA in Chicago, where antitrust patent suit involving company now pend. Civic pride in WNBQ development was manifest when Chicago Mayor Richard J. Daley appeared on two-way closed circuit news conference in which NBC executives announced plans to newsmen.

MOVEMENT is underway for commemorative postage stamp to be issued in 1956 marking 50th anniversary of what is widely accepted as first transmission of speech by "wireless." On Christmas Eve, 1906, Fessenden transmitted "wireless telephony" from Brant Rock, near Plymouth, Mass., nine years after Marconi first demonstrated "wireless telegraphy." Last week (Nov. 2) KDKA Pittsburgh observed its 50th anniversary of its 1906 broadcast and received Sigma Delta Chi Historic Sites in Journalism plaque (story page 100).

ONE IS ENOUGH • FCC really gave up in its fight with WNYC New York over use of 5 kw transmitter—to be used at 1 kw for normal broadcasting and at 5 kw for Conelrad. Case began in January 1954 and WNYC won appellate court ruling that FCC must give it hearing before turning it down (see story page 92). Why did Commission finally give up? Responsible sources indicate Commission attorney felt it has hands full long enough to overturn same court's ruling in multiple ownership case—where court said Commission should not have refused to accept Storer application for Miami ch. 10 without hearing. This is now before Supreme Court on appeal by FCC and Commission didn't want another such case hanging fire when case is argued.
Sales results are spectacular, too, in the Channel 8 Multi-City Market. Advertise your product in this vast, SPENDING market where the owners of 912,950 TV sets spend $5½ billion yearly. Make the 3½ million prospects who live here your customers.

STEINMAN STATION
Clair McCollough, Pres.

Representatives:
**MEEKER TV, INC.**
New York  Los Angeles
Chicago  San Francisco

316,000 WATTS
GENERAL TELERADIO Inc. has been sounding out stations throughout the country on most appropriate way vast RKO-Radio feature film package can be sold, but has not offered package directly to stations for sale. C. Robert Manby, vice president of General Teleradio, told B&T Friday.

Mr. Manby and several other GO officials have approached stations throughout country in past few weeks giving description of RKO in-ventory and suggesting different ways package can be sold.

From other sources it was learned that rough price of around $1 million had been mentioned to at least one station in major market for entire stock of some 500 features produced before 1948. Release of post-1948 features is compati-bled by American Federation of Musicians contract requiring special extra payments for tv.

Mr. Manby stressed that GT has been at-tempting to evolve sales approach rather than to complete sales. General Teleradio purchased RKO Radio Pictures July last [B&T, July 25] for $25 million, thereby acquiring film pro-duction facilities and backlog of 600-700 fea-ture films.

RETTA to Hear Results Of Special Vhf-Uhf Study

REPORT of special frequency allocation study committee, headed by Dr. W. R. G. Baker, General Electric Co., will be submitted at Nov. 16-18 series of meetings to be held by Radio-Electronics-TV Mfrs. Assn. at Palmer House, Chicago. All-industry allocations group has been studying technical factors involved in vhf-uhf controversy.

James D. Steelett, RETTA executive vice president, has scheduled more than score of committee and group sessions. RETTA plans to draw up plans for united industry drive to obtain excise tax relief on electronic products at next session of Congress. RETTA program includes review of transistor development by Jack Davis, Motorola Inc. Glen McNicolas, general counsel, will report on plans to contest Federal Trade Commission trade practice rules imposing new requirements on measurement of tv screens and labeling of tv picture tubes made from repossed glass envelopes.

Taylor Sells KANS Wichita

SALE of KANS Wichita, Kan., by O. L. (Ted) Taylor to Kenyon Brown and Frank Lynch for $225,000 announced Friday. Transaction, nego-tiated through Blackburn-Hamilton Co., is subject to FCC approval. NBC-affiliated KANS operates on 1480 kc with 5 kw day, 1 kw night. It was founded in 1936. Messrs. Brown and Lynch own KBYE Oklahoma City. Mr. Brown also owns 33-1/3% of KWFT-AM-FM-TV Wichita Falls, Tex., and of KGKL Miami, Okla. Mr. Taylor owns KRGV-AM-TV Weslaco, Tex.

NBC Elects Ayres V. P.

CHARLES T. AYRES formally elected to NBC vice presidency Friday at NBC board meeting, in line with plans announced earlier in week when he was named to head NBC Radio Net-work (story page 64).

REGIONAL GAINS

STATION attendance at six NARB regional meetings held this fall is running ahead of 1954 district meetings involving same areas, according to William K. Trey-nor, NARTB station relations manager. At conclusion of sixth regional meeting at Colorado Springs, he said registered attendance for six 1955 regional meetings totaled 1,165 compared to 1,230 regis-tered at 13 district sessions for same areas in 1954. While 1955 total is down slight-ly, last year's figure includes multiple registrations of associate members and NARTB staff team, duplicating 30 to 50 persons. Same areas were involved in total of 13 instead of six meetings.

NARTB Convention Group To Hold Chicago Meeting

CONVENTION Committee of NARTB will hold dinner meeting Thursday at Conrad Hilton Hotel, Chicago, site of 1956 industry convention (April 15-19), to go over early planning. Co-chairmen of committee are E. K. Harten-bower, KCMO Kansas City, and Campbell Arnow, WLS Chicago. Mr. Harten-bower is vice chairman of NARTB Radio Board; Mr. Arnow of tv Board.

Tenth annual Broadcast Engineering Con-ference will be held concurrently with con-vention. Other committee members are: Radio—Henry B. Clay, KWKH Shreveport, La., Radio Board chairman; William Holm, WLPO LaSalle, Ill.; Frank P. Schreiber, WGN Chi-cago; Glenn Snyder, WLS Chicago, and Ed-ward A. Wheeler, WEAW Evanston, Ill. tv members are Clair R. McCollough, WGLV-TV Lancaster, Pa., tv Board chairman; H. Leslie Atlas, WBBM-TV Chicago; Jules Herbuveaux, WNBO (TV) Chicago, and Sterling C. Quinlan, WBBK (TV) Chicago. E. K. Jett, WMAR-TV Baltimore, is liaison for engineering conference. Attending meeting from NARTB headquarters will be President Richard P. Ball in; C. E. Arney Jr., secretary-treasurer; Thad H. Brown Jr., tv vice president; John F. Meagher, radio vice president, and Howard H. Bell, assistant to president.

TINY SPEAKER

SMALLEST loudspeaker ever built for commercial radio receivers being claimed today (Mon.) by RCA for use in tiny, transistorized, pocket-sized radios. Mini-ature unit—2 3/4 inches in diameter and only little over half-inch thick—devel-oped at David Sarnoff Research Center, said Dr. Harry F. Olson, director, RCA Labs. Acoustical and electromechanical research. Team of scientists developing speaker: J. C. Bleazy, John Preston and Everett G. May. Dr. Olson said size and weight reduction achieved when magnetic structure was placed within shell that surrounds vibrating cone—"as radical a design change as placing the engine in the rear of the standard automobile."

BUSINESS BRIEFLY

FORD RADIO • Ford Division of Ford Motor Co., Detroit, starting one-month radio spot an-nouncement campaign in major markets effective Nov. 14 to run through Dec. 13, using four announcements per day, seven days per week. Schedule is in addition to Ford Motor Dealers Astor who is moving into Louisville area with schedules Nov. 7-18 and again Nov. 28-Dec. 9 and in Chicago district Nov. 7-Dec. 30. J. Walter Thompson Co., N. Y., is agency.

NESCAFE USING 50 • Nestle Co. (Nescafe), White Plains, N. Y., starting saturation radio spot announcement campaign, using minimum of 22 spots per week, starting early this month for four to six weeks. Bryan Houston Inc., N. Y., is agency.

DENTYNE SPOTS • American Chicle Co., N. Y., for its Dentyne chewing gum, running spot announcement campaign using two Class A stations daytime minutes per week on 60 stations in 30 major markets, mostly secondary markets. Dentyne will hold test campaigns.

GLAMOREN IN 100 • Glamorene Inc. (rug cleaner), N. Y., preparing quarter-hour film series to be placed in 100 top markets effective Nov. 15 for 13 weeks. Product Services Inc., N. Y., is agency.

EX-LAX BUDGET • Ex-Lax Inc., N. Y., through Warwick & Legler, N. Y., currently preparing its budget for 1956, which is under-stood to include radio campaign. Firm's current campaign in 100 markets ends Nov. 25.

AUTO-LITE TO GRANT • Electric Auto-Lite Co., Toledo, which had been serviced by Ruth & Ryan, N. Y., is moving to Grant Adv. to handle its advertising. Advertiser has been out of television and radio for several years but is understood to be considering 1956 radio-tv.

COLGATE REVAMPING • Colgate-Palmolive Co., N. Y., through Bryan Houston Inc., N. Y., planning entire new advertising strategy which will include into five programs and spots, to start early next year.

AUTO SERIES DEFERRED • Studebaker-Packard, which had signed up to sponsor por-tions of radio network shows on both ABC and NBC to start later this month to introduce 1956 models, has cancelled entire plan for present because of slow production. When later picks up, advertiser reportedly will spend its budget in radio. Benton & Bowles, N. Y., is agency.

MILITARY SPOTS • R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Co. (cigarettes), Winston-Salem, through Wil-liam Esty & Co., N. Y., investigating radio markets near military camps for possible in-crease in spot campaign appealing to service men. Cigarette firm has used military markets here-tofore in test campaigns.

Sterling Profits Increase

STERLING DRUG Inc., New York, reports highest net profits and sales in 54-year history. Net profits jumped 24%, or $2,538,832 for nine months ending Sept. 30, and sales rose by $9,672,601 over 1954.
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the plus you DON'T pay for...

RATES on WJBK are based on home audience. RESULTS on WJBK are based on home audience PLUS a tremendous bonus . . . thousands upon thousands of car radio listeners. You don't pay one penny extra for this terrific "plus" in a market where everybody drives, 90% of all cars have radios, and most car radios are consistently tuned to the station that programs for "on-the-go" listening with top news, music and sports . . . .

WJBK Radio
DETROIT

Represented Nationally by
THE KATZ AGENCY
National Sales Director, TOM HARKER,
118 E. 57th, New York 22, ELDORADO 5-7690
Position of Comr. Mack
On Deintermixture Questioned

POSITION of Comr. Richard A. Mack in deintermixture cases was brought into question Friday when all uhf stations involved in five formal actions asked FCC for new oral argument. Petitions made point that Comr. Mack was not member of FCC when oral argument was heard and therefore should not cast ballot on subject.

Meanwhile—
FCC met Friday morning; heard Chief Engineer Edward A. Allen Jr. discuss allocations principles.

* Group of dozen uhf operators, mostly NBC affiliates, met in Washington Friday, discussed ways and means of bringing their position before FCC. Most of group were "successful" uhf operators. Among those present, at invitation of Thomas P. Chisman, WVEC-TV Hampton (Norfolk, Va.), were Allen M. Woodall, WDAK-TV Columbus, Ga.; David M. Baltimore, WAP-TV Wilkes-Barre, Pa.; William L. Putnam, WWLTV (TV) Springfield, Mass., and George B. Storer, Storer Broadcasting Co. (KPTV-TV Portland, Ore., and WGBS-TV Miami, Fla.).

Rembusch Says Pay-Tv
Hits Low-Income Groups
PAY television would lay heaviest "burden" on those least able to afford it, according to Trueman T. Rembusch, co-chairman of Committee Against Pay-as-You-See TV and former president of Allied States Assn. of Motion Picture Exhibitors.

In his annual report, issued yesterday (Sunday) at Allied States convention, Morrison Hotel, Chicago, Mr. Rembusch noted subscription tv and commercial tv programs cannot be broadcast at same time over same station. Thus, he said, low-income groups which cannot pay to unscramble pictures will have no use for tv sets during periods toll tv monopolizes screen.

Tilting his talk "The Big Steal," Mr. Rembusch bitterly assailed profit motives of toll tv manufacturers and proponents, and of sports and entertainment promoters who have voiced interest, asserting, "invariably through a slip of the tongue they reveal it is the almighty dollar that they are interested in, not the American public's stake in free television programming."

Mr. Rembusch also was critical of what he said would be high cost of purchasing and installation of decoders.

Pittsburgh Station Cited
CHARGE that ch. 11 WICC (TV) Pittsburgh has begun construction of new studios and tower before it was authorized made Friday to FCC by ch. 16 WENS (TV) same city. Uhf station has been fighting ch. 11 grant, went to court for stay which court ordered in effect until five days after FCC acts on WENS petition for reconsideration [BWT, Oct. 31]. In pleadings to FCC WENS asked that WICC application for modification of CP to change studio and to increase power and antenna height be set for hearing on "prior construction" grounds.

SCHOOLS LINKED
CONSTRUCTION of closed-circuit television link between Idaho State College and all public schools in Pocatello is announced Friday by Dr. C. McComb, president of Idaho State College. Link will be used to serve over 300 students in 11 public schools, is being constructed gratis by Jerrold Electronics Corp., Philadelphia, and by Cable TV Inc. Pocatello. Both companies also contributed $5,000 grant jointly to underwrite post of television coordinator to head educational network. System expected to be in operation in two months. Cable studio will also be connected to community tv system so educational programs may be watched at home. Programs will be transmitted over wired ch. 2 until 2 p.m. daily, when ch. 2 KSL-TV goes on air.

Franklin A. Tooke Named
WBZ-TV General Manager
APPOINTMENT of Franklin A. Tooke, former general manager of KYW Philadelphia, as general manager of WBZ-TV Boston is being announced today by Donald H. McCannion, vice president of Westinghouse Broadcasting Co. Mr. Tooke succeeds W. C. Swartley, who has been advanced to vice president for Boston activities.

Mr. Tooke has been associated with Westinghouse broadcasting activities for 20 years, beginning in 1935 with WOW-WGL Fort Wayne, where he served until 1936 as program manager. He was named program manager of RDKA in 1942, remaining with station until 1950, when he was appointed general manager of WOWO Fort Wayne. In late 1952, Mr. Tooke became general manager of KYW, and last month was transferred to WBZ in New York on special assignment.

Broadcast Plan Dropped
PLANS of Standard Audit & Measurement Services to produce second study of broadcast television business have been abandoned, Owen Smith, SAMS president, has announced. Company was preparing to repeat in 1956 study made in 1952, including effort to obtain contracts, Mr. Smith said. "While indicating a broad demand for a new coverage measurement, the response to these efforts has not been sufficient to justify the substantial investment required for such a comprehensive study," Mr. Smith said.

MBS

Three RCA Executives
Elected to New Positions
ELECTION of Dr. Douglas H. Ewing as vice president of RCA Labs, Charles P. Baxter as vice president and general manager, RCA Victor Div., and James M. Toney as vice president-general manager, RCA Victor Radio & Victoria Div., is being announced today (Mon.) by Brig. Gen. David Samoff, RCA board chairman.

Dr. Ewing joined RCA in 1945 as manager of RCA Victor Div. and subsequently served as director of research services for RCA Labs Div., director of Physical & Chemical Research Laboratory and administrative director, RCA Labs. Mr. Baxter has been with RCA for 16 years, most recently as general manager of RCA Victor Television Div. Mr. Toney, general manager of RCA Victor Radio & Victoria Div. since 1954, has been with RCA since 1943, serving in sales, merchandising and advertising.

TelePrompTer Plans Test
TELEPROMPTER Corp. said Friday it was continuing discussions with FCC on its proposed national broadcast communications telegraphic network (story page 96) and that following proper authorization it will conduct public test of facility. Original cost of constructing network, using Western Union leased lines, will be about $5 million, Irving B. Kahn, TelePrompTer president, said. Network would be used for time clearances, transmission of availability, program changes, cueing, news, weather, and farm features, copy, outage reports, etc., it was said. TelePrompTer Corp manufactures and leases prompting aids for television, motion pictures, public addresses, etc.

Minot Seeking Shorts
MINOT Television Productions, New York, reported last week it is negotiating with motion picture companies for backlogs of films, including feature shorts once owned and produced by Paramount Pictures. Charles Amory, Minot president, would not comment on report he has offered $4 million for Paramount's backlog of shorts. He indicated he has been confering with Paramount officials, but would not say whether or not deal was imminent.
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MONEY, COME HOME

. . . and should we say, "all is forgiven"?

It has been reported that "money knows no home." Wanderer it may be, but Blackburn-Hamilton Company usually is able to locate it . . . for the right parties of the second part.

Many talented persons in high and low places have dreamed of that Elysium in which they would own and operate broadcasting properties. Blackburn-Hamilton Company has met some of these (the ones who dream and then do) and helped to put them in business.

The greatest need of broadcasting—whether it’s radio or television—is sound management and foresighted ownership. Putting these two elements of progress together is the business of Blackburn-Hamilton Company, and one of the services of this oldest broadcasting brokerage house is financing.

Moral: Bring your dream to Blackburn-Hamilton Company.

Blackburn-Hamilton Company
APPRAISALS • NEGOTIATIONS • FINANCING

RADIO TV NEWSPAPER BROKERS
WASHINGTON, D. C.
James W. Blackburn
Clifford B. Marshall
Washington Bldg.
Sterling 3-4341-2

CHICAGO
Ray V. Hamilton
Tribune Tower
Delaware 7-2755-6

SAN FRANCISCO
William T. Stubblefield
W. R. Twining
111 Sutter St.
Exbroek 2-5671-2
The votes are in—people in every locality now eagerly await the results.

No matter where they are . . . what they are doing . . . radio brings them the results immediately.

Local radio is unique in offering the most complete up-to-the-minute coverage of local and other elections returns . . . from town clerk on up . . . just as local radio alone brings to people wherever they are the most complete up-to-the-minute coverage of all news events.

Immediate results for advertisers, too, is why radio-active time buyers elect local Spot Radio for their clients.
WSB Atlanta NBC
WFAA* (Dallas Ft. Worth) NBC ABC
KOA Denver NBC
WJIM Lansing NBC ABC
KPRC* Houston NBC
KARK Little Rock NBC
KABC Los Angeles ABC

WISN Milwaukee CBS
KSTP (Minneapolis St. Paul) NBC
WABC New York ABC
WVAR Norfolk CBS
WIP Philadelphia MBS
WRNL Richmond ABC
KCRK Sacramento NBC
WOAI* San Antonio NBC
KFMB San Diego CBS
KGO San Francisco ABC
KMA Shenandoah ABC (Iowa)
KTBS Shreveport NBC
KVOO Tulsa NBC
ABC Pacific Radio Regional Network

*Also represented as key stations of the TEXAS QUALITY NETWORK

EDWARD PETRY & CO., INC.
NEW YORK • CHICAGO • LOS ANGELES • DETROIT • ST. LOUIS • SAN FRANCISCO • ATLANTA
MATINEE THEATRE

EXTREMELY effective in color; palatable in black-and-white; good acting in parts; story content: tinselled soap opera.

This sums up an adaptation of what apparently was one of John P. Marquand's lesser efforts as novel, "Beginning Now"—which last Monday kicked off NBC-TV's lavish, color Matinee Theatre that offers one complete drama every afternoon five times weekly.

The story was syrupy, centering about wealthy John Kelsey, a man with much charm but little stability. There were all the necessary ingredients: the other woman in his life, or in this case the current woman, the loving father who covers up his mistakes, the college student who is following in his weaving footsteps. Then came Act III and the climactic point—an automobile crash—which brought everything to a head with a neat twist at the end: John's son straightens out and John went on, we presume, pretty much as before.

Unless NBC-TV and Producer Albert McCleery are full-bent on appealing only to that segment of the audience which keeps the handkerchief going, with the vacuum cleaner as standard household equipment (in addition to the electronic receiver), more ambitious productions should be forthcoming.

Only one of the participating sponsors on the telecast—B. T. Babbitt Co. for Bab-O—did its commercial live and in color, which should wipe clean any advertiser's doubts of color tv's commercial appeal.

Production costs: $22,000

Broadcast in color and black-and-white on NBC-TV, Mon.-Fri., 3-4 p.m. EST, with participating sponsors. Sponsors on program's first day, Oct. 31, were Proctor & Gamble Co. (Tide) through Benton & Bowles; Liggett & Myers Tobacco Co. (I & M filter cigarettes) through Cunningham & Walsh; B. T. Babbitt Co. (Bab-O) through Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample.

Devised and produced by Albert McCleery; producers: Derrell Ross, Winston O'Keefe, Ethel Frank; "Beginning Now" (Oct. 31 play) adapted by Frank Gilroy from story by John P. Marquand; unit manager: John Hinesy; technical director: Lou Onofrio.

Stars ("Beginning Now"): Louis Hayward, Philip Bourneuf, Frances Reid, Mike Miller.

PATTI PAGE PREMIERE PARTY

PURPOSE of the Pattie Page Premiere Party on NBC-TV last Wednesday night was to introduce the 1956 Oldsmobile. Biggest surprise of the show was the brevity of the introduction, attuned as we are to the all-commercial nature of most shows of this type (i.e., last season's Motorama, which starred Bob Hope and a cast of General Motors cars). Which is not to say that the commercials weren't there. They were: three or four of them on the half-hour program.

The rest of the show was pretty much routine; unfortunately, it wasn't supposed to be. Miss Page was abetted by imported singer Perry Como and dancer Gene Nelson for the minature spectacular. Their talents were pretty much wasted. Mr. Como did one fair number and several medleys. Mr. Nelson did one mediocre number. Miss Page did very well

Production costs: $55,000

Sponsored by Oldsmobile Div., General Motors Corp., through D. P. Brothers & Co., Detroit, on NBC-TV, Nov. 2, 10:30-11 p.m. EST.

Executive producer: Harry Anger; producer: Joe Santley; assoc. producer: Jack Rael; director: Bill Collier; writer: Bud Burton; sets: Theodore Cooper.


ELECTRONICALLY controlled mechanisms, the heart of industrial automation, stem from technical advances made in military equipment during World War II. These volumes, which devote as much space to pictures and diagrams as to words, are the text of the basic Synchros and Servomechanisms course currently taught at Navy specialties, now released for civilian use.


IN HIS Book of Little Knowledge tv scripter Goodman Ace has not only bitten a good chunk off the hand that has fed him these past 20 years, but has swallowed it to boot. Mr. Ace directs his sulphurous wit at the prima donnas of the comedy shows, the m.c.'s who refuse to credit their writers, cigarette manufacturer, net.


Nine tv directors, who among them handle many first flight network programs, express personal views of their occupation in as many articles, collected into book form by Mr. Kaufman as the second of a tv how-to-do-it series of which How to Write for Television was the first. This is not a textbook for beginning tv directors but rather a source of ideas and inspiration for practitioners in the field, as the experts explain how they work and why they do things the way they do.


Former vice president and director of J. Walter Thompson Co. in charge of creative activities for its western division, Mr. Wooff knows advertising inside and out. What is more, he knows how to write about it as well as the 132 essays collected here from his nearly eight years of contributions to Advertising Age clearly show. As with most collections, these short pieces are best read singly. The book should make an excellent bedtable piece for anyone who has any interest in advertising.


There are few New Yorkers who don't know about "Big Joe" and his nightly Happiness Exchange broadcasts on WGMG and about the help this program has brought to countless persons in desperate need of it. This book is Big Joe's autobiography, a dramatic story of an eager man who done wrong, a successful man who became a drunken bum, his comeback with the aid of his wife and Alcoholics Anonymous and his discovery, in radio, of a way to connect those in need of help with those ready and willing to provide it.
Well, that's the way the ball bounces.

Every couple of months our competitors come smack up against the facts of listening. Pulse does the measuring. We try to look modest. Take the last survey: July-August. KNX has half again as many listeners as Southern California's second-place station. KNX delivers over 25,000 more families in the average quarter-hour than the leading independent. KNX reaches more people more often, morning, afternoon or evening, weekdays or weekends, than any other station in the area. For wider and deeper penetration of the Southern California market, KNX is your best buy by far.

For more details, call CBS Radio Spot Sales or KNX RADIO

Los Angeles • 50,000 watts • CBS Owned
everything in the world for women on "WEEKDAY" companion and counselor to America's women
There's never been anything like WEEKDAY!

WEEKDAY is a fascinating departure from all previous patterns of daytime radio programming! It is brought to America's millions of homemakers by hosts Margaret Truman and Mike Wallace, and co-hosts Martha Scott and Walter Kiernan.

Every bit of WEEKDAY is tailor-made for women:
• Fresh dramatic entertainment: an absorbing short-story heard in its entirety each day, and serializations of best-selling fiction and non-fiction.
• Subjects of widest interest discussed by an unusual group of experts—most of them are men: Richard Willis on Beauty; Jim Beard on Food; John Peter on Home; Meredith Willson on Music Appreciation; Bert Bachrach on Men's Apparel; Ashley Montagu on Education; and many others.

Monday through Friday, starting at 10:15 a.m.  
PREMIERE, NOVEMBER 7th

• A new slant on headline personalities—through refreshing interviews with celebrities' wives.
• Easy-to-listen-to music, with a different top performing star each day.
• From all over the world, a special kind of hourly news—interpreted from the woman's viewpoint.

WEEKDAY will become a regular part of the buying pattern of America's advertisers. Never before has it been possible to reach such a concentrated mass market so flexibly and economically. WEEKDAY's Charter Clients will have two extra bonuses—the profitable association with an exciting programming development, and the special savings possible through the Introductory Dividend Plan. Call your NBC representative today about

WEEKDAY  
on the NBC RADIO NETWORK a service of
WITH network radio apparently pinning strong hopes for the future on the so-called "segmentation" and "participations" plans of selling, it is not surprising that NBC last week turned to Charles T. Ayres to guide its radio network in the upcoming scramble for the advertising dollar.

Mr. Ayres was busyly at work as vice president in charge of the ABC Radio Network until, literally, the eve of his move to NBC. Some time ago, as a result of a casual conversation with NBC executives, he was sounded out about a possible move. Ten days ago he talked with NBC again and was offered the post of vice president in charge of NBC Radio. He accepted two days later and was installed in his new job last Tuesday, after putting in a full day at his ABC offices. He succeeds to the post which was held by William H. Fineshriber Jr. until his resignation last winter and whose functions since then have been directed by Robert W. Sarnoff, in addition to his responsibilities as NBC executive vice president.

The burst of speed with which his switch in posts was accomplished has given Mr. Ayres no time at all to chart the future course of NBC Radio. He is understandably reticent to discuss the NBC Radio operation at this early date, but points out that the concepts he helped develop at ABC Radio, notably the New Sounds for You project, will stand him in good stead as he dips into his new job.

Mr. Ayres takes with him to NBC the strong conviction that network radio is an advertising medium that can deliver the lowest cost-per-thousand of all media and can be effective when used properly. He also is firm in the opinion that network radio will survive and that the "participations" technique will provide the solution. To any who suggest that network radio will be doomed if the "participations" approach fails, Mr. Ayres replies: "Nonsense. I believe it will work, but if it doesn't, we will come up with something else."

Mr. Ayres is a slim, scholarly-looking man of 52, who talks with no fancy frills and is forthright and outspoken when he has something to say. He believes he will have "something to say" in three or four months, when his NBC Radio stewardship takes hold.

Charles Thatcher Ayres was born in Oneida, N. Y., on April 23, 1903, but spent his childhood in Bennington, Vt. When he was in his teens, the family moved to Newark where he attended Barringer High School before going on to Cornell U. In 1924 he entered business as a salesman for the National Carbon Co. in New York.

One day in 1928, visiting a friend in New York who operated a small advertising agency, Charles Ayres became so interested in the operation that he decided to enter the field.

He acknowledges that his acquaintance with agency procedure was "very vague" at the time, but he landed a job as a space and timebuyer with Hanff-Metzger Inc., New York (which later became Buchanan & Co.).

Mr. Ayres' association with network radio dates back to those early years with Hanff-Metzger, which handled the Texas Co. account and placed Ed Wynn's Texaco Fire Chief on NBC. Mr. Ayres remained with Hanff-Metzger from 1928 until 1935, when he joined Ruthrauff & Ryan.

At Ruthrauff & Ryan, Mr. Ayres enlarged his background in radio as a timebuyer on many of the agency's "blue chip" accounts, including Lever Bros., Chrysler Corp. and Auto-Lite Co., among others. In 1945 he was appointed a vice president of the agency and when he left in 1948 he was vice president and general manager of the radio and television department.

At the suggestion of a friend, he joined ABC Radio in the spring of 1948 as a salesman. His rise in the network was rapid. In three months he was advanced to the post of eastern sales manager. In October 1950 he was named director of radio sales, and at that time assumed responsibility for establishing a separate and integrated radio sales department. Mr. Ayres was elevated to the rank of vice president of ABC in May 1951 and placed in charge of radio sales. Less than a year later he was appointed vice president in charge of ABC Radio.

He regards his mission at NBC Radio in these succinct terms: To put the network on a paying basis as quickly as possible. He observed that ABC Radio has been "in the black" for the past several years, but added that he was not attempting to draw a parallel. There were several considerations that impelled him to accept the post at NBC Radio, he said, and added:

"I believe network radio has a future. Similarly, I believe that the NBC operation constitutes the best opportunity to work out the future of network radio."

The approach that networks have adopted to reach advertisers through selling announcements strikes Mr. Ayres as being "very sound." He observed that although the details of their plans differ, the ultimate objective is the same: Bring more advertisers into network radio.

His work, Mr. Ayres said, is his hobby. His favorite sport has been hunting and fishing in southern Vermont, where he owns a camp.

In 1946 Mr. Ayres married Mary Andrews, a co-worker at Ruthrauff & Ryan, who currently is a vice president and account executive at Sullivan, Stauffer, Colwell & Bayles. Mr. and Mrs. Ayres live in midtown Manhattan. They have a firm rule never to talk shop at home.
"Camera Chains" are important...

"We ought to know...we've had all six of them in use at one time.

But in Louisville...

WHAS-TV Programming pays off!

"T-BAR-V"
4:00-5:00 P.M.
Monday through Friday
(Market's only live daily children's show)

Are you participating?

VICTOR A. SHOLIS, Director
NEIL CLINE, Station Mgr.
Represented Nationally by Harrington,
Righter & Parsons.
Associated with The Courier-Journal
& The Louisville Times

WHAS-TV
Channel 11
LOUISVILLE, KENTUCKY

116,000 WATT

Your Sales Message Deserves
The Impact of Programming of Character
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Farm TV Sets

EDITOR: May we thank you for sending us the tear sheets from B&T magazine covering television set information in farm areas.

At the moment, we are in the midst of presenting the 1956 advertising plans to the Kellogg Co. With Kellogg, a national television advertiser, we find your information most valuable in determining the extent to which we should use television in rural farm areas. Although we only have about half of the information gathered, we believe this information will become most necessary when it is completed on a national scale.

As we discussed, it will be of great help to have this county by county, state by state television presentation data compiled into one form. This information, if kept up-to-date, will be highly valuable in determining the extent to which we should use tv as opposed to radio and/or print schedule to cover rural markets.

Richard D. Foerster
Leo Burnett Co., Chicago

EDITOR: In the last issue of B&T, you had a list of the stations in which you have reported Farm TV Coverage. I find that we have missed a few and would appreciate it, if at all possible, you could send them to me. They are: Colorado, Massachusetts, Nebraska, Oregon and Washington.

Much of our advertising (for Ledzer Laboratories and Fine Chemicals Division) is directed towards the farmer, and this information is priceless. Keep it coming.

Bob Palmer
Conlon Mann & Son
New York

EDITOR: Is it possible for you to send me a copy of Minnesota, Wisconsin, and Iowa farm tv set counts as taken from the October-November 1954 U. S. Census of Agriculture?

G. David Gentling, V. P. & Gen. Mgr.
KROC AM-TV Rochester, Minn.

EDITOR: I am in the throes of gathering together information on the Farm Market. I've clipped most of the Farm TV Set surveys but lack those printed in the issues of Sept. 12, Aug. 29, Aug. 1, Sept. 5, and July 25. May I please have tear sheets if you have any available? If the entire survey can be done within a few weeks, I would rather wait for that. Any other information which you might be able to bring to my attention concerning the Farm Market would be greatly appreciated.

Ruth L. Rainey
Klang Film Productions
Division Klang Studios, Inc.
Chicago, Illinois

[EDITORS NOTE: B&T will reprint the entire survey as soon as the Census Bureau has completed its county-by-county tabulation. We suggest that requests for reprints be withheld until that time, although as in the past we will fill urgent requests for tear sheets of farm tv set figures for individual states as long as they are available.]

Correction, Please

EDITOR: We have noted what appears to be a fairly substantial error in the listing of rural tv sets for North Carolina on page 56 of your Oct. 24 issue.

You show Total Farms 267,906, Farms with TV 70,560 and % TV Farms 47.2. Apparently the percentage should be 26.3.

Inasmuch as the figures are so widely used, I thought that you might like to make appropriate correction.

WPTF Raleigh, N. C.

Those Who Know

EDITOR: ON BEHALF OF 20 EDUCATIONAL STATION MANAGERS WHO ARE KEEPING STATIONS GOING MAY I EXPRESS APPRECIATION FOR SID HIX EDUCATIONAL CARTOON IN ISSUE OF OCT. 10. JOINT COMMITTEE WOULD BE DELIGHTED TO DISPLAY ORIGINAL OF CARTOON IN ITS WASHINGTON OFFICE.

RALPH STEETLE, JOINT COMMITTEE ON EDUCATIONAL TELEVISION

[EDITORS NOTE: Cartoon has been dispatched.]

Friends Across the Border

EDITOR: I thought you might be interested in what we did with your excellent article on Canada (B&T, July 18). I think that Jim Montagnes deserves a lot of credit. As you know, we spend a fair amount of time developing contacts with various people throughout Canada who are interested in not just advertising but in the development and recognition of the country as a whole. When I ran across the Canadian issue, I felt that it merited attention not only from the advertising agencies but from the type of persons referred to above. I thought you would be interested in reading some of their comments.

Smart MacKay, Gen. Mgr.
All-Canada Radio Facilities Ltd.
Toronto, Canada.

[EDITORS NOTE: Mr. MacKay attached copies of letters from the following, signed by the executive vice president of the Vancouver Tourist Assn.: the publisher of the Toronto Telegram, and the following, signed by W. E. Williams, president and general manager of the Procter & Gamble Co. of Canada Ltd.: "As you probably know, during my absence in Mexico, I asked my secretary to secure four additional copies of the article on Canada which appeared in B&T. I continue to find the fabulous story of Canada's growth most interesting and I am accordingly circulating this not only to the members of our executive group here, but I am also sending a copy to the U. S. in case it might have been overlooked there. Thank you for thinking of me."

Telecasting Yearbook

EDITOR: the 1955-56 TELECASTING YEARBOOK-MARKETBOOK issue, I know that I will find many uses for it since it seems to be very complete, and buyers, such as I, handling network accounts as well as spot accounts will find particularly useful the networks' cable charts.

Alice J. Wolf
J. Walter Thompson Co.
New York

Broadcasting • Telecasting
Proud as peacocks, all of us here—
for the part we played in the sale of New York’s Station WNEW: a sale at the highest price ever attained in the history of radio.

Happy in our knowledge of the good things to come
in bringing together such able folks as Dick Buckley and Jack Wrather.

Hopeful, but humble too, in our desire to further
serve the Broadcasting Industry in our field as

Negotiators
For the Purchase and Sale
of Radio and Television
Stations

ALLEN KANDER & COMPANY
New York Washington Chicago
To Test the PULSE of SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA

USE THE INDEPENDENT WITH THE HIGHEST * PULSE

KMPC leads all other Southern California Independents in the combined totals of the two latest pulse measurements *
(1) Audience by Time Periods for July-August, 1955, and

That’s the WEST’S GREATEST INDEPENDENT

KMPC
(Member SCBA)
LOS ANGELES
710 kc

50,000 Watts day — 10,000 Watts night
Gene Autry, president
Represented nationally by A. M. Radio Sales

on all accounts

AS television director for Walter J. Klein Co., Charlotte advertising agency, Alan Burke has a combination of qualifications which should assure better than usual results for an advertiser waging a television campaign with a limited budget.

Mr. Burke has extensive experience in the business end of broadcasting, in production and as “talent.” These, he feels, make it obvious to him where corners can be cut, and his record is his proof.

Born at Richmond in 1922, Mr. Burke attended John Marshall High School, was graduated at 14, and majored in drama 3 1/2 years at the U. of Richmond. His first job was an announcer-engineer at WPID Petersburg, Va.

Then he went to WITH Baltimore as disc jockey and in special events, and later served as news editor and special events director in Washington. D.C., later joined CBS, and then was announcer-writer-director at WBT Charlotte for four years. He helped build and open WGAI Elizabeth City, N.C., and joined WNNA Raleigh before it went on the air. He managed WGIG Brunswick, Ga.

As Klein’s tv director he has produced live shows on stations throughout the Carolinas and helped produce film commercials and special programs. One was WBTV (TV) Charlotte’s ‘Shop by Television,’ oldest live local commercial show on the station. One of his shows brought in a mail pull of 39,853 responses in one week.

He became tv director at Klein’s five years ago when the agency was swamped with tv.

When Klein recently turned out a book of baby pictures of its employees, a satiric caption under Mr. Burke’s picture read: “If the client wants to do business, let him come to me.” Mr. Burke had the last laugh when within days a substantial account literally did so.


As Klein’s tv director, Mr. Burke is called upon to produce and serve as moderator on special assignments, which places him before the camera as well as being producer.

His family includes David, 7, Daniel, 4, and his wife, who under the name Cathy Haines has several tv shows in Charlotte.

His hobby is surf fishing and his ambition is a dual one—to work with an unlimited budget on behalf of a client and to follow the coast line and go surf fishing “wherever I please.”

WREX-TV reaches the finest test market in the midwest—a perfect cross section of industrial and agricultural market potential!

1,000,000 pairs of eyes in a Billion Dollar Area! Top CBS and ABC New York shows capture the attention of this vast market and DELIVER your sales message.

For positive coverage in this area, contact H-R for availabilities!

WREX-TV channel 13 ROCKFORD, ILLINOIS CBS-ABC AFFILIATIONS represented by H-R TELEVISION INC.
we'll be sitting on top of the world at

KCMO-TV
Basic CBS-TV Channel 5
Kansas City, Mo.

Coming soon: the world's tallest self-supporting TV tower. Vital statistics: 1,042 ft. above ground, 1,130 ft. above average terrain, 2,049 ft. above mean sea level. Another KCMO-TV advantage in the booming Kansas City market.
women!

...spend more money for more things than all other members of the family combined.
...spend more daytime hours with WCBS-TV than with all other New York television stations combined.

The place to sell more of your product to women, your best customers, is on WCBS-TV.*

*CBS OWNED
Channel 2 New York
Represented by
CBS Television Spot Sales
Big things afoot for Washington!

Washington, already the 10th largest market in the United States, is going to be filling much bigger shoes before long. A study released by Sales Management Magazine reports that within the next ten years Washington will jump to 8th place among the nation's markets. Its metropolitan population will rise as high as nearly 25% to 2,305,000.* And it is estimated that buying power and retail sales will increase proportionately.

But there's no need to wait ten years. Today, Washington offers advertisers all the selling opportunities of an established major growth market. Every day, more advertisers recognize Washington as one of their prime markets, with its . . .

- 1,827,200 population in the metropolitan area
- $4,532,064,000 in effective buying power
- second-highest family income in the country.

Farseeing advertisers recognize WRC and WRC-TV as the fast-stepping stations in this growing market. And advertisers spend more with these stations because they sell more with them.

Step right out in front in big-and-getting-bigger Washington. Call

**WRC am-fm WRC-TV**

in Washington represented by NBC Spot Sales

---

*20 Years Population & Economic Growth Study & Projection. Sales Management, November 10, 1955*
NBC BOARD ANTES $9 MILLION FOR COLORCASTING EXPANSION

- Network will build new studios in Burbank, Brooklyn
- And create world's first all-color station in Chicago
- Other networks are much less bullish in color planning

A NINE-million-dollar construction and expansion program designed to double NBC's colorcasting capacity by next fall was approved by the NBC board of directors last Friday.

The overall project encompasses construction of additional new color studios in New York and Burbank, Calif., expansion of color film broadcasting facilities, introduction of new time-delay equipment for color pending final emergence of magnetic tape recordings and conversion of NBC-owned WNBQ (TV) Chicago into the world's first all-color television station.

Plans for WNBQ, whose color conversion is slated for readiness about April 15, 1956, were announced Thursday by Brig. Gen. David Sarnoff, chairman of the boards of RCA and NBC, at an unprecedented news conference at which New York and Chicago were linked by closed circuit color television. The overall project, slated for completion by the fall of 1956, is being announced by Robert W. Sarnoff, executive vice president of NBC, this week, B+T learned last Friday.

Disclosure of the far-reaching plans was accompanied by broadening reports on color set production and sales but nevertheless found NBC's two rival networks less enthusiastic in their own color planning. CBS-TV, which has boosted its color program output considerably this fall, was reported to be holding fast to its announced schedule of color programs with no plans to add to them. ABC's position, made clear by President Robert E. Kintner at the annual meeting of the Assn. of National Advertisers (see page 29), was that color as a mass medium is still a long way off. There has been no indication that ABC plans to enter colorcasting in the immediate future.

NBC's $9 million outlay, bringing to $12 million that network's appropriations for color expansions in recent months, includes the following projects in addition to the WNBQ conversion:

- Construction at Burbank of an "exact duplicate" of the color studio recently completed there by NBC (see picture page 28). This will also be the "key" to free existing Burbank black-and-white studios for future conversion to color.
- Construction of another major color studio adjacent to NBC's existing Brooklyn color studio in New York.
- Expansion of color film broadcasting facilities through the addition of four new color film chains to the six already in use by NBC.

Control at Burbank to replace the one currently in operation at NBC quarters at Sunset and Vine in Hollywood.

- For use pending the introduction of magnetic tape recording, which is now undergoing field tests, provision of three color recording cameras at Burbank employing a lenticular film process which, developed by RCA, NBC, and Eastman Kodak, is said to provide three-hour processing and, therefore, to permit operations with the same time-delay as in black-and-white [B+T, Oct. 31].

- Tripling of the technical and service space for the present studio at Burbank to house the new master control, time-delay equipment, etc.

In addition to these projects, NBC within the past few months has authorized conversion of the Ziegfeld Theatre in New York for colorcasting and has launched work on a new office building in Burbank. While detailed costs of the individual projects were not made known, it was learned that the total outlay in New York will be $4.75 million, in Burbank $6 million and in Chicago $1.25 million.

NBC officials said the expansion will permit them to originate 80 hours of live, studio colorcasts a month starting next fall as compared with 40 hours a month now—which in itself represents a five-fold increase over last fall's schedule. These hourly estimates do not include colorcasts of sports and other outside events.

Although the closed circuit news conference related only to the WNBQ plans and the existence of the overall plan was only hinted at, these general observations were offered by Gen. Sarnoff and his NBC associates at the session, who included President Sylvester L. (Pat) Weaver Jr.; Executive Vice President Robert W. Sarnoff, and Charles R. Denny, vice president in charge of the NBC owned stations:

There is widespread "excitement" about color and dealers are "selling color receivers as fast as they are being turned out."

RCA expects to sell "more than a couple hundred thousand" color sets in 1956 and "in recent weeks we have been selling and installing at the rate of about 1,000 color sets a week" in homes throughout the country.

There are now 104 NBC affiliates equipped to re-transmit network color programs and, assuming that half of all stations are now able to transmit color in some form, it shouldn't be "very long from now" until all stations can re-transmit color from the networks.

RCA's plans to reduce the cost of color sets are "the plans to increase sales," since prices will fall as production and sales rise.

It is impossible to fix a date when all network programming will be in color because this depends on facilities and on the decision of advertisers who control their own programs to put them on in color, but NBC hopes it will come "within a reasonable time."

Immediately following the news conference WNBQ broadcast its first local live color program. Color activity in another form was reported too: A Chicago dealer was said to have
ordered, immediately, 500 color sets from RCA (see box below).

The Chicago project involves remodeling and expansion into additional space as well as replacement of WNBQ's black-and-white equipment with equipment for color. Although network programs broadcast in black-and-white will necessarily be re-transmitted by WNBQ in monochrome, it was pointed out that all its local programs will be done in color along with network color programs—a total of about 10 hours of color programming daily when the conversion project is completed next spring, according to General Sarnoff. There may also be additional color feeds to the network from Chicago, though President Weaver indicated there has been no decision on this score yet.

General Sarnoff pointed out that "RCA and NBC from the first have undertaken to break through the black-and-white curtain"; that network color "is now well established" and the next step is to supplement network color with good local color; and that "all the know-how, all the lessons we learn in this Chicago pilot will be made available to other tele-

vision stations interested in advancing color television as a regular service."

He predicted that "stations all over the country will have their eyes on Chicago and I believe will follow Chicago's lead and produce their local programs in color."

Robert Sarnoff hailed the WNBQ project as clearly signifying that "color television has arrived." He noted that, through color-equipped affiliates, NBC color programming is available to 90% of all tv homes, and said that "the millions who have watched color television are spreading the word." In addition to NBC's five-fold increase in color programming this year, he said, "our chief competitor has geared up its color activities and we understand it reaches something in the neighborhood of 10 hours a month," which "helps to step up further the pace of color television development."

Mr. Sarnoff referred to the nine-day period ending today (Monday) as "a big week" for color, with NBC scheduled to transmit 1½ hours of color in that period and CBS adding two and a half.

Mr. Denny spelled out details of the plans for converting WNBQ, and President Weaver said that between the Chicago plan and the "tremendous success" of the color shows at the start of the fall season "I am sure that color is really going to explode."

Participants in the news conference at the Chicago end, which was under the direction of WNBQ General Manager Jules Herbeux, included Chicago's Mayor Richard J. Daley, who called it "a great day for Chicago" and told Gen. Sarnoff that "all of us, not only in Chicago but in the nation, are proud of you and are proud of your great accomplishments and proud of the great things you are doing for all the people of our nation."

Gen. Sarnoff explained that Chicago was chosen "for this pioneering step" because "it has always been a key city in the operations of NBC and the radio and television industry generally."

While Robert Sarnoff pointed up CBS-TV's increased color activity this year, reports circulated that CBS plans a color cutback. But these were denied by CBS-TV officials, who said they have no present plans either to expand or to contract their present color schedule.

CBS-TV's color plans for the rest of November include three more Gene Autry tele-

casts, four of the Red Skelton shows, two episodes of Climax, and two of Godfrey and Friends. For December they include five Autry and three Skelton shows, two Climax productions, one Shower of Stars and one Ford Star Jubilee.

ABC's President Kintner summarized his views on color in these words in his ANA speech:

I am somewhat in a delicate position, since our company is not a manufacturer of television sets, and since I know that I need not recall to this audience that the forecast on the progress of color has been substantially overstated.

"Color television apparently will not be an important factor in the immediate future, as far as reaching large audiences is concerned. According to the best estimates we have been able to obtain in the trade, I am told that there are about 40,000 color sets described to over 35 million black and white sets in the country at the present time—a substantial part of which are in the hands of dealers. I am also told that the industry should produce about 150,000 sets this year."

"So from a color circulation point of view, it would appear that we are now about at the stage we were in mid-1948 with black and white, and it looks to me that if color will go through the same five-year circulation growth that black and white did, although at a slower rate, to achieve really national penetration."

"However, perhaps I should hedge this prediction by saying that black and white set sales of 500,000 per month and more surprised even the industry, but it is my personal belief that color will not be a really major factor in network programming until at least 1957."
TV WILL BE NO. 1 SELLER, KINTNER TELLS ADVERTISERS

ABC president tells 46th annual meeting of Assn. of National Advertisers that television's qualities are unexcelled in an economy trending more and more toward automation and the attendant volume of production. Other highlights: appraisal of antitrust suit against advertising, plea for increased propaganda efforts in the "idea war," discussion of research developments.

ADVERTISER and agency executives participating in the 46th annual meeting of the Assn. of National Advertisers last week in New York were told by Mr. Robert Kintner, president of the Advertising Council, that television will be "the major selling machine" in moving the nation's rising volume of production.

The broadcast media—both radio and television—possess "human" qualities which exceed those of any other medium of communication and which become more and more vital in selling, advertising and marketing as the trend toward automation in production continues, Mr. Kintner said.

The ABC chief also gave the advertiser and agency men an appraisal of television trends and problem areas—advantages to look for and pitfalls to beware—and called upon them to join the broadcasters in lifting radio from a "stepchild" status.

Mr. Kintner's speech was the radio-television highlight of a Monday-Wednesday ANA program devoted primarily to broad aspects of marketing. Other features of the program dealt with such fundamentals as budgeting; management organization; agency performance evaluation; media contributions through marketing; research tools available to advertisers; case-history proof that creative planning, advertising and marketing pay off, and an appraisal of the government's pending antitrust suit against advertising (see stories pages 30-31 and 82).

The meeting, which drew a record registration of 490 advertisers and 180 agency executives plus 90 media representatives, also heard Theseus S. Repplier, president of the Advertising Council, commend the progress being made by the U.S. Information Agency abroad but at the same time recommend the formation of a new private organization to help wage the "idea war." An Advertising Council presentation on "The Impact of Your Public Service Advertising" was another feature of the session.

Mr. Kintner, in a speech on "TV and Radio—Today and Tomorrow," reminded the advertisers of tv's coverage growth and pointed out that 19 of the top 25 advertisers, excluding distillers, make television "unquestionably their No. 1 medium" with the "typical" advertiser in the top 25 investing 47% of his advertising dollar in network tv alone and 56% in the broadcast media.

The challenge of television is not whether it is effective, but "how best to program it, how best to buy it, and best to use it commercially," he asserted, adding: "Since only 165 advertisers use network television today, there is the added challenge of how the networks can make greater use of television by smaller companies possible."

Mr. Kintner said the trend toward participating sponsorship—with 76% of today's tv network advertisers being participating sponsors as against 51% three years ago—has made the issue of network control of programs "more and more academic." But because the networks are being given more and more responsibility for direct programming, he said there should be "much closer liaison between the advertising agencies and the networks; a much better understanding by the networks of consumer motivation, and a great deal more research by all of us on what makes people buy."

The ABC head also called attention to the trend toward film programming, pointing out that the three networks now use film programs for 40% to 50% of their Class A nighttime hours and estimating that this may ultimately rise to around 80%.

The "real significance" of "spectacular-type" shows—which he called "special programs"—in the long run "will be to expand normal programming length to 90 minutes and longer," Mr. Kintner forecast, also predicting that many hour-and-a-half and two-hour shows will be regularly scheduled. In effect, he said, what the networks and producers will be attempting to do is to re-create in the home on a regular basis program vehicles very similar to the motion pictures and the full length plays.

He said that, "on the basis of regular buying, I doubt if more than half of the special shows can achieve a good cost per thousand, but the special shows do have certain advantages in special promotion for the larger companies, as one method for use of television by the smaller companies in bringing special stars and programs to tv, so that the number of special shows should increase rather than decrease.

Among television's "problem areas" he cited rising costs (for 28 shows on the air since 1951, production costs have risen 83% and time costs have doubled). But he pointed out "that compared with four years ago, the cost-per-thousand of the typical program has fallen," even though it has risen slightly in the past year because of greater competition among networks for audience, addition of new stations and smaller markets, and the fact that some new advertisers "are not buying television with commensurate program expenditures."

"The networks are not receiving unconscionable profits," he said. "In 1954, when the net work gross sales were $306 million, profits were $36.5 million including the profits of 16 owned network stations which, of course, are more profitable than the network."

Another problem, Mr. Kintner said, is color (see story page 27), but the greatest in his opinion is "the restricted market challenge." He reiterated ABC's position that, without disrupting its present business, FCC could deregister and alter allocations to permit "at least three, and I would hope four or five, truly competitive television stations in the great bulk of the top 100 markets."

Such a move, he said, deserves advertisers' support and should be a matter of advertiser concern "because if your programs cannot be heard in many of the top 100 markets, except in large markets, and this fact is obscured by getting an equal share of the potential with your competitors." Mr. Kintner conceded that in his opinion the average tv commercial is not as "well done" as the average print ad but that "this fact is obscured by the tremendous impact advantages" of television. "In other words," he said, "I believe the effectiveness of tv advertising can be increased geometrically while tv's network stations are not equipped, can only be increased arithmetically." A "great deal more" knowledge about the viewing habits and inclinations of the tv audience is needed, he asserted, citing a special study made for ABC in Detroit (see story page 38).

Turning to radio, he cited changes in listening habits and needs, but said the problem is "primarily the failure on the part of the radio networks and of the local stations to back their research with substantial sums, to return to radio the excitement that is necessary. This reluctance of the business to gamble, I think, is also due in substantial part to the attitude taken by those advertising agencies who refuse to give proper consideration; and by those advertisers who are most interested in satisfying distributors and salesmen with glamour buys in television rather than good advertising buys."

"I think it is to the discredit of the networks, the advertisers and the agencies that this instantaneous medium with such potential for good and with such advertising advantage in cost-per-thousand, has been permitted to become a stepchild in the communications business. However, I see signs among the networks of program vitality. I hope their efforts in network radio will receive greater support from the agencies and advertisers. Thus a revitalization of radio can quickly result."

Looking 10 years ahead, Mr. Kintner fore-

---

EDWIN W. EBEL, General Foods vice president, was elected chairman of the ANA to succeed Edward G. Gerbic. George E. Mosley, vice president of Seagram Distillers Co., was named vice chairman. Paul B. West continues as ANA president (story page 38).
THE 15% COMMISSION: SHOULD IT BE JUNKED?

IT SEEMS SO, AN ADVERTISING LAWYER TELLS HIS CLIENTS

LAST WEDNESDAY the business of advertising was handed an eloquent exposition of the facts of life by Gilbert H. Weil, general counsel to the Assn. of National Advertisers. Speaking at that organization's 46th annual meeting in New York, Mr. Weil delivered a two-pronged message: (1) that the current Justice Dept. antitrust complaint is neither vindictive nor necessarily to be feared, and (2) that the growth of the advertising business necessitates new reflection by advertisers and agencies upon their traditional (15%) way of doing business. B.W.T considers his remarks of considerable moment, and on these two pages reproduces his text, slightly condensed.

TIME and time again, the Antitrust Dept. has moved into various industries to challenge practices which were dear to the heart of the industry. Usually they are practices that have taken on the aspect of indispensable keystones in the economy of the business affected, through the hallowing processes of time—or by the inertia that goes euphemized as tradition.

Sometimes the assaults have failed, as in the recent investment bankers case. More often they have pushed through to their objective.

When such interest by the Department first makes itself known in a given industry, it is commonly attended, in its earlier stages at least, by reactions of consternation, shock, indignation, resentful frustration, and also by sincere conviction and admirable determination to stand for what is right and see the matter through at all costs.

These attitudes erupt in varying degrees in different quarters within the industry, but they stem from a surprisingly common progression of convictions: (1) that Antitrust doesn't understand the nature of the industry and doesn't realize that the practices under attack are its lifeblood; (2) that Antitrust does understand the industry and does realize how essential the practices are to its existence, but it is antagonistic to the industry and is out to get it with a leap for the throat; (3) that intentionally or not, those damn bureaucrats are just going to be the death of the industry if somebody doesn't stop them.

But, when the smoke of battle has cleared away, and poppies grow in the battlefields, the dire predictions rarely seem to have come true.

Individual businesses may often-times have become war casualties, but I can call to mind no instances in which an otherwise vital, sound and dynamic industry has been stunted or killed by an antitrust order.

I personally have never found, and I do not believe, that the Department has any basic antagonism against the industries—as such—within which it takes action. If you wish to feel otherwise you will have to believe that in its time it has been anti-aluminum, coal and oil, fish, fur, food and milk; railroads; telegrams, trucking and light bulbs; glass and eyeglasses; autos and movies; shoe machinery; plumbing; fire extinguishers and parking meters; real estate brokers; labor unions; and even the practice of medicine.

The common element, and the target which has truly spurred Antitrust to action in these widely varied fields, has not been the industry itself, but the practices that the department believed to exist within them in contravention of the antitrust statutes. And I am of the opinion that the same is true insofar as its action in the field of advertising is concerned. I cannot feel that the department is anti-advertising, or that it is out to "get" the advertising industry, or any medium, under the guise of the antitrust laws.

I simply think that, being technicians charged with the responsibility of stamping out antitrust violations wherever it may find them, the department, believing them to exist within the advertising structure, has proceeded there as it would, and has, in other, totally unrelated industries.

The part of the antitrust laws that is involved in the advertising case is that portion which prohibits two or more persons or organizations from joining together in a common plan or course of action which has restraint of trade—whether their own or someone else's—as its purpose or effect. It is a statutory recognition of the adage that in union there is strength; and that—inafar as restraint of trade is concerned—the opportunities to exercise the power that can be amassed by collective action are too dangerous in their implications to be tolerated.

The specific practices concerning which the Dept. of Justice alleges there has been unlawfully concerted action are:

1. Uniform standards for recognition of advertising agencies;
2. Refusal of credit and commissions to non-recognized agencies;
3. Refusal of trade association memberships to non-conforming agencies;
4. Refusal of recognition or commissions to agencies which rebate or split their commissions with national advertisers;
5. Refusal of recognition to house agencies or agencies controlled by or affiliated with media, printing or engraving establishments;
6. Charging of gross rates by media to direct advertisers;
7. Agreement amongst media that they will not depart from their published advertising rates;
8. Fixing and maintaining agency commissions at 15% of media's gross advertising rate;
9. Refraining by agencies from competing with each other by submitting material to a national advertiser in speculative solicitation of new business.


If I am unable to make anything else clear that I say this morning, I hope that I may have the power to be lucid on one point. I must make it clear, if I am to help you understand the true implications of the advertising antitrust suit.

It is this: There are certain activities, and they are many, which a business may lawfully do, if it does them by itself, acting on its own initiative and determination. Yet those very same actions may become illegal if done as the result of agreement, concert or joint program with one or more other companies.

There you have the touchstone for understanding the legal basis, rationale and objective of the Department's lawsuit. It is not based upon the thought that an advertising agency should not be paid 15% of an advertiser's media expenditures. It is not based upon the thought that such payment should not be made by the medium in the form of a discount to the agency. It is not based upon the thought that a medium has no right to select—or "recognize"—the agencies with which it will do business.

It is predicated simply upon the principle that it is unlawful for two or more independent business entities to agree with each other to do such things, or do participate in a joint program concerning them.

It's the joining together in such activities that the complaint sets forth as the unlawful aspect of what it claims has been done. There is no claim whatsoever that the particular activities which are alleged to have been the subject of the joint ventures are, or would be, illegal if pursued by individual companies acting entirely by themselves. And there is no indication in the complaint that the Antitrust Department has any desire to prohibit individual employment of such commercial devices.

Of course—and it is very important that we realize and remember this—the complaint merely represents what the Department claims to
be true; it is not necessarily the truth itself. If the case is fully litigated, it may well be that after all the evidence is in, the court may find that the standard agency commission is the result of economic evolution and tradition and not collusive action. Or that when variations in agency services and payments are taken into account, there is indeed a fixed agency fee; or that the recognition programs are credit and caliber report only, with the media owners in full exercise of their individual policies as to how they shall act upon the information thus received.

If the proof goes in those directions, then to such extent the factual basis for the government's case—as distinct from the legal theories upon which it rests—will be shot from under it.

If, on the other hand, the Department successfully wows the court to its point of view that joint action has taken place in these areas, or if a consent decree is negotiated, the result of the suit—that is, the injunctive terms of the final order—will not in any event go beyond prohibiting continuation of such collusive action. It will not ban truly individual performance of the activities designated in the complaint.

I have not the slightest doubt, and neither have you, that advertising is so dynamic, so vital, so full of growth and strength, that it would weather blows a hundred-fold as threatening as that. It is simply inconceivable—that there should be so drastic a change in the nature of our economy nothing else would retain its importance anyway—that advertisers, agencies and media will not continue to need each other, and use each other, and that suitable and appropriate mechanisms will be worked out whereby the laborer who is worthy of his hire will receive compensation or persons who derive the benefit of the services, and in fair correlation with the amount of benefit they get. . . .

So, if I have correctly analyzed the government's case, there is nothing in it from the strict legal viewpoint that is going to necessitate drastic changes in our industry, regardless of how the case turns out. Despite that, however, I cannot escape the personal belief that this suit—entirely apart from its outcome and regardless of who wins—it will prove to be a strong catalytic agent in the economic evolution of some important aspects of advertising relationships.

The reason I say this is that, however the case turns out, it will necessarily focus attention upon the concept that the legal relationship between an advertiser and his agency should be fixed by individually determined agreement between them. If the government's views prevail, the decision will certainly establish that as a consideration for the future. If the defendants prevail, it will be because they will have convinced the court that that has been the state of affairs right along and presumably will continue to be so.

The highlighting of this concept comes at a time when more and more advertisers and agencies are becoming aware of the inadequacy of under-mining and standardized customs to serve the subtle, complex and distinctive needs of their own particular commercial situations. Their growing restlessness becomes all the more acute when the stereotyped arrangements are ones which, to varying degrees, have ensued after the conditions that originally infixed them with good commercial sense have changed. . . .

In the simpler days of our industry, the business between an advertiser and his agency was carried on between one dominant individual in each of the companies. They were, in almost all instances, close personal friends, or became such. They understood each other, and the immediacy and uninterrupted continuity of liaison between the two top men provided a basis of understanding, mobility, trust and adaptability that was probably more efficient than anything we could substitute today. It was not necessary, when those conditions prevailed, to hammer the efficiency of a fast moving, fluid, informal set-up like that with the details, codifications and general red tape of a formal contractual instrument.

But that was possible only under those conditions. Now that advertising departments on the one hand, and advertising agencies, on the other, have grown to the complex structures which they are today, then, despite the most pleasant personal relationships which may exist between individual and individual within the larger framework, we must recognize that realistically times have changed and the relationship is now between one large business organization and another. Understandings, activities and programs which were at one time settled in a matter of minutes by two men across a desk or table, now require consideration by subcommittees, committees, departments and finally by top management.

The individuals who in the early years of advertising-agency relationships made their decisions as spontaneously as they wished were the heads, and most frequently the owners, of their respective business enterprises. They were responsible to no one but themselves. Today the people who must make the decisions are responsible to other officers of their company, to boards of directors, and, ultimately, to stockholders.

Changes have also taken place in the complexities of technique in the advertising and marketing processes. In the developmental period of the agency commission system, the services renderable by an agency to an advertiser were pretty much limited to those that were collateral—either buying of space for media owners. They were essentially copy preparation, space contracting and, space billing functions. They were perhaps performed more for the purpose of helping the media owner sell its product than to aid the advertiser in marketing his.

Today the services which agencies can and do furnish to advertisers range across an extremely broad and varied spectrum. They now encompass, amongst other things, the production of entertainment which once would have been thought appropriate only to theatrical producers; research; and participation, in many instances to a major degree, in the formulation of marketing and public relations policies—perhaps even product development and sales decisions. . . .

In view of the extremely mature environment that has now settled down upon our industry, how can an advertiser and an agency any longer be satisfied that they are acting up to their commensurate responsibilities when they shackle the services do to services by means which, even when they are reduced to writing, amount to little more than the advertiser saying, "Hey, you wanna be my advertising agency?"—and the agency answering "Yeah, sure. . . .

In the first place, since every advertiser does not want 100% of every service that an agency can possibly render to it, the parties should decide which services are to be furnished and to what extent. Secondly, the arrangement is on an unrealistic, and, hence, unsound basis if the remuneration that the agency is receive is not fairly correlated to the services that it is to render.

AT THE TIME, IT WORKED

In the younger days of the industry when an agency's services to an advertiser were simple and relatively uniform from advertiser to advertiser, those circumstances made a perfect compensation system commercially appropriate and satisfactory. It was keyed to the conditions of time and hence it was relatively sound. Moreover, since the services bore quite a direct relationship to the use of media space and were predominantly in the service of media owners, it was naturally natural and suitable that their compensation should be computed in relationship to the media billing, and that it should be paid by the media owners.

Today, when so much of the value of some services an agency may supply may not receive ample recompense from a percentage of media billing, either because the services do not relate to or result in space or facility purchases, or, if they do, the medium involved is one with a relatively low billing rate, there is a restless amongst agencies concerning the traditional basis of compensation, and we find, more and more, a demand on their part, and a willingness amongst advertisers where circumstances warrant it, that additional fees be negotiated for specific services.

Conversely, where agencies are called upon to render relatively little by way of effort in comparison with large amounts receivable from them by certain media—such as TV or super-circulation periodicals—whose invoices are verging upon expression in light years, the advertisers are growing restive, and they are more and more demanding and receiving adjustment of the inequities, either in the form of additional services by the agency without further compensation, or by the franker means of rebates.

In other words, as must always happen, vestigial commercial practices may continue by momentum for some time after the true justification has ceased or altered, but ultimately the friction of new market conditions will wear away obsolescent contours and remodel the structure to its new environment, or whittle it away entirely.

The circumstances I have referred to, and others which there is no time to go into here, mark the natural evolution of the moment as one of more and more recognition of the dual nature between specific advertisers and their agencies of the custom-tailored contractual relationships which best suit their own particular needs under today's complex market and legal conditions.
saw color TV as " commonplace"; TV screens flat, measured in feet rather than inches, and " used wherever picture frames or mirrors are used today"; TV telephones and closed circuit TV for both business and homes; television on a trans-world basis, and radios the size of a watch and carried by everyone.

Mr. Knickerbocker spoke Tuesday at a media session in which newspapers were represented by Harold S. Barnes, director of the American Newspaper Publishers' Assn.'s Bureau of Advertising; outdoor advertising by Warner Moore, president of Outdoor Advertising Inc., and magazines and business papers by a panel moderated by Frederick Nelson, chief editorial writer of the Saturday Evening Post, and composed of Frank Baxter, U. of Southern California professor whose TV programs on Shakespeare have been widely hailed; Stanley High, senior editor, Reader's Digest, and Robert Elder, vice president of the Flax Corp. and a marketing economist well known in radio and television circles.

In a Wednesday session on new developments in advertising research, Fred B. Manchee, executive vice president and treasurer of BBDO and chairman of Advertising Research Foundation, covered five major research areas—market, motivation, copy, media, and "pay-off"—and also called attention to pilot studies in a pending project dealing with human behavior in arriving at decisions to buy products, which he said showed such "interesting results" as: "More than twice as many people regarded a television set as a necessity than regarded it as a luxury. Opinions regarding whether television sets were expensive or inexpensive split about evenly. About three times as many of the people interviewed said that there were many differences among various brands as against those they said they didn't think there were any important differences. About twice as many people said that many facts were required before making a purchase, as against the number who said that they didn't need any facts; and six times as many people said that family opinion was important as said that family opinion was unimportant..."

Mr. Manchee also stressed the need for more media research studies, outlined ARF's activities in various research fields, and reiterated that the ARF Radio-TV Committee hopes the industry will provide money to enable it to conduct a series of controlled experiments in which each of the various radio TV rating methods may be observed in action.

William A. Hart, new president of ARF, introduced the research session which also included a report by Sherwood Dodge, vice president of Foote, Cone & Belding, on the work of his ARF committee on printed advertising rating methods.

Advertising Council President Reppler, speaking at the closing luncheon Wednesday, reviewed his recent six-month round-the-world study of the "idea war." He said the USIA program is improved but not perfect. "We have made our mistakes and have learned from them. I do feel we have stopped floundering and have begun to get our feet on the ground in a field that was frighteningly new and strange." He said that Ted Streibert, former mutual board chairman, and Abbott Washburn, formerly of General Mills, who now head the USIA operation, have "performed feats that make the labors of Hercules look like featherbedding" and have "formed the nucleus of a good organization."

Mr. Reppler said that he also would "like to see a new private organization formed to aid in the idea war," to "quietly enlist in the information program the non-governmental groups which give America much of its strength." But most important of all, he said, "we must supply the USIA with tools adequate for the job," budgeting not $80 million for the idea war but "at least $200 million."

Advertising and Marketing

Robert C. Myers, director of market development for U. S. Steel Corp., showed how advertising—including Steel Hour on CBS-TV and open-end commercials which the company makes available for local TV sponsorship—fits into the marketing picture. President James E. Robison and associates of Indian Head Mills pictured their company's use of advertising and said that, additionally, the campaign for their textile products gets a "substantial amount of publicity" including live TV shows in conjunction with Singer Sewing Machine, 150 TV stations use of a five-minute film run "editorially," and a disc jockey contest conducted by the company in 100 markets for three weeks.

Ford Motor Co.'s "coordinated program of product development, manufacturing, sales, and advertising in action" was presented by T. J. O'Neil, Ford's executive director of sales and advertising. The annual meeting opened with a morning session, on "Making Your Advertising More Productive in Today's Business Climate," which included two closed presentations. One was by Fortune magazine and pointed up that business management in recent years has reversed the long trend of advertising less when sales are down. The other was a dramatized presentation by the ANA board to show members the functions and services provided by ANA.

The advertisers were told by Albert W. Frey, professor of marketing at Dartmouth U.'s Amos Tuck School of Business Administration, that a company's advertising budget cannot be "determined properly until (1) general management stops considering advertising as a step-child and (2) advertising management stops considering it as an only child." He stressed the need for careful planning of marketing functions including advertising.

A special workshop session Monday afternoon was devoted to management practices that have proved effective in advertising operations. The panel consisted of W. B. (Pete) Potter, director of advertising, Eastman Kodak Co.; John B. McLaughlin, director of sales and advertising, Kraft Foods Co.; (Cliff) Samuelson, advertising manager, Grocery Products Div., General Mills; R. G. Holbrook, chairman of the board of Compton Adv. and vice chairman of the AAAA. Mr. Potter, who spoke on "Long-Term Budgeting for Long-Term Marketing Planning," stressed that it is important for an advertising department to provide management with the best available long-term estimates of advertising expenditures. Careful pre-planning of advertising expenditures, he said, enables Eastman Kodak to maintain reasonably-measured advertising support keyed to the company's production schedule.

Mr. McLaughlin described how Kraft Foods coordinates all marketing functions in a manner calculated to generate maximum power. He said Kraft has organized the sales and advertising departments into a single unit—a move designed to "break down the 'iron wall' that often seems to exist between sales and advertising." Accordingly, he said, Kraft has a budget that encompasses advertising, market research, sales promotion and sales expenditures, and funds can be shifted rapidly from one area to another to meet a particular marketing situation.

Mr. Samuelson outlined criteria for evaluating the performance of an agency for a client, including the quality of advertising management in relation to business acumen, alertness to new ideas and stability; advertising leadership; creative ability; technical services and personnel; over-all resources; competitive gains in all areas of responsibilities, and depth and character of replacement personnel.

Mr. Holbrook discussed the ways and means agency management evaluates the job its organization is doing for a client. He said an agency must exclusively identify the objective and decide the kind of work the account needs and how much work it requires, and then must maintain a check on the progress of an account. In addition to making certain that the quality of work on an account is high, agency management must impress on account executives the need to anticipate future trends, so that the client may "get a jump ahead" of competitors. Agency management, he said, also must guard against such failings as complacency in leadership, internal friction and bogging down in creativity.

The ANA annual banquet was held Tuesday night, with CBS Radio and CBS-TV presenting a special program emceed by CBS-TV comic Johnny Carson.
The truth will out!

When Dr. Whan made the 1955 Iowa Radio-Television Audience Survey, 74 out of every 100 Iowa homes had television sets.

Since then, the number has continued to grow tremendously. Today we estimate that in Central Iowa, WHO-TV delivers 302,200 television homes, representing over a million people — about half urban, half rural.

WHO-TV serves this great and growing audience in the best WHO tradition. Free & Peters can give you full details.
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TV NETWORK BUYS AND BUYERS

CIRCLE OF BEST SPENDERS VIRTUALLY INTACT DURING AUGUST

EIGHT of the top 10 tv network advertisers for August of this year also had placed in the listing for August 1954, according to the Publishers Information Bureau's compilation of tv network gross billings.

Comparable figures for network radio gross billings are no longer available. PIB terminated this service following issuance of July figures, saying that "recent changes in the rate and discount structures of the various networks" had affected comparisons between the networks as well as comparisons with past statistics (R•T, Oct. 10).

P. Lorillard Co. and General Electric Co. were replaced in this August's tv listing by Lever Bros. and American Home Products Corp.

Procter & Gamble Co., which consistently spends the most in network tv, compiled an impressive $2,861,971 in gross billing for the month. This was over $800,000 more than its total of August 1954.

Of some 22 categories appearing in the network tv product group breakdown, 13 increased in gross billings. Top gainers were autos (including equipment and accessories), drug and remedies, foods, gasoline, household equipment and supplies, office equipment, radio-tv sets, soaps (cleansers and polishes included) and toiletries and toilet goods.

Network tv's gross billings continued their climb upward, totaling $257,517,496 for the January-August period, as compared with last year's eight month total of $196,622,788. The August 1955 figure was nearly $7 million above the gross billing figure for that month last year.

### GROSS TV NETWORK TIME SALES BY PRODUCT GROUPS FOR AUGUST AND JANUARY-AUGUST 1955, COMPARED TO 1954

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Agricultural &amp; Forestry</td>
<td>$1,804,934</td>
<td>$1,137,254</td>
<td>$8,018,960</td>
<td>$9,510,470</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apparel, Footwear &amp; Access.</td>
<td>2,154,709</td>
<td>1,666,452</td>
<td>176,241</td>
<td>1,968,641</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Automotive, Auto Equip. &amp; Access.</td>
<td>28,167,944</td>
<td>17,614,552</td>
<td>1,933,657</td>
<td>1,761,452</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aviation, Aviation Equip. &amp; Access.</td>
<td>76,395</td>
<td>76,395</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beer, Wine &amp; Liquor</td>
<td>4,924,144</td>
<td>622,133</td>
<td>4,531,509</td>
<td>4,531,509</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Building Materials &amp; Supplies</td>
<td>24,523,668</td>
<td>23,998,509</td>
<td>3,797,248</td>
<td>3,797,248</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Confectionery &amp; Soft Drinks</td>
<td>4,700,753</td>
<td>27,309</td>
<td>975,461</td>
<td>975,461</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consumer Services</td>
<td>793,569</td>
<td>76,220</td>
<td>553,196</td>
<td>553,196</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drugs &amp; Remedies</td>
<td>14,114,525</td>
<td>1,137,254</td>
<td>8,490,958</td>
<td>8,490,958</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Entertaiment</td>
<td>7,240</td>
<td>7,240</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Food &amp; Food Products</td>
<td>52,119,864</td>
<td>52,032,210</td>
<td>40,296,679</td>
<td>40,296,679</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gasoline, Lubricants &amp; Other Fuels</td>
<td>3,095,294</td>
<td>228,298</td>
<td>2,022,256</td>
<td>2,022,256</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Horticulture</td>
<td>109,669</td>
<td>109,669</td>
<td>23,406</td>
<td>23,406</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Household Equip. &amp; Supplies</td>
<td>20,049,290</td>
<td>18,105,855</td>
<td>16,517,742</td>
<td>16,517,742</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Household Furnishings</td>
<td>1,660,190</td>
<td>1,675,697</td>
<td>2,559,674</td>
<td>2,559,674</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Industrial Materials</td>
<td>4,427,404</td>
<td>408,562</td>
<td>3,853,275</td>
<td>3,853,275</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Insurance</td>
<td>1,072,490</td>
<td>57,410</td>
<td>1,015,337</td>
<td>1,015,337</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jewelry, Optical Goods &amp; Cameras</td>
<td>2,930,424</td>
<td>88,324</td>
<td>1,665,080</td>
<td>1,665,080</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Office Equipment, Stationery &amp; Writing Supplies</td>
<td>3,790,302</td>
<td>272,165</td>
<td>2,994,471</td>
<td>2,994,471</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publishing &amp; Media</td>
<td>486,742</td>
<td>7,922</td>
<td>88,400</td>
<td>88,400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radios, Tv Sets, Phonographs, Musical Instruments &amp; Access.</td>
<td>5,581,053</td>
<td>273,713</td>
<td>5,155,710</td>
<td>5,155,710</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Retail Stores &amp; Direct by mail</td>
<td>10,392</td>
<td>42,345</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smoking Materials</td>
<td>27,337,947</td>
<td>27,827,077</td>
<td>27,827,077</td>
<td>27,827,077</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Soap, Cleansers &amp; Polishes</td>
<td>28,664,047</td>
<td>22,057,039</td>
<td>22,057,039</td>
<td>22,057,039</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sporting Goods &amp; Toys</td>
<td>45,927</td>
<td>42,502</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Toiletries &amp; Toilet Goods</td>
<td>43,366,977</td>
<td>29,537,877</td>
<td>839,876</td>
<td>839,876</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Travel, Hotels &amp; Resorts</td>
<td>340,500</td>
<td>56,970</td>
<td>694,400</td>
<td>694,400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Miscellaneous</td>
<td>1,796,687</td>
<td>157,392</td>
<td>1,749,193</td>
<td>1,749,193</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TOTALS** $30,344,948 $257,517,496 $23,664,931 $196,622,788

Source: Publisher's Information Bureau

### LEADING ADVERTISERS IN RESPECTIVE GROUPS DURING AUGUST 1955

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Advertiser</th>
<th>Sales</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Procter &amp; Gamble</td>
<td>$2,861,971</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colgate-Palmolive</td>
<td>1,666,152</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chrysler Corp.</td>
<td>1,497,209</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gillette Co.</td>
<td>1,181,792</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R. J. Reynolds Tob.</td>
<td>1,105,262</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General Foods</td>
<td>1,082,986</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>American Tobacco</td>
<td>848,306</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lever Bros.</td>
<td>816,545</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>American Home Prods.</td>
<td>748,907</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General Mills</td>
<td>664,566</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Pioneer Station
Representatives Since 1932

FREE & PETERS, INC.

NEW YORK
250 Park Avenue
Plaza 1-2700

CHICAGO
230 N. Michigan Ave.
Franklin 2-0373
and we can tell you why

If you really want more business and will tell us a few basic facts about your sales policy, distribution, and sales objectives, we will research your industry, competitive sales strategy and media patterns. If our study shows promise of greater impact, economy and RESULTS through Spot Radio, we will submit campaign ideas and budgets. You then decide for yourself.

Product and media research is one of the many services we offer to advertisers and their agencies. Please call or write us today.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EAST, SOUTHEAST</th>
<th>MIDWEST, SOUTHWEST</th>
<th>MOUNTAIN AND WEST</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>WBZ-WBZA</td>
<td>Boston+Springfield</td>
<td>KBOI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WGR</td>
<td>Buffalo</td>
<td>KFDM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WWJ</td>
<td>Detroit</td>
<td>KVOD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KYW</td>
<td>Philadelphia</td>
<td>KGMB-KHBC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KDKA</td>
<td>Pittsburgh</td>
<td>KEX</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WFBL</td>
<td>Syracuse</td>
<td>KIRO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WCSC</td>
<td>Charleston, S. C.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WIST</td>
<td>Charlotte</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WIS</td>
<td>Columbia, S. C.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WPTF</td>
<td>Raleigh-Durham</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WDBJ</td>
<td>Roanoke</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WHO</td>
<td>Des Moines</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WOC</td>
<td>Davenport</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WDSM</td>
<td>Duluth—Superior</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WDAY</td>
<td>Fargo</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WOWO</td>
<td>Fort Wayne</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WIRE</td>
<td>Indianapolis</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KMBC-KFRM</td>
<td>Kansas City</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KFAB</td>
<td>Omaha</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WMBD</td>
<td>Peoria</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KFDM</td>
<td>Beaumont</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KRIS</td>
<td>Corpus Christi</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WBAP</td>
<td>Ft. Worth—Dallas</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KENS</td>
<td>San Antonio</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KBOI</td>
<td>Boise</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KVOD</td>
<td>Denver</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KGMB-KHBC</td>
<td>Honolulu—Hilo</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KEX</td>
<td>Portland</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KIRO</td>
<td>Seattle</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DETROIT</td>
<td>Penobscot Bldg.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Woodward 1-4255</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ATLANTA</td>
<td>Glenn Bldg.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Murray 8-5667</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FT. WORTH</td>
<td>406 W. Seventh St.</td>
<td>Hollywood Blvd.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Fortune 3349</td>
<td>Hollywood 9-2151</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HOLLYWOOD</td>
<td>6531 Hollywood Blvd.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAN FRANCISCO</td>
<td>Russ Building</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sutter 1-3798</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
NEW VIEWING DATA OFFERED BY ABC-TV

President Kintner tells ANA about a Detroit pilot study showing viewing preferences.

SOME NEW RESEARCH on the viewing habits and inclinations of the people who make up the television audience was presented to the Assn. of National Advertisers last week by ABC President Robert E. Kintner (also see story page 29).

He said ABC had financed a pilot study in the Detroit area in order to gather information for the ANA meeting and, although "it only suggests clues," summarized its highlights as follows:

"1. We found the dominance of the housewife in nighttime tv viewing is considerably greater than the male; 29% greater with regard to overall activity and 46% with regard to general interest. Particularly enough, this was not necessarily traced to our living in a matriarchal society rather than to the absence of the spouse. I can only presume that in Detroit the boys either work harder or play harder.

"2. There is frequently more unanimity of appeal within the household of lower-rated programs than for most programs appearing on the top 10 in home viewing in the study - I suppose that this may be traced to the fact that the leading programs become more controversial, presumably developing strong dislikes as well as likes which tend to fragmentize the audience within the household.

"3. It appears that the housewife asserts herself to the selection of a tv program when there is general drama available or a situation comedy. As for mysteries, the housewife appears to have about the same interest level as her husband. Naturally, as you would expect, the events on which the husband asserts his dominance, but what surprised me is that he exercises it also for certain types of motion pictures. I can only guess that the same factors which keep men away from homes in Detroit may affect their choice of feature films on tv. Incidentally, the husband frequently reports, especially on weeknights, that he would like to watch programs other than those chosen by his family, so presumably the presence of a second television set in the home will increase the male viewing activity.

"4. The most important point that this pilot survey showed was that there were approximately half as many family members not watching tv as watching prime viewing hours. Of those non-views, almost as many were in the home as were out of the home. This indicates, of course, that there is still a sizeable reservoir of viewers at home in peak-viewing hours which better programming would attract to the set.

"5. The old axiom of radio that habit plays a strong role in listening activity is certainly in evidence in this study. The study shows that good programs, regularly slotted, are very strong role players of there..."

WEST VIRGINIA

These preliminary state and county figures from the U. S. Census of Agriculture show the number of farms with television sets in October-November, 1954, when the census was made. Figures are projected from a survey covering 20% of the farms. B&T will present farm tv figures for each state as they are tabulated by the Census Bureau. Readers can clip and save these reports to accumulate a complete, county-by-county, state-by-state file.

ANA-AAAA Plan Effort To Stress Marketing

IMPORTANCE of "integrated and creative" marketing in moving products and answering fears of oversupply and unemployment is stressed in a new joint program of the Assn. of National Advertisers and the American Assn. of Advertising Agencies, unveiled last week at the ANA meeting in New York (story page 29).

The case for greater attention to marketing is dramatized in a motion picture, "Challenge to America," which was shown for the first time at the meeting and is intended for use by companies throughout the country. The film was produced under the auspices of the Committee on Understanding of Our Economic System, jointly sponsored by ANA and AAAA and headed by William C. McKeelhan Jr., vice president of Lever Bros. & Thompson Co., New York. "Challenge to America" was produced for the committee by Wilding Picture Productions, based on material developed by JWT.

The agency contribution was supervised by Stanley Resor, chairman of the JWT board, and included research by JWT and work by Arno Johnson, Dr. Vrgrell Reed, Dr. Herbert Fischer and Walter Lord.

Numerous industry groups, including radio stations, have expressed interest in attending in the "Challenge to America" program, ANA-AAAA spokesmen reported, saying it will be a continuing and long-range program. It is the third to be sponsored by the joint committee since its formation in 1947.
Of all the food merchandising programs in Philadelphia...

**THE PAT AND JACK SHOW**

Every major station in Philadelphia has a food merchandising program. According to Pulse*, the WPEN entry—The Pat & Jack Show—leads all the rest, including the 50,000 watt "giants" of the networks.

The cost per participation in The Pat & Jack Show is lower than any of the other food merchandising programs. Again, WPEN delivers the highest rating and the lowest cost per thousand.

Furthermore, there is a GUARANTEED merchandising program throughout the Penn Fruit Company chain of supermarkets available to all participants at no extra charge.

**PAT AND JACK**
Monday thru Saturday
9:05 – 10:00 A.M.

Represented Nationally by Gill-Perno, Inc.

*Pulse July-August '55
17 New England Stations Sell $110,000 Package to Carling

CAPITALIZING on enthusiastic interest by fans in the activities of the Boston Bruins hockey team and the Boston Celtics basketball team, WHDH Boston has arranged for the coverage of 100 games this fall on a 17-station New England lineup under the sponsorship of the Carling Brewing Co. Total cost of the commercial package is estimated at $110,000.

The idea for the extensive sports coverage originated with Bill McGrath, manager of WHDH, and Al Tanger, commercial manager, after they learned that the Bruins were attracting sell-out audiences and the Celtics were enjoying widespread, pre-season interest. Mr. McGrath reports that he decided to convert this interest into a commercial package, particularly in view of the limited telecasting of Boston sports events.

After working out a broadcast schedule satisfactory to both the Bruins and Celtics management, Messrs. Tanger and McGrath offered 16 other stations the same schedule and received their approval. These stations are in key distribution points for the Carling Brewing Co. The proposal subsequently was laid before Carling, which accepted.

With WHDH serving as the key station in this "backyard network," other stations which have been carrying the sports schedule for the past three weeks are: WEIM Fitchburg, WAAB Worcester, WALE Fall River, all Mass.; WFAU Augusta, WCOU Lewiston, WPOR Portland, all Me.; WMJU-Berlin, WTSV Claremont, WKXL Concord, WKBR Manchester, all N. H.; WTSI Brattleboro, WDOT Burlington, WKEF Springfield, WSBE Rutland, WTVN Westford, all Vt.

Harold Cabot Agency, Boston, handles the Carling account.

Adv. Research Foundation Conference Opens Thursday

AN UNEXPECTED number of advance registrations to the Advertising Research Foundation’s first annual conference to be held Thursday at the Hotel Ambassador in New York brought the figure to 275 last week.

Luncheon speakers will be William A. Hart, newly-elected president of ARF, and Robert F. Elder, executive vice president of Pias Corp. and a marketing economist. Mr. Elder will speak on "Can We Make Advertising Research Pay Its Way?" Fred B. Manchee, chairman of the ARF Board and executive vice president and treasurer, BBDO, will preside.

Featured in the afternoon will be a discussion of the printed advertising rating methods study that is nearing completion, and an advance look at a proposed study of consumer buying decisions.

Purex Corp. Names FC&B

PUREX Corp., South Gate, Calif., bleach and detergent maker which last month signed as co-sponsor of NBC-TV’s $100,000 jackpot show, The Big Surprise, has named Foote, Cone & Belding, Los Angeles, as agency for its liquid bleach.

Purex formerly spent $1 million annually in newspaper advertising but to date this year has not announced any budget for that medium. Its budget for the NBC-TV show, which it shares with Spediel watch bands, hits $2 million. Purex account is split two-thirds to FC&B and one-third to Weiss & Geller, Los Angeles, which handled the NBC-TV buy.
AROUND FARGO,
IT'S WDAY-TV
BY A COUNTRY MILE!

FARGO-MOORHEAD Hoopers prove that WDAY-TV outruns all television competition, by a comfortable country mile. Day and night, WDAY-TV gets 5 to 6 times as many Metropolitan Fargo viewers as the next station!

Look at the TV sets-in-use—65% at night!

With the next nearest stations 50, 185 and 200 miles away, you can be sure WDAY-TV is amazingly popular throughout the heavily-saturated Red River Valley. Let Free & Peters give you the whole story — it's really something!

WDAY-TV
FARGO, N. D. • CHANNEL 6
Affiliated with NBC • ABC
Bureau presents $1.2 million plan whereby 500,000 personal interviews, covering every county in U. S., will give industry complete coverage data, frequency of listening and set count.

PROPOSAL for a nationwide tv set count and station coverage study, comprising some 500,000 personal interviews and costing an estimated $1.2 million, has been made to the tv networks and to leading advertising agencies by American Research Bureau.

With a true probability sample of 500,000 personal interviews, so distributed as to include every county in the country, ARB feels acceptance of its proposal would provide the industry with accurate and fully projectable coverage data by station reception and frequency of viewing, plus a set count, an ARB spokesman said.

Before presenting the proposal, the spokesman told B'T, "ARB executives actually went into the field to test the interviewing approach being suggested. In Colorado they worked in three completely rural counties high in the mountains. In Alabama they tested in Jefferson County, which contains urban Birmingham as well as outlying bucolic districts where the educational level is low and the interviewing techniques particularly difficult to apply. The lessons learned from these field tests make it obvious that anything less than a complete interviewing technique is a compromise that is bound to reflect itself statistically in the end results."

Because the ARB proposed study would rely "only on personal interviews to gather the data, there would be no correction factors or other adjustments that would tend to negate the accuracy and projectability of the findings," he said.

It is estimated that the proposed ARB survey would devote six months to sampling, four months to interviewing, three months to tabulation and one month to copy preparation, or overall from 10 to 12 months (the schedules would overlap appreciably).

A. C. Nielsen Co. has already announced that it will conduct a second Nielsen Coverage Study of radio and tv set ownership and station coverage early next year, similar to the first such survey made in 1952 (B'T, Oct. 17).

Top 10 Television Programs Two Weeks Ending October 8, 1955

**Rank** | **Program** | **Viewers (000)** |
---|---|---|
1. | *60,000 Question (CBS)* | 40,240 |
2. | *I Love Lucy (CBS)* | 39,290 |
3. | *Ed Sullivan Show (CBS)* | 39,360 |
4. | *Disneyland (ABC)* | 35,890 |
5. | *Honeymooners--Babe Gleason (CBS)* | 34,700 |
6. | *Your Hit Parade (NBC)* | 32,310 |
7. | *Honeymooners--Babe Gleason (CBS)* | 30,330 |
8. | *You Set Your Life (NBC)* | 29,450 |
9. | *I've Got A Secret (CBS)* | 29,170 |
10. | *Clips (CBS)* | 27,900 |

Nielsen Television Program Station Basis

**Rank** | **Program** | **Homes (000)** |
---|---|---|
1. | *60,000 Dollar Question (CBS)* | 11,274 |
3. | *27th Annual Brownie Bowl (CBS)* | 10,107 |
4. | *Ed Sullivan Show (CBS)* | 10,571 |
6. | *Chevy Show (NBC)* | 10,340 |
7. | *Honeymooners--Babe Gleason (CBS)* | 11,919 |
8. | *You Set Your Life (NBC)* | 11,920 |
9. | *I've Got A Secret (CBS)* | 12,170 |
10. | *Disneyland (ABC)* | 12,565 |

Top 1010 TV Programs - Oct. B-14

**Rank** | **Program** | **Rating** |
---|---|---|
1. | *60,000 Question (CBS)* | 60.0 |
2. | *I Love Lucy (CBS)* | 44.8 |
3. | *Ed Sullivan Show (CBS)* | 42.5 |
4. | *Disneyland (ABC)* | 39.3 |
5. | *You Set Your Life (NBC)* | 37.6 |
6. | *I've Got A Secret (CBS)* | 36.6 |
7. | *Honeymooners--Babe Gleason (CBS)* | 36.2 |
8. | *The Honeymooners (CBS)* | 36.0 |
9. | *Ed Sullivan Show (CBS)* | 35.6 |
10. | *Clips (CBS)* | 34.2 |

Ruppert Gets Giant Rights

JACOB RUPPERT Inc. (Knickbocker beer), New York, last week signed a four-year contract to sponsor radio and television coverage of New York Giants baseball club. Cost of the entire package was estimated at some $5 million, covering rights to the club, station time and production costs for the four-year period. Home games of the Giants will be telecast on WPIX (TV) New York with both home and road games broadcast on WMCA New York.

Russ Hodges and Bob Delaney will continue as play-by-play announcers. The agency for Ruppert is Blow-Bein-Toigo, New York.

For eight years the Giant broadcasts and telecasts had been sponsored by Liggett & Myers Tobacco Co. which reportedly decided not to renew its option.

Benton & Bowles Names Rich, Kiebler V. P.'s

LEE RICH and Milton L. Kiebler, associate media directors, Benton & Bowles, N. Y., were elected vice presidents of the agency, effective last Tuesday, by the board of directors.

Mr. Rich has been with the agency for the past four years and is associate media director on the Froster & Gamble account. Mr. Kiebler has been with the agency 18 years and is associate media director on the Diversified Products Group.

Mr. Rich and Mr. Kiebler

Burnett Co. Announces Key Personnel Changes

TOP-LEVEL appointments of Lester M. Malitz as vice president and supervisor of the newly acquired Pabst Blue Ribbon beer account and of Leonard S. Matthews as vice president in charge of media highlighted key changes announced last week at Burnett Co., Chicago-headquartered agency.

Mr. Malitz joined the Burnett agency Nov. 1 after 19 years at Warner & Legler Inc., New York, most recently as vice president and director. He had been associated with the Pabst account there since 1942 and joined the agency as media director in 1936. Previously Mr. Malitz had been with Ruthrauff & Ryan, New York, where he started his advertising career in 1923. Pabst Brewing Co. reorganized the Pabst Blue Ribbon beer account to Burnett last month (AT DEADLINE, Oct. 10).

Mr. Matthews joined Leo Burnett Co. in 1949, serving as space buyer, chief timebuyer, account executive and finally account supervisor. He assumes a post vacated by the departure of Art Porter and filled temporarily by Dr. Seymour Banks as acting department manager. Dr. Banks becomes manager of media planning and research.

In a further realignment Thomas A. Wright Jr., who held sales and sales research positions at NBC New York, was appointed a media group supervisor and Kenneth B. Fleming Jr., media group supervisor, assumes new responsibilities as senior media group supervisor.

**Proper Use of Research Stressed at N. Y. Seminar**

PROPER application of research in buying and selling time was stressed last Tuesday by Anne Wright, supervising timebuyer, J. Walter Thompson Co., speaking at the timebuying and selling seminar of the Radio & Television Executives Society in New York.

First, however, the buyer must be well-informed as to the objectives of a campaign, she pointed out, and then should decide what type of radio-tv is most suitable. After weighing these factors, she said, "it is time to turn to available research," she said. Miss Wright added a warning that buyers should be "aware of the margin of error which all research companies admit to."

Robert Hoffman, director of planning and development at WOR-AM-TV New York, who shared the platform with Miss Wright, warned that ratings, "which all too often are the basis for buying and selling, don't tell enough." The "abnormal use of ratings," she said, "makes for slide rule slaves."

In his talk, Mr. Hoffman outlined what he said, ratings cannot tell us. He said that ratings alone do not tell the whole story to the buyer of time. Such factors as the number of listeners per set, composition and/or turnover of the audience can enter the picture. In many cases, he noted, the average quarter-hour rating may be more important than the total rating of a given program when it is a spot carrier. The question of whether the client aims for the same people in his time placement or for different people should be taken into consideration, he said.

**Bates Elects Grey, Redmond**

EDWARD A. GREY, associate media director, and Louis Redmond, a copy group supervisor, elected vice presidents, Ted Bates & Co., New York. Mr. Grey joined the agency from Blow-Bein-Toigo last January. Mr. Redmond has been with the firm for two years.

**Broadcasting**

**Telecasting**
Compare the circulation and cost per thousand...

and you’ll find that radio gives you twice the impact of newspapers in these markets. Try it!

We think you will agree that merchandising in all fields will become more and more important to maximize radio advertising effectiveness. That is why we, together with our radio stations, have studied and drafted a plan to help you merchandise your schedule on all Hollingbery stations.

We call it the... Hollingbery Four-Point Plan.

Call your Hollingbery man for details—

George P. Hollingbery Co.

Offices: New York • Chicago • San Francisco • Los Angeles • Atlanta

Representing:

EAST
WADC .......... Akron
WABJ .......... Bangor
WBCN .......... Bay City
WIBR .......... Big Rapids
WGNM .......... New York City
WHIC .......... Dayton
WHAM .......... Rochester
WARM .......... Scranton

SOUTH
WQKH .......... Little Rock
WLVA .......... Lynchburg
WIOO .......... Miami
WSIN .......... Nashville
WSFA .......... Spartanburg
MIDDLEWEST
KGBH .......... Columbus
WCN .......... Chicago
KVOR .......... Colorado Springs
WEBC .......... Duluth

WEST
WEAU .......... Eau Claire
WJPS .......... Evansville
WJIC .......... Madison
WQHA .......... Moline
KSCJ .......... Sioux City
KWWB .......... Wichita
KSTN .......... El Paso

KPOA .......... Honolulu
KROY .......... Sacramento
KUTA .......... Salt Lake City
KERO .......... Bakersfield
KYNO .......... Fresno
KSTP .......... San Bernardino
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Follow the leader
A new television program named Captain Kangaroo is leading the small fry of America each morning into their own world of fantasy and delight and holding them completely enthralled for an hour.

After only a few weeks on the air, we flatly predict that this remarkable hour of children's entertainment will soon lead all competition between 8 and 9 a.m.

Its opening performances won rave notices from the critics—"a smasheroo," "a durable gem of a kidoodler," "an extraordinary session for pre-schoolers that is fit fodder for humanity of all sizes."

In fact everybody is crazy about Captain Kangaroo: parents, parent-teacher associations—and above all the children themselves. To them he is the Pied Piper of modern times.

As an advertiser you cannot afford to overlook this genial showman whose pockets bulge with everything that children love. If you want his eager, acquisitive and swiftly-multiplying audience in your pocket, your best course is to follow this great leader on CBS TELEVISION.
Kennedy, Walker, Wooten
Open Los Angeles Agency

FORMATION of Kennedy, Walker & Wooten, Los Angeles, advertising-public relations-publicity firm, has been announced by the principals, Earl Kennedy, William Walker and Eugene Wooten. The office will be located at 5743 Sunset Blvd., Los Angeles 46; telephone is Creetview 6-8777.

Mr. Kennedy, with Young & Rubicam for eight years and with Maxon Inc. for five years, will specialize in radio-tv for the new firm.

Mr. Walker, who will head the KW&W media department, served as account executive with Kenyon & Eckhardt (four years) and Grant Adv. (three years). He is a specialist in the merchandising and marketing fields.

Mr. Wooten will head up the new firm's public relations department. He has a background of seven years of public relations with major film studios in Hollywood and was formerly director of public relations for Cinicolor Corp. of California and Cinicolor Ltd., England. Prior to becoming a partner in KW&W, he was vice president of Publicise, public relations firm.

Further Delay Looms In Antitrust Suit

A DELAY of two or three years before the government's antitrust suit against advertising, newspaper and magazine associations, comes to trial was indicated last week, as the American Newspaper Publishers Assn. filed in Federal District Court in New York for dismissal of the complaint.

The suit charges ANPA and others with violations of the Sherman Antitrust Act. ANPA in its brief denied that it had engaged in a conspiracy in restraint of trade (or that it had authorized anyone to do so) and that it had a right to gather and disseminate among its members credit information about advertisers placing, or seeking to place, their business in newspapers. Also filing an answer to the Dept. of Justice suit was the Publishers Assn. of New York City which generally denied the allegations.

Federal Judge William R. Herlands, who indicated the extent of the delay he expected before the suit is tried, gave an additional 90 days to four other groups—including the American Assn. of Advertising Agencies—to file answers to the government suit.

Sarnoff Pinpoints Purpose of AFA's Advertising Week

THE PURPOSE of the Advertising Federation of America sponsored National Advertising Week, according to Sarnoff, executive vice president of NBC, is not to advertise advertising or to try to create some kind of phony idea that advertising people are geniuses or that advertising raises the standards of living... makes shopping easier... gives you better goods for less money... and makes jobs more secure.

Mr. Sarnoff made these remarks in announcing the slogan of the 1956 advertising week—"Advertised brands—your guarantee of quality"—to be held nationally Feb. 19-25 throughout the nation.

Mr. Sarnoff also reported that the task force agency—Foote, Cone & Belding, under radio-tv Vice President Roger Pryor, is continuing work on advertising week material for use by advertising clubs in all media.

Rauch, Woods Named V.P.'s By Young & Rubicam

HARRY RAUCH, manager of the radio-tv publicity department, and Henry F. Woods Jr., manager of the general publicity department, Young & Rubicam, New York, have been elected vice presidents of the agency, Sigurd S. Laron, president, announced last week.

Mr. Rauch has been with the agency for the past 11 years and Mr. Woods for the past 10.

Besosa, Quinn Elected Nielsen Vice Presidents

CHARLES W. BESOSA and William H. Quinn, formerly account executives of A. C. Nielsen Co., have been elected vice presidents in the company's radio-tv division, it was announced last week by the firm's board of directors.

Both appointees have been with Nielsen's radio-tv division for 10 years. Mr. Besosa joined Nielsen in 1937 and Mr. Quinn in 1942.

A & P

Robert J. Fitzpatrick and Wilfred L. Copping, public relations and copy directors, respectively, Albert Frank & Grossman, the A & P agency, N. Y., elected vice presidents. Richard E. Cruikshank, resident in firm's S.F. office, also elected vice president.

Stewart L. Fritche account executive, Robert Otto & Co., N. Y., appointed vice president. He has been with firm since December 1951.


Philip Harney, merchandising director, Jackson, Haerr, Peterson & Hall, Peoria, Ill., elected to agency board of directors.


Fred G. Robbe, promoted to advertising manager, P. Löoiland Co. (Old Gold and Kent cigarettes). Mr. Robbe has been with firm since 1950 as assistant director of advertising.
a new family favorite

JOHNNY .44! with GENE AUTRY-ROY ROGERS FILMS galloped into every seventh home in the Minneapolis-St. Paul area . . . according to their first ARB ratings.

They join WCCO-TV's AXEL AND HIS DOG in the heart of the Northwest family circle. Nationally recognized as a program with one of the lowest costs-per-thousand-homes available on television, AXEL drew a smashing 22.2 in September ARB—to top all local cumulative ratings for Monday-through-Friday programs!

That's a phenomenal 67¢ per thousand viewers.

Both of these sparkling participation programs were part of WCCO-TV's 9 of the top 11 multi-weekly shows measured by September Telepulse. Free & Peters can put your product into Twin City focus.

WCCO-Tv
The Other Member Of The Family
Minneapolis—St. Paul

CBS
PROTECT GAINS, BROADCASTERS TOLD AT COLORADO SPRINGS NARTB MEETING

Mountain States delegates urge FCC to take control of all types of tv transmission, including community antenna systems. Lower copyright fees sought for radio. Arnoux warns of over-commercialism while Kramer takes radio broadcasters to task for running 'advertising's biggest discount house.' FCC Comr. Bartley asks radio-tv to lead drive to strengthen civil defense.

RADIO is rejoining television in the upward surge of advertising revenues as large advertisers return to the older medium, delegates attending the NARTB Mountain States meeting at Colorado Springs were told last week.

The Tuesday-Thursday meeting of Region 7 was marked by the livest discussion of industry and station policies yet heard during the autumn regional series.

In a message to the convention, NARTB President Harold E. Fellows (see page 56) led a group of industry leaders as they traced recent radio-tv advances and warned of dangers ahead for both media unless station operations are strengthened and programming policies improved. Mr. Fellows is to rejoin NARTB's moving headquarters squadron at Des Moines today (Monday) after an illness of several weeks.

Meeting High Spots

These other developments high-spotted the Colorado Springs session:

- FCC was urged to assume control over all type of tv transmission, including community antenna systems, with originating stations holding control over re-transmission of their programs.

- Lower copyright fees were demanded from copyright licensees on behalf of radio stations.

- Campbell Arnoux, WATAR-TV Norfolk, Va., vice president of the NARTB tv Board, warned of over-commercialism and the possible loss of public support (see story page 52).

- Worth Kramer, WIR Detroit, told radio stations they are operating "advertising's biggest discount house" (see text page 54).

- FCC Comr. Robert T. Bartley called on broadcasters to lead a drive to strengthen the civil defense system (see story page 90).

Walter E. Wagstaff, KIDO-AM-TV Boise, Idaho, NARTB District 14 director, was host director at the meeting, held in the Broadmoor Hotel.

D. Lennox Murdoch, KSL-TV Salt Lake City, and Herbert A. Carlberg, CBS-TV director of editing, called on telecasters to adhere to the NARTB tv Code. Appearing at the Thursday tv session with Edward H. Bronson, NARTB tv code director, they emphasized the importance of the code. Mr. Carlberg showed a series of censored tv excerpts.

Mr. Murdoch said the respect and confidence of listeners and viewers is fundamental to tv's future. "The bigger we get and the faster we grow, the more numerous and vociferous become our critics," he said. He called on station management to start campaigns among department heads and staff personnel to review code policies and study the recommendations and suggestions in the document. Referring to the Kefauver report and the charges made by critics, he asked, "Where would we have been had we not had a television code to point to with pride?"

Mr. Carlberg recalled two instances in which an outside packager notified the CBS Television editing department it was beyond the necessity of discussing what it termed the small-time interpretations of the network policies and the NARTB code. As a result, the packager "was dismayed to find he had offended a very vociferous racial group and aroused vigorous protests from another direction."

'Suggest Rather Than Delete'

CBS Television believes in suggesting rather than deleting, he said. "We insist on being called editors rather than censors," he added.

The resolutions sessions Wednesday and Thursday turned into live discussions of music

SPEAKERS at NARTB Colorado Springs regional meeting included (1 to r): front row, Walter E. Wagstaff, KIDO-AM-TV Boise, Idaho, host director; Eugene Holliday, KSL Salt Lake City; Ian Elliott, KATL Miles City, Mont.; Merle H. Tucker, KGAK Gallup, N. M.; James D. Russell, KKTV (TV) Colorado Springs; back row, Donald L. Hathaway, KSPR Casper, Wyo.; Henry H. Fletcher, KSEI Pocatello, Idaho; D. Lennox Murdoch, KSL-TV Salt Lake City; Herbert A. Carlberg, CBS-TV; Campbell Arnoux, WATAR-TV Norfolk, Va.
YOU MISS FLORIDA IF YOU DON'T USE W·GTO

from Gulf To Ocean • Gainesville To Okeechobee

Judge for yourself. There are some mighty pretty figures in the Florida market. For instance, with a powerful new radio station you reach 1,500,000 people. These same people buy $1,443,330,000 worth of products each year. Tourists swell the coffers with an additional $650,000,000 annually.

The residents of the W·GTO coverage area cruise around in 484,000 automobiles while another 1,600,000 automobiles bring in money laden vacationers every season.

This all adds up to a really important market. This is the market W·GTO delivers.

10,000 WATTS
540 KILOCYCLES

HAINES CITY, FLA.
PHONE 6-2621
owned and operated by KWK, St. Louis, Missouri
Represented by WEED & COMPANY
WILL ROGERS—Radio and the Press worked closely from the very beginning. In an early Pittsburgh Post studio of Station KDKA, the beloved Will Rogers and a Ziegfeld Follies cast make a special broadcast.

WBC is busting its buttons—ON

It all began with Westinghouse Broadcasting Company Station KDKA!

On November 2, 1920, a few men in a little room in East Pittsburgh, set up all night reporting the results of the Harding Presidential elections. It was the real beginning of regularly scheduled broadcasting. This historic broadcast over Westinghouse Station KDKA launched an era which changed America's whole pattern of living—with the development of two of the greatest forces ever to influence modern man—radio and television.

Today Westinghouse Broadcasting Company is the largest independent broadcasting company in the country. All WBC stations are peak-powered.

They beam the very best in entertainment and information to every corner of the area they serve.

No wonder men with a message choose WBC stations! They dominate six major markets where 1/6 of America does its shopping! The one to complete your selling campaign is listed here:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RADIO</th>
<th>TELEVISION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BOSTON—WBZ</td>
<td>BOSTON—WBZ-TV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PHILADELPHIA—KYW</td>
<td>PHILADELPHIA—WPTZ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PITTSBURGH—KDKA</td>
<td>PITTSBURGH—KDKA-TV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FORT WAYNE—WOWO</td>
<td>SAN FRANCISCO—KPIX</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PORTLAND—KEX</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

WESTINGHOUSE BROADCASTING COMPANY, INC.

KPIX represented by The Katz Agency, Inc.
All other WBC stations represented by Free & Peters, Inc.

No selling campaign is complete without the WBC Stations.
RADIO PUBLICISTS—This picture, taken in 1923, was made in the hope of winning people over to radio listening. Cotton stockings add "glamour."

BROADCASTING'S 35th BIRTHDAY!

THE HAPPINESS BOYS—Billy Jones and Ernie Hare—the original Happiness Boys—entertain with jokes and songs on a 1923 broadcast, forerunner of today's crop of comedians and laugh shows.

GREAT COMMONER—William Jennings Bryan is pictured during his first radio broadcast, which KDKA covered at Pittsburgh's Point Breeze Presbyterian Church back in 1922.

RADIO PIONEER—Dr. Frank Conrad is pictured at work in his laboratory years after KDKA went on the air. Assistant Chief Engineer of Westinghouse during the pioneering days of radio, Dr. Conrad supervised the construction of KDKA.

HARDING-COX RETURNS—Here is radio's most famous broadcast—the returns of the Harding-Cox election—by KDKA in Pittsburgh, which opened a great new era in communications.

CHURCH ON THE FARM—Rural listeners not only turned on their crystal sets for farm information; they also attended church via the radio. In 1921, heavy snows kept many farmers close to home, and helped KDKA gain more farm listeners.

CATHODE RAY TELEVISION—Dr. Vladimir K. Zworykin, Russian-born scientist, demonstrates new cathode ray television system developed at the Westinghouse Research Laboratories in 1929. Dr. Zworykin's experimentation laid groundwork for electronic television.

SILENCE PLEASE—The soloist was expected to ignore the "Silence, please" sign in this 1925 KDKA studio located at a Westinghouse building in East Pittsburgh.

Support the Advertising Council Campaigns
THE HOSTESS

Has caterer brother-in-law who's known as the hors d'oeuvres king of D.C. Owns pair of fat French poodles named R.S. and V.P. Highly uncoordinated dancer, but mutes about the mambo. Once took secret course in tattooing; younger sister carries lopsided blue heart and the words "I love you" on her lower left shoulder blade.

And "I love you" is the gist of the sentiment Washington advertisers have been expressing about WTOP Radio. WTOP gives them (1) the largest average share of audience (2) the most quarter-hour wins (3) Washington's most popular personalities and (4) ten times the power of any other radio station in the Washington area.

WTOP RADIO
Represented by CBS Radio Spot Sales

Copyright and "any methods which require the payment of a fee, or service charge for the reception of programs." Such service charges, it was held, should be acceptable only if no other service is available or feasible without charge.

The fee subject was based on a resolution originally adopted by Colorado Broadcasters Assn. It supported the need for rule-making procedures to permit unattended satellite and booster tv transmitters; urged FCC to assume supervision over all systems of tv transmission including community antenna operations; called for establishment of property rights in tv programs that will preclude their use. He urged development of subscription services at a profit without permission of the originating station; claimed "first preference" is due "the pattern of free radio and television" as against fee systems.

In discussing music copyrights, it was held that fees impose a "heavy financial burden" on radio broadcasters, many of whom have suffered revenue losses due to tv. Since tv has brought increased revenues to record owners, the regional delegates felt ASCAP, BMI, SESAC and NARTB board of directors might consider amending the association's regulations for establishment of a "membership fee," although theoretically it would not be proper for a member to be charged for services done for itself.

Resolved by Region

Other resolutions voiced appreciation to FCC Comr. Robert T. Bartley; called for legislation requiring time zones to be kept in the same relation; thanked Director Wastoff for his service as well as NARTB staff members; asked amendment of the FCC rules to require identifying announcements in recorded programs only if the element of time is of special significance; endorsed NARTB effort to expand rate control to all station transmitters; urged the NARTB board to start a project looking toward minimum standards for audience sampling and measurement: favored changing the association's name back to National Assn. of Broadcasters; urged FCC to permit continued operation of private microwave relays when common carrier service is made available.

Members of the resolutions committee were G. Bennet Larson, KDYL-KVTV (TV) Salt Lake City, chairman; Ken Nybo, KBMY Billings, Mont.; Frank Quinn, KDEF Albuquerque, N.M., and William Grant, KOA Denver. Taking part in the public hearing on the station association activities were Henry H. Fletcher, KSEI Pocatello, Idaho; James D. Russell, KVTZ (TV) Colorado Springs; Ian Elliot, KAIS Miles City, Mont.; Merle H. Tucker, KGAK Gallup, N.M.; Eugene M. Halliday, KSL Salt Lake City, and Donald L. Hathaway, KSJR Casper, Wyo.

Sheldon Peterson, news director of KLZ-TV Denver, called on tv stations to improve their role in attaining freedom of speech and access to public events. The battle is being fought capably at the national level by NARTB, American Society of Newspaper Editors, Sigma Delta Chi and Radio-Television News Directors Assn., he said.

"Do we have access to all the news from our city councils, our courts, our police departments and our school administrations?" he asked, "If we don't have such access and if we're not doing anything about it, then I respectfully submit that we are letting the people down in their right to know." Mr. Peterson said tv broadcasters who do not have local news on their program schedules are not measuring up to the responsibility which has been placed in their care." He said a news department need not be expensive, with a one-man staff satisfactory in some cases if management backing is supplied.

Taking part in a Thursday afternoon panel on "The Business of Television" were Mr. Russell; Arthur J. Mosby, KGVO-TV Missoula, Mont.; Rex Howell, KFXI Grand Junction, Colo., and A. Prose Walker, NARTB manager of engineering.

Basic audience promotion techniques were reviewed in a Tuesday audience promotion panel. Taking part were Henry Fletcher, KSEI Pocatello, Idaho; Gene Halliday, KSL Salt Lake City; Frank C. McIntyre, KLIX Twin Fails, Idaho, and Harold Storm, KLZ Denver.

Staff behavior is the most important element in a station's promotion, Mr. Fletcher said, stressing the importance of public relations in building a station's prestige. He urged development of new programs to build audience. Mr. Halliday said promotion should be based on programming, personalities and delegation of a staff promotion director. Mr. McIntyre said "excitement in programming will make listeners talk about the station." Mr. Storm called promotion "a philosophy rather than a technique," suggesting everyone on the staff should be promotion-minded.

Farm radio "is truly public service that pays," said Jack Timmons, farm director of KWKH Shreveport, La., at the opening radio session Tuesday morning. Citing success stories from both small and large stations, he said farm broadcasters have a high rate of renewals by advertisers and emphasized that revenue from farm advertising has remained constant or risen while other radio revenue has gone down.

Mr. Timmons said revenue from farm programs and adjacencies is accompanied by a loyal audience, unparalleled public relations, and the satisfaction of real service. The advertiser gets an effective medium in a great market at low cost, he said, and with the management of the station being delivered by established and respected representatives of agriculture and personal representation in the field.

He said management should set service to agriculture as a station objective; show interest and take pride in farm service, placing the farm director directly under management. He advised scheduling for the peak farm audiences (6-7 a.m., early evening). Program content should be informative, informal and filled with human interest as well as local information, he said, with the whole service given adequate promotional backing. He urged specialization of the farm director or at least use a sincere announcer and take advantage of dependable sources of information.

Radio-Tv Must Correct Flaws, NARTB Meet Told

RADIO AND TV must take stock of their present operations immediately and eliminate critical flaws, or they will be in deep trouble during the competitive media days just ahead, NARTB delegates were told last week at the Colorado Springs meeting.

Worth Kramer, vice president and general manager of WJR Detroit, told radio delegates at the Tuesday luncheon they are operating "advertising's biggest discount house." Performance of broadcasters, who are indulging in "the most colossal giveaway in the annals of advertising history," was described as "shockingly short of satisfactory" by Mr. Kramer, who offered a three-phase program for their consideration. (See text, pages 54 and 55.)

Campbell Arnaux, NARTB TV Board vice chairman and president-general manager of WTV Norfolk, Va., told telecasters they must make immediate appraisals or they "may lose by attrition the greatest gift that has been given an advertising medium—that almost unbelievable impact that tv has in the lives of
THE ONLY COMPLETE LINE OF VIDEO TRANSMISSION TEST EQUIPMENT

AMPLITUDE vs FREQUENCY. Check wide band coaxial cables, micro-wave links, individual units and complete TV systems for frequency response characteristics without point to point checking on sweep generator—Model 1076-BR.

LOW & HIGH FREQUENCY CHARACTERISTICS. Determine ringing, smear, steps, low frequency tilt, phase shift, mismatched terminations, etc., in TV signals with 1076-BR thru 1072-BR alone.

ENVELOPE DELAY vs FREQUENCY. Shows envelope delay characteristics of Model 1044-AR or NTSC receiver equalizer as indicated by Model 1603-AR. Measures "fuzzy paper" effect.

DIFFERENTIAL PHASE vs. AMPLITUDE. Check for ability of system to transmit color with fidelity of varying amplitudes. Shown is 4AC7 video amplifier with 4 differential phase, Model 1044-AR or 8041-AR plus 1076-BR with 1601-AR.

Effect on Sin Wave by NTSC Photo Sc handleMessage. Check for transient response of a unit or system—Model 1073-A.

1041-BR SAWT STEP GENERATOR—Checks amplitude linearity, differential amplitude linearity and differential phase of unit or system. Variable 4-12 steps, 1044-AR— when using in sync and blanking adder and 3.50 ms shift for modulating steps & burst on back porch.

1070 BR MULTI-BURST GENERATOR—Provides white and 6 bursts of pre-set freq. 0.3-6.0 ms. One sync and blanking adder. Checks freq., response or complete system incl. those coming keyed clamps. Used to add sync and blanking to output of other units (window and step generators). 1070-BRM has own 3.50 ms adder.

1071-AR WINDOW GENERATOR—Checks low frequency response of system. Fast rise time and low frequency edge checks high frequency response. Can be displayed on kinescope or oscilloscope. 1071-AR includes sync blanking adder.

608-A HI-LO CROSS FILTER with 3 pins, switch for viewing signal directly, or thru low or high pass filter. Allows individual observation of either high or low freq. components of signal as signal directly. Sensitive check of signal amplitude distortion using modulated step signal from (1044-AR) through high pass section.

1603-AR PHASE SLOPE (ENVELOPE DELAY CURVE TRACES)—Instantaneous slope or meter reading of the envelope delay and amplitude characteristics vs. frequency of any network, video amplifier, or system up to 8 Mc. Precise time saving. Has separate transmitter and receiver units which allow one way or loop measurements.

1601-AR CHROMASCOPE—for accurate checking of color signals, or simultaneous amplitude and phase characteristics of a signal also used for measurement of phase and differential phase.

1072 A SINE-SQUARE WAVE GENERATOR—Clamp equivalent to actual camera signal. Used for rapid checking of frequency and phase characteristics of a TV or pulse unit or system. Simultaneously shows amplitude, phase, and envelope delay. (Described by H. C. Kennedy, N.R.C. in Electronics.)

DELIVERY 30 DAYS

Literature on these and more than 150 additional instruments for color TV by TELECHROME are available on request.

TELECHROME
The Nation's Leading Supplier of Color TV Equipment
88 Merrick Road Amityville, N. Y.
Amityville 4-4466
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IF YOU CAN'T SELL IT, DON'T GIVE IT AWAY

THAT's the philosophy Worth Kramer, vice president and general manager of WJR Detroit, propounded for NARTB's Region 7 Conference in Colorado Springs last week. His speech was a penetrating analysis of how radio can sell itself down the river by not selling itself for what it's worth. The text, slightly condensed, is reproduced on these two pages.

I SUBMIT that as of today our performance [as radio broadcasters] is shockingly short of satisfactory—and our rewards are correspondingly fractional.

Do you mind, figuratively speaking of course, entering the clinic with me, stripping and undergoing a check-up? Now this particular clinic isn't medical in nature; it's a sales clinic reminiscent of one I attended recently, a portion of which was devoted to a recital by several agency executives and some advertiser representatives of the ways in which they had successfully "used" radio. (Please note my overly polite employment of the word "used"—my vocabulary does contain more accurate but less polite verbs.)

Speaker A, head of a midwest agency, testified as to his successful use of radio by the use of a saturation formula. His particular method of saturation purchase was to buy on the basis of 200 rating points per week—he didn't mention whose rating system was employed—he just bought on the basis of 200 rating points per week. Apparently, if I understood him correctly, if the station, or stations, came up with 200 rating points for 20 announcements, that was fine. If, however, 40 announcements were needed to equal the 200 rating points, the station, or stations, would apparently provide 40 announcements.

NEXT STOP: CURTAINS!

Regardless of the mechanics, this purchase was based on rating points per dollar. Personally, I know of no rate card in the book that bases rates on rating points, but nonetheless that's the way this agency bought. Next stop—guaranteed audience; next stop after that—curtains!

Speaker B, also a midwest agency executive, reported that his successful formula for buying was the purchase, through a network, of a great number of 5-minute news programs. He made it perfectly plain that these weekend news programs were purchased at the contiguous rate, a very cheap and, therefore, advantageous purchase for his client. Cheap indeed!

Let's see. The great percentage of station rate cards call for five minutes at 20% of the hourly rate. Assuming then, 12 five-minutes bought by this particular client at the hourly rate, it's easy to see that the purchase was made at considerably less than 50% of the normal card rate. We'll agree, won't we, that it was a hell of a buy—but, friends, was it a hell of a sale?

Speaker C, also an agency executive, told the meeting of his client's problems and his use of radio to solve those problems, and he spoke most convincingly of the pulling power for his client of our medium, but his "clincher" resolved itself into the fact that one station in one of his markets provided on a given Sunday over four hours of station time, its personnel and its mobile unit, totally free of charge, to make a success of his client's particular promotion for that day.

To be totally fair, his client's project for that day was outstandingly, almost unbelievably, successful—but, for free? Speaker D represented a national advertiser who for many years has bought its radio through local dealers and distributors at local rates. His concept of the successful use of radio was the pronounced success he had had in arranging for free interviews on stations throughout the country in which, in his words, he "skillfully avoided the too often mention of his product."

Clever? Yes, indeed. But just another example of a "free ride."

A letter is received from an agency vice president, reading roughly as follows:

"Dear Station Manager:"

We are in the process of preparing a radio advertising campaign for our client—to run for 13 weeks starting Nov. 15. Please submit to us at your earliest convenience your very best package price for four announcements daily for the 13-week campaign proposed above.

"Don't bother to send us your rate card as we have the latest Standard Rate & Data Service available, and we have no intention of buying from the book. So come up with your very best package price and submit it to us without delay."

"P.S. We will appreciate your also sending along details on all merchandising assistance you will give us."

A regional client, and a big one, reports frankly that it
utilizes well over 30 stations to broadcast its play-by-play baseball games, but that many stations broadcast the games for nothing. More than all the above, it pays a high price for the privilege of carrying the commercially sponsored games.

A representative of a large syndicated program service approaches a regional client with this proposal: You contract with us for this series of half-hour syndicated programs and we will guarantee you blank number of stations free. These stations will carry your commercial messages in the program three or the five days per week for the privilege of selling announcements to other clients the other two days weekly.

Will you concur that we have taken enough samples in our self-examination to uncover the glaring truth that radio—our medium—is indulging in the most gigantic, the most colossal give-away program in the annals of advertising history? The $64,000 Question—a give-away? Man alive—it's peanuts. We're part and parcel of advertising's biggest discount house—and therein lies the rub. We not only have to face it, friends, we've got to do something about it—and fast.

Before going one step further, let it be made crystal clear that in none of the above related instances do I place one iota of blame on any of the agencies or clients for the part they play in this travesty. They can all join the chorus of "Don't Blame Me" with perfect equanimity. If I were to tell tomorrow that I could buy a new Cadillac Eldorado for half price, believe me, I'd be there, and so would you. So, let's employ the microscope in our clinical experience and find the trouble spot. Who's to blame for this current give-away orgy? Perhaps we can utilize the process of elimination.

The blame isn't with the agencies; it isn't with the clients; certainly it isn't with the station salesmen, or sales managers, or program directors, or news editors, or engineering heads. Where then does it fall? It falls, of course, friends, directly and unequivocally upon custodianship—those who call the signals in every segment of our industry. Yes, the fault is solely ours—we've done it to ourselves.

There is a vacuum, there is a missing ingredient in our industry today, and to me it's the all-important ingredient [that] spells the one great difference between "the high road to success" and a "treadmill to oblivion." That missing ingredient, friends, is stature.

BUSINESS? IT'S LIKE SEX

Yesterday I overheard one broadcaster say to another, "Hi, Joe, how's business?" To which Joe replied, "Well, it's sort of like sex—when it's good, it's wonderful, and when it's bad, it's still there. That little something always provides something more than a chuckle. I sort of wonder if it doesn't give us a pretty good idea as to just why we haven't taken the time to clean up our own house—when business is bad, it's still pretty good.

This business called radio is too good. Perhaps if it weren't so good, we'd give it the attention it should have. I choose to believe that all the business-strangling malpractices we have crept into our medium through neglect of its custodians. I swear I cannot conclude that they know of their organization's derelictions, business-wise, and are content.

How do we go about putting stature into our business? May I present a 3-point program for consideration?

Point One of the program: Lay a firm business foundation.

I think that those responsible at every station should closely examine their facility, their coverage, their penetration, their competitive situation, and with all those factors in mind, establish a rate structure which in their minds is a proper and equitable one, which permits them to operate aggressively and one which provides an excellent advertising buy for the advertiser. Once this is determined, print it. Once it is printed, publish it. Once it is published, stick to it, police it, keep it inviolate. Go one step further. Call all your people together, not just your salesmen, all your people, and spell out to them what you've done. They'll leave that meeting with a new look. It won't be their slip that is showing—it'll be their pride.

So, Point One resolves itself into the establishment of an individual code—a creed of business operations, if you please—a creed which each and every employ know, respects and observes.

On one of my recent visits to New York, I visited one of the more famous Harlem establishments. A rather buxom gal sat at the piano and sang several songs. One song remained with me, for it went something like this: "If I can't sell it, I'm gonna sit on it—I ain't gonna give it away."

PROGRAMMING IS THE LIFE BLOOD

Point Two in "Operation Stature." Let's, for a change, show concern for our product. Hackneyed, indeed, is the statement that programming is the lifeblood of our business. But hackneyed or not, believe me, those words are so true, for programming is our total product—that's all we've got! Yet I think you'll agree with me that for much too long programming—the lifeblood of our business—has been the subject of almost total neglect.

In showing concern for our product, our present attention should be drawn to the characterization of our medium as the "constant companion" medium. I won't go into the statistics which point up the set sales this year, which are many percentage points higher than those of last, the total set count, the location of sets in the home, the percentage of new automobiles with radios, etc. What I do want to point out is that with this everywhere which characterizes peculiarly this business of ours, we are truly on the threshold of our greatest opportunity.

Our market is not only "everyone" but it's "everyone, everywhere, around the clock." All that our market asks of us in return is that we be a worthy and interesting companion. Our market hasn't said to us, "You have to be glamorous"; it's only asked us to be interesting, and the only way we can meet the challenge of being interesting is through programming.

So, Point Two narrows down to one great challenge—accepting the invitation of 161 million Americans to program in such a manner as to become a worthy and interesting companion to them—or, in other words, to show concern for our product—programming.

Point Three is perhaps the most important point of all. It's intangible, but it's a force so powerful that, without it, all other efforts are fruitless. I choose to call it love of the business. Sounds corny, doesn't it? But, believe me, it isn't. Our industry has to be manned by people who love their work. All the ideas and plans we can devise will go nowhere unless, underlying their conception and their implementation, there is that fundamental, vital spark—love of the work.

We've seen, time and time again, instances where we haven't been on top of the news, or we haven't covered a given special event, or we haven't come up with a new distinctive program service or special program, or we haven't come up with a sale, or we haven't come up with almost any facet of the business you can mention. These things can be attributed to lack of incentive, lack of ambition, or, if you please, lack of love of the business.

We in radio, today as never before, will do well to give this factor its proper weight if we are to achieve stature—today, radio's only missing ingredient.
all the people." Mr. Arnoux offered a series of management suggestions as he explained that "it is amazing how quickly John Citizen gets selective and demands better and better quality and more and more variety in his tv fare."

Mr. Arnoux said he has noted "an increasing tendency toward over-commercialism, not always in the amount of commercials but in their length and manner of delivery." He contended a commercial can and should be made interesting and should always attract the viewer's attention.

He urged management to devote "more and more time" to looking at the station's programs as well as carefully scrutinizing continuity, production and film departments, along with all other creative units. "Talent and announcers should be watched "as they appear on the picture tube," Mr. Arnoux advised, because "if you look objectively you

will look at your screen as do your viewers."

He advised top-quality local programming and care in selection of films, including those advertisers buy for their programs. Standards of good taste can be attained by conforming to the NARTB tv Code, he said, urging management to watch code adherence carefully.

It's necessary to spend money in tv in order to make money, Mr. Arnoux insisted, listing station technique and equipment that have been helpful. "The key to making money," he said, "is much more sales effort" and he showed how WTAR-TV's billing was substantially increased. He favored a basic daytime rate around 40% of Class AA nighttime, with an incentive discount for volume users. "We like high rates," he said, "and have not been afraid to boost our rates as circulation has increased. After 5½ years we are now on Rate Card No. 12."

Other recommendations included "copy-minded selling and the speculative art and story approach used by Radio Advertising Bureau" as tv devices as well as the Television Bureau of Advertising material.

Numerous Crises

Mr. Arnoux said tv has more crises than any other industry. "Right now there is a crisis in uhf operations," he said; "the crisis of pay the crisis of deintermixture; the crisis of a possible reallocation of channels and the sub-crisis of additional vhf channels that may be gleaned from fm or the military; the crisis of vhf drop-in channels; then there are the crisis of various Congressional investigations of tv looming over the horizon, and the crisis of possibly greatly increased tariffs by the AT&T on the microwave and cable services of that company, which could seriously increase our operating costs."

"Still over the horizon, but almost upon us, are the many crises attendant upon the advent of color tv; and the crisis of disastrous competition in communities where more tv stations may be licensed than the community can support."

Mr. Arnoux explained how advertisers in two instances had been allowed to use films not screened by the station, with bad results. He said WTAR-TV now looks over all films arranged by advertisers before signing the contracts and another program is worked out if the material doesn't meet station standards.

Production and program departments must have the proper tools, just as engineers need good equipment, he said. He told how the station saved money for clients by hiring a full-time artist instead of continuing the use of outside artists for film, slides and stills. On the other hand, building maintenance is handled by an outside cleaning firm.

Big Clients Are Back At Radio Stand—Fellows

LARGE advertisers, many of which are in tv, are reinvesting in radio "as the lowest cost per-thousand buy among the media," NARTB President Harold E. Fellows declared last week.

In a speech prepared for NARTB delegates at the Colorado Springs regional NARTB meeting last week, Mr. Fellows said association members making the annual autumn tour have observed that sound broadcasting "is enjoying a remarkable increase." He was unable to attend the meeting, but delegates were cheered to learn that he had returned to his Washington desk that day after a siege of pneumonia.

"Perhaps the most satisfying aspect of this increase," Mr. Fellows said, "is the fact that
The only captive audience that counts is the one that's captured by the sheer excellence of your commercials.
The rush is on!
The rush is on for *Long John Silver!* The news about this spectacular television series was scarcely out when inquiries began pouring in to CBS Television Film Sales from all parts of the country.

And orders were to *buy on sight!* In the South, a potato chip firm signed for the program in 22 markets. In the Midwest, a dairy firm bought *Long John Silver* for all the cities it serves. On the West Coast, *Long John* was quickly booked to sell popcorn, a dairy mix product, and so on. And orders continue to come in—from all kinds of sponsors—from all parts of the country.

What's behind the big rush? Wonderful derring-do adventure... suspense... romance... comedy... and all the swashbuckling Robert Louis Stevenson characters.

*Long John Silver* is a lavish series, superbly produced on location. Robert Newton—who was "Long John" in Walt Disney's *Treasure Island* and in the CinemaScope Production *Long John Silver*—heads a splendid cast. And a bright newcomer—Kit Taylor as young Jim Hawkins—appears destined to become the new television hero of all America.

Film buyer... station executive... sponsor... you'll find *Long John Silver* a real treasure to behold. But remember, the *big rush is on*—and choice markets are going fast. Get all the details now, from...

CBS TELEVISION FILM SALES, INC., with offices in New York, Chicago, Los Angeles, Detroit, San Francisco, St. Louis, Dallas, Atlanta, Boston. In Canada: S. W. Caldwell Ltd., Toronto.
much of it is coming from national and regional advertisers.” He said this development “must be looked upon as a boon to radio broadcasters, but to those who are engaged in television, too; for it leads in the direction of establishing firmly a theory of ‘sometime importance’ in the past: That the intelligent purveyor of goods and services must, within his means, employ all media to do the job for him. No one, except in unusual cases, can sell without the supplemental assistance of the others.”

Mr. Fellows told how the American public is budgeting leisure time to accommodate all media. Total time devoted to media has been extended, he said, and the individual “is picking his media spots.”

FELLOWS DENOUNCES PAY-TV ‘LETTERS’

PAY-TV proponents are trying to “split the opposition,” NARTB President Harold E. Fellows said Wednesday in a talk prepared for NARTB Mountain States delegates, holding their regional meeting in Colorado Springs (regional story page 48).

Following charges by Zenith Radio Corp. officials that NARTB is underhandedly trying to stifle competition and foster a TV network monopoly [RET, Oct. 31], Mr. Fellows said he doubted if broadcasters would allow anyone to get away with “a calculated effort to split the membership of the broadcasting industry.”

He added, “I doubt if the members of this association (NARTB) are prepared to endorse a system of broadcasting which requires the audience to buy its entertainment, its news and its educational product and its advertising on a subscription basis, employing channels allocated for free service.”

Mr. Fellows said he personally and members of the board have been the targets of a direct mail campaign emanating from the offices of the proponents of subscription television. The releases from this particular organization usually take the form of a letter to me—Mr. Fellows—and I use the word ‘form’ advisedly for more frequently than not, this is a letter that is produced in quantity—I have been told—of about 10,000 and mailed to a select list of individuals around the country. I have had the interesting experience, for example, of hearing or reading about the existence of such a letter to me before I have received it.

“The general tenor of this campaign can be stated succinctly: It holds the NARTB board, in adopting a policy with regard to petitions now pending before the FCC on the pay-see proposition, did not reflect association membership views and that—in substance—we (the board and I) are trying to engage in some sort of conspiracy to withhold pay-see TV from the public.

“These letters and broadsides always imply, by innuendo if not bluntly, that the association has filed a brief of its position with the Commission stating that the association is opposed to payTv.”

Mr. Fellows explained NARTB opposes any form of box-office TV that would usurp channels reserved for free television, or any of the time on such channels so devoted.

He said the NARTB TV Board feels that a promise to the buyer that he would get programming without further cost, beyond maintenance, was implicit in the sale of every TV set.

The Station with the STRONG PULSE!

7 A.M. to 7 P.M. MON. thru FRI.

WKHM .................................. 34
Network Station A .......................... 30
Network Station B .......................... 24
Station C .................................. 2
Other Stations .............................. 10
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Get the Jack out of Jackson on

WKHM

JACKSON, MICHIGAN

Fred A. Knorr, President
John O. Gilbert, Managing Director
Jackson Television & Broadcasting Corp.

KNORR Broadcasting Corp. Affiliate
roundtable discussion, and Ben B. Sanders heading similar talks on large market stations.

Tomorrow (Association Day) features morning talks: "What You Don't Know Can Hurt You," by Joseph M. Sitrick, NARTB publicity and informational services manager, and "Where Do We Stand?" a report on government relations by Vincent T. Wasilewski, the association's government relations manager.

NARTB President Harold E. Fellows will deliver the luncheon address and reporting in the afternoon on state broadcaster associations will be: Iowa Broadcasters Assn., Walter J. Teich, KOEL Oelwein; Missouri Broadcasters Assn., Mr. Thomas of KXOK; Nebraska Broadcasting Assn., Virgil Sharpe, KOWH Omaha; North Dakota Broadcasters Assn., Paul C. Gistner, KGCU Mandan; South Dakota Broadcasters Assn., E. V. Eppel, KORN Mitchell.

District and state association meetings and a reception will follow, with FCC Comr. Rosel H. Hyde making the banquet address.

On Wednesday (Television Day), NARTB TV Vice President Thad H. Brown Jr. will open sessions and talk on "The Climate of Television," Floyd Kalber, news director, KMTV (TV) Omaha, will speak on "Television Brings You the News."

Scheduled for morning discussions on "The Challenge of the TV Code" are Harry Ward, continuity acceptance manager, NBC Chicago; Owen L. Saddler, KMTV, and Edward H. Bronson, NARTB director of TV Code affairs.

At 11 a.m. Television Bureau of Advertising President Oliver Treyz and Norman (Pete) Cash, TVB station relations director, will make a presentation, "Television—the Selling Machine." A panel discussion, "The Business of Television," will feature Joseph L. Floyd, KELO-TV Sioux Falls, S. D.; Frank P. Fogarty, WOW-TV Omaha; William B. Quartz, WMT-TV Cedar Rapids, and Mr. Walker, NARTB engineering manager.

W. D. Rogers Jr., KDUB-TV Lubbock, Tex., a member of NARTB's TV Board, will make the luncheon address and the conference closes with a talk on "The Broadcasters' Labor Problems" by Mr. Tower of NARTB.

The Region 6 Conference, last of the full series, will be held Tuesday-Thursday, Nov. 15-17, at the Baker Hotel in Dallas, with Alex Keese, WFAA Dallas, District 13 director, as host director. Region 6 includes Districts 12 (Kan., Okla.) and 13 (Tex.). District 12 director is Cy Casper, WBBZ Ponca City, Okla. Harold Hough, WBAP-TV Fort Worth, and Mr. Rogers of KDUB-TV are members of the NARTB TV Board.

Speakers on Nov. 15 (Radio Day) will be Messrs. Walker and Tower of NARTB; Herb Plambeck, WHO Des Moines, and John M. Butler, WSBI Atlanta.

On Nov. 16 (Association Day) talks will be made by Messrs. Fellows, Sitrick and Wasilewski of NARTB, and FCC Comr. John C. Doerfer.

On Nov. 17 (TV Day) speakers will include Messrs. Brown and Tower of NARTB; John Fields, WKY-TV Oklahoma City, and Joseph Baudino, Westminster Broadcasting Co.

N. C. Broadcasters Cruise To Hear Silvernail Speech

GUEST speaker at one of two business sessions to be held by the North Carolina Assn. of Broadcasters during its one-week convention-cruise to and from Bermuda will be Frank NEWLY ELECTED officers of Radio & Television Women of Southern California are (1 to r): seated, Jeanne Gray, actress-producer, president, and Betty Hartlane, director of guest relations for ABC's Hollywood operations, corresponding secretary; standing, Margie Phillips, assistant news director, KBIG Catalina, recording secretary; Claire Hughes, assistant station manager, KWKW Pasadena, second vice president, and Dorothy Winter, television producer-director, BBDO Hollywood office, first vice president. Miss Hughes also is president of the L. A. Advertising Women.

DON'T OVERLOOK THE FACTS

Fact Number 4 for the VITASCAN color TV system

1. Permits color broadcasting on modest budgets. Costs no more than monochrome 1.0 system. May be used for monochrome as well as color.
2. Camera employs simple cathode-ray tube costing only $100. Life expectancy of 4000 to 5000 hours or approximately 2 cents per hour cost.
3. No need for large, heat-generating banks of lights. Eliminates elaborate air-conditioning requirements.
4. Requires no video adjustments while programming. Eliminates full-time video operator.
5. Keep watching this space for more revealing facts!

CUTS MANPOWER IN HALF

TELEVISION TRANSMITTER DEPARTMENT • ALLEN B. DU MONT LABORATORIES, INC., CLIFTON, N. J.
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ENGINEERS ELECT LOUGRREN FOR '56

ELECTION of Arthur V. Loughren, vice president in charge of research of the Hazeltine Corp., as president of the Institute of Radio Engineers for 1956 was announced last week by IRE. Mr. Loughren succeeds John D. Ryder, dean of the School of Engineering of Michigan State U.

Herre Rinia, director of research of the Philips Research Labs. in Eindhoven, Holland, was elected vice president. New directors for the 1956-1958 term are E. W. Herold, director of the Electronic Research Labs., RCA Labs., and J. R. Whinnery, professor of electrical engineering, U. of California.

IRE also announced that Frank J. Bingley, color television research engineer of the Philco Corp., has been named to receive the Vladimir K. Zworykin television prize award for 1956 for his contributions to colorimetric science as applied to television, and Jack E. Bridges, research engineer for Philco, has been designated the winner of the Browder J. Thompson memorial award for 1956 for his paper entitled "Detection of Television Signals in Thermal Noise." Presentations of these awards, in addition to those previously announced (BWT, Sept. 19), will be made during the IRE national convention in New York, March 19-22, 1956.

Two Groups Join Forces To Establish New TV Code

IDEAS about ethics and the appointment of a general code committee highlighted the first joint meeting of the National Society of Television Producers and the National Audience Board Oct. 28 at the Beverly Club, Beverly Hills, Calif.

Tom Lewis, NSTP president, made the opening speech and read a message from NAB President Peter Goeler, who was unable to attend. Mr. Lewis said the meeting was "to devise a method by which television producers can guide themselves in the making of properties for the viewing public in either live or filmed tv shows."

Max Gilford, general counsel of the NSTP, introduced a proposed code. The first to be formulated specifically for television filming procedure, it is designed to augment the present code of the NARTB. In a brief rundown of the code, Mr. Gilford said that the television producer has a responsibility to the public "far greater" than that of any entertainment medium ever before devised.

A resolution was introduced by D. Brandon Bernstein, acting on behalf of NAB, that a National Code Commission be established, comprising members from all the professional groups and the public, to meet at regular intervals and discuss grievances "if any may arise" and to "resolve them to the mutual benefit and interest" of all concerned.

Mr. Bernstein reported that the NAB, a nonprofit and non-political organization "definitely opposed to censorship" of any kind, will distribute the proposed code throughout the nation and record popular reaction.

Members of Committee

Martin Leeds was named chairman of the committee to study the code. Other members: Jack Warner Jr., Warner Bros.; Mr. Bernstein; Morton Scott, Republic Studios; Sam Schatz, 20th Century-Fox; Richard St. John, Alliance of Television Producers; T. Freelsbain-Smith, Academy of Television Arts & Sciences, and Mr. Gilford.

In addition to Messrs. Lewis and Gilford, tv producers William Self, Mr. Leeds and William Stephens completed the NSTP representatives at the meeting. NAB delegates, in addition to Mr. Bernstein, included Mrs. Joseph Wengen, past president of the California Federation of Women's Clubs, and Mrs. Florence Thalheimer, president of the Beverly Hills Board of Education. Harold See, chairman of the NARTB film committee, represented that organization in an unofficial capacity.

Mr. See said he saw no need for another code inasmuch as the NARTB television and motion picture codes were already operating. He suggested film producers publicly acknowledge, as NARTB associate members, that their productions will be in keeping with the principles embodied in the NARTB tv code. Also attending the meeting were 27 representatives of various media organizations.

Sally Kean, Pat Kilty Appointed to NARTB Posts

NARTB last week named Sally Ball Kean as editor of publications in the association's publicity and informational services department, replacing Fran Riley, who has resigned to join Ted Bates & Co., New York.

Patricia Kilty was named special projects editor in the same department. Both Mrs. Kean and Miss Kilty will report to Joseph M. Shrick, manager of publicity and informational services, according to Harold E. Fellows, NARTB president.

Mrs. Kean joined NARTB in September 1953 as assistant manager of information after serving with WOL Washington, D.C., WQAR Silver Spring, Md., and on the public relations staff of the District of Columbia chapter of the American Red Cross. She is a graduate of William Woods College, Fulton, Mo., and the U. of Missouri School of Journalism.

Miss Kilty joins NARTB after four years with BWT, where she served in the Washington and New York bureaus, and before that, with the Washington (D. C.) Times-Herald. She was graduated from Marymount College, Tarrytown, N. Y., with a bachelor's degree, and Catholic U., Washington, with a master's degree. A native of Wilkes-Barre, Pa., she has been a resident of Washington for six years.

TRADE ASSNS.
Riddle:
Why is nighttime radio like taking a bath?

It's so very personal! Once upon a time, radio listening was a “family affair.” The family had one radio. The family listened as one. Nowadays, you catch radio by yourself. In your car. Your kitchen. Your bedroom. Your cellar workshop. In short, radio has become the personal medium. And ABC Radio has developed an entirely new concept of personalized nighttime programing!

NEW SOUNDS FOR YOU

- **LISTEN!** A brand-new idea in radio programing, designed for today's listening habits.
- **LISTEN!** It's the up-to-the-minute way to buy network radio... full sponsorship of regularly scheduled program segments. Only $800 buys a complete program segment, on the full ABC Radio Network.
- **LISTEN!** On the phone or in person your ABC Radio Network salesman can give you the exciting story of personalized listening—the new sounds for you.

*LISTEN*  ... the new sound of ABC Radio
AYRES BECOMES HEAD OF NBC RADIO; DURGIN EXECUTIVE V. P. OF ABC RADIO

Other promotions at ABC Radio involve Accas, Eckstein, Seton and Riddleberger. Mr. Ayres takes over post at NBC vacated earlier this year by Fineshriber, will report to Robert W. Sarnoff.

Fineshriber Jr. resigned as vice president in charge of the radio network. Mr. Fineshriber's exodus occurred in the midst of an NBC re-vamp of its radio operation from which subsequently has come Monitor, the weekend radio service, and Weekly, a daytime service patterned after Monitor that starts today (Monday).

Mr. Ayres, who was to have been elected a vice president at an NBC board of directors meeting last Friday, will report directly to Mr. Sarnoff.

During the time Mr. Ayres was in charge of the radio network at ABC, a post he assumed only a year ago last April, the network's new program concept, New Sounds for You, was developed. The programming resembles NBC's Monitor in that it presents diverse fare.

Mr. Ayres joined ABC in the spring of 1948, moving up in a rapid series of promotions by becoming western sales manager of ABC Radio in June of that year, director of radio sales in October 1950 and in May 1951 elected a vice president and placed in charge of radio sales.

Before joining ABC, Mr. Ayres was vice president and general manager of the radio and tv department of Ruthrauff & Ryan Inc. He was with IAR for 13 years after having been associated with Hanf-Metzer Inc., advertising agency (now Buchanan & Co.) for seven years. Before entering the agency field, he had been a salesman for National Carbon Co.

Mr. Durgin, together with associates in sales development and research, is credited by the network for the creation and development of the New Sounds programming which started Oct. 26. He started as a tv sales development writer, and subsequently rose through various positions including manager of owned and operated station sales development, director of television sales development and finally in Septem-

NEW PROMOTIONS AT ABC

ACCAS
ECKSTEIN
SETON
RIDDLEBERGER
"You mean to tell me they got other stations too? What in tarnation fer?"
Night Time 100% Sponsored

THE NUCLEUS OF A 114-HOUR WEEKLY SCHEDULE THAT SERVES AND SELLS 161,360* TV HOMES IN 4 STATES.
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MONDAY

DOUG EDWARDS
A.M.P.

DOUG EDWARDS
Poli Malt

DOUG EDWARDS
Resnon

DOUG EDWARDS
Poli Malt

DOUG EDWARDS
Resnon

6:30

ROBIN HOO
Wildroot

NAME THAT TUNE
Whitehall

MOVIE QUICK QUIZ
Dillard's

LONE RANGER
Gen. Mills

FRANK LEAHY
DuPont

7:00

TV READERS DIGEST
Studebaker-Packard

TEXAS IN REVIEW
Humble Oil

ARTHUR GODFREY AND HIS FRIENDS
Toni

BISHOP SHEEN
Admiral

CITY DETECTIVE
Folsom

7:30

BURNS & ALLEN
Coronation

EDDIE ARNOLD
Toni TALENT SCOUTS

I LOVE LUCY
Duffy

P. & G.

Gen. Foods

DANNY THOMAS
Dodge

Millionaire
Colgate

DOUG EDWARDS
Poli-Malt

DECEMBER BRIDE
Gen. Foods

RED SKELTON
Pet

I'VE GOT A SECRET
Winston

8:00

MR. AND MRS. NORTH
Holsum

$64,000 QUESTION
Revlon

STEEL HOUR
U.S. Steel

BOB CUMMINGS
Winston

THE LINEUP
P. & G.

9:00

BADGE 714
Evergreen Mills

MY FAVORITE HUSBAND
Frigidaire

G.E. 20TH CENTURY FXX HOUR

CELEBRITY PLAYHOUSE
Dillard's

PERSON TO PERSON
Elgin

9:30

GROUCHO MARX
DeSoto

MASQUERADE PARTY
Esquire

MILTON BERLE MARTHA RAYE
Whirlpool

G.E.

LORETTA YOUNG
P. & G.

10:00

JUSTICE
Tareyton

IT'S A GREAT LIFE
Chevrolet

BOB HOPE
Betty Hutton

10:30

PROOF OF ADVERTISER ACCEPTANCE ON THE

Powerhouse of the Southwest

KCMC-TV

CHANNEL 6

TEXARKANA TEXAS • ARKANSAS
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B\T TELESTATUS

A monthly situation report on present and planned tv stations and television network shows

NOVEMBER 1955

Total U. S. Stations on Air: 451
(Commercial: 434; Educational: 17)
Total Cities With Tv Stations: 290
Total Tv Homes: 32,000,000
(Excluding Cities: 1,074,000)

HOW TO READ THIS LISTING

Each station or group is listed in the city where licensed.

- Triangle (\ ): station on air with regular programming.
- Date of grant is shown for permits, followed by planned starting date.
- Channel number is in parentheses, followed by network affiliations and sales representatives, estimated sets in coverage area and station's highest one-time hour rate.
- Set figures are provided by station. Queries on set figures should be directed to stations.
- Asterisk (*) - non-commercial outlet.
- Dagger (!) - not interconnected.
- Data on station color equipment: N, equipped for network color; L, local color slides; LF, local color film; LL, local live color.

CALIFORNIA

BAKERSFIELD
- KBAK-TV (29) ABC, Weed: 95,000; $275
- KERO-TV (10) NBC, Hollingsby: 192,000; $1,600

BERKELEY (SAN FRANCISCO)
- KQED (9)

CHICO
- KCHL-TV (12) CBS, ABC, NBC, Avery-Knodel: 58,100; $250

CORONA
- KCOA (50), 9/16/53-Unknown

EUREKA
- KSEM-TV (3) CBS, ABC, NBC, DuM, Hoag-Blast: 28,800; $200
- KJEO (47) CBS, ABC, Branham: 167,000; $500
- KJTV (34) NBC: Raymend: 167,000; N, LF, LL; $2,700
- KARM (13) Belling: Initial Decision 8/35/54

LOS ANGELES
- KABC-TV (7) ABC: Petry: 2,540,384; $1,500
- KCOP (15) NBC: 1,250,000; $1,000
- KHJ-TV (8) DuM, H-R: 2,340,384; $1,200
- KNXT (12) CBS Spot Sis: 2,240,384; N, LS; LL, $2,700
- KCOP (4) NBC: Sis Spot Sis: 2,340,384; N, LS, LF, LL: $3,500
- KXTL (5) Ray: 2,340,384; LS, LF, LL; $1,500
- KTTV (11) Blind: 2,240,384; $1,750
- KECA (22) 2/10/52-Unknown

MOUNTAIN VIEW
- KTVB (14) 5/17/54-Unknown

SACRAMENTO
- KBET (10) H-R: 375,630; LS, LF: $550
- KCTV (4) ABC, NBC: Weed: 165,500; $400
- KTXA (13) NBC: Petey: 371,500; $650

SAN DIEGO
- KFMB-TV (8) CBS, ABC: Petry: 407,002; $200
- KFSD (10) NBC, ABC: Katz: 407,002; $1,000

SAN FRANCISCO
- KFOX-TV (7) ABC: Petry, 1,158,090; $1,200
- KPIX (5) CBS: Katz, 1,158,090; $1,250
- KRON (4) NBC: Free: Peter & F. Weeds: $1,158,090; N, LS, LF, LL: $1,500
- KVU (32) Stars National: 300,000; $225

SAN JOSE
- KNTV (11) Bolling: 546,159; $350

SANTA CRUZ
- KVCX-TV (6) ABC, CBS: Grant, 95,918; $350

SANTA BARBARA
- KEVT (12) NBC, CBS, NBC, DuM, Hollingsby: 217,218; $450

STOCKTON
- KOVR (13) DuM, Blair: 1,190,110; $700
- KTVL (14)

TULARE (FRENES)
- KVVC (27) Young: 215,800; $325

VISALIA
- KAKI (43) 16/6-Unknown

COLORADO SPRINGS
- KKTV (11) CBS, ABC, Hollingsby: 60,688; $200
- KCOB-TY (13) NBC, Avery-Knedel: 45,125

DENVER
- KTVT (7) ABC, Fcre & Peters: 217,901; $600
- KLZ-TV (7) ABC: Petey: 217,901; $750
- KGMA (4) NBC: Peters: 197,001; $600
- KTVV (2) DuM, Hoag-Blair: 371,901; $400

GRAND JUNCTION
- KCCV (5) NBC, CBS, Holman: 14,372; $120

Pueblo
- KCSC-TV (5) NBC, Avery-Kenedel: 37,390; $100

CONNECTICUT

BRIDGEPORT
- WICC-TV (43) ABC, DuM: Young; 73,240; $200
- WCTB (71) 2/35-Unknown
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HARFORD
- WOTX-TV (18) CBS, ABC, DuM: H-R: 360,000; $200
- WCF (14*), 1/29/53-Unknown

NEW BRITAIN
- WNHY-AM (8) ABC, CBS: Katz: 940,702; N, LF, LS: $800

NEW LONDON
- WNLV-TV (25) 12/31/53-Unknown

NORWICH
- WRIP (12) 1/29/53-Unknown

STAMFORD
- WBZ (27) 12/27-Unknown

WATERBURY
- WATG-TV (53) ABC: Stuart: 215,400; $200

WILMINGTON
- WPFR (12) NBC, DuM: Meeker: 2,051,000; N, LS, LF: $1,000

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA

WASHINGTON
- WMAL-TV (7) ABC: Katr: 600,000; $750
- WTOP (4) NBC, ABC: Sis Sis: 750,000; N: $1,250
- WTOP (8) CBS, Sis Sis: 660,800; N: $1,500
- WPOT (5) DuM, Blair: 670,000; $200
- WVXT (26) 2/16/54-Unknown

WOO-KTV (14) 2/29/54-Unknown

FLORIDA

CLEARWATER
- WPGT (32) 12/5/53-Unknown

DAYTONA BEACH

FORT LAUDERDALE
- WTV (17) ABC: Forjoe: 244,120 (also Miami): $200

FORT MYERS
- WINK-TV (11) CBS, McGilvra: 161,450; $350

FORT PIERCE
- WVTV (19) 4/19/54-Unknown

JACKSONVILLE
- WJHE-TV (36) ABC, NBC: Perry: 68,680; $200
- WJTV (1) CBS, ABC: McGilvra: 275,566; +50; $1,250
- WORF (5) Sis Sis; 8/12/55-Fall '55

MIAMI
- WYRT-TV (22) NBC, Katz: 250,581; N: $500
- WFTS (14*)
- WATF (1) DuM, DuM, Petey: 390,600; N: $200
- WFTV (17) See Fort Lauderdale

WMFL (13) 9/15/53-Unknown

MIAMI BEACH
- WORF Inc. (10) Initial Decision 3/30/55

ORLANDO
- WDBO-TV (8) CBS, Sis, NBC, Blair: 111,450; N: $250
- WORS Inc. (9) Initial Decision Aug. 10

PENSACOLA
- WEAP (3) ABC, CBS, Hollingsby: 107,000; $400
- WIFA (15) McGilvra: 38,500

ST. PETERSBURG
- WBOC-TV (8) DuM: Weed: 175,875; $353

Tampa
- WFLA-TV (8) NBC: Blair: 214,500; N, LF, LS: $200
- WTBU (13) CBS, Avery-Knedel: 198,500; N, LF, LS: $500

WEST PALM BEACH
- WPEC-TV (12) ABC, Sis Sis: H-R: 301,875; $200
- WINK (21) Cooke: 48,000; $150
- WBNF (5) NBC, CBS, DuM; Venard: 301,875; $200

GEORGIA

ALABANY
- WAGT (18) ABC, NBC, DuM: DuM: $200

ATLANTA
- WAGA-TV (5) CBS, DuM: Katz: 485,000; N: $500
- WLWA (11) ABC, Cke: 506,475; $800
- WISTV (2) NBC: Petey: 315,460; N, LS, LF: $500

WQXL (36) See footnote
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Hats differ, so do the people who wear them. Stations differ, but so do the people who run them.

Interpreting these differences in ways that benefit both station and advertiser is a prime aim of quality representation. The effectiveness of Harrington, Righter and Parsons in achieving it is built upon applied knowledge, drive, and exclusive attention to one medium.

Promises are no substitute for performance. Quality representation is synonymous only with performance. These stations can tell you.

**Harrington, Righter and Parsons, Inc.**

*New York  
Chicago  
San Francisco*

**television—the only medium we serve**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Station</th>
<th>City</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>WROW-TV</td>
<td>Albany</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WAAM</td>
<td>Baltimore</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WBEN-TV</td>
<td>Buffalo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WJRT</td>
<td>Flint</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WFMY-TV</td>
<td>Greensboro</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WTPA</td>
<td>Harrisburg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WDAF-TV</td>
<td>Kansas City</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WHAS-TV</td>
<td>Louisville</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WTMJ-TV</td>
<td>Milwaukee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WMTW</td>
<td>Mt. Washington</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WSYR-TV</td>
<td>Syracuse</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time</td>
<td>ABC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------</td>
<td>---------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Noon</td>
<td>Winky Dick and You</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1:15</td>
<td>Dean Pike</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1:45</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2:00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2:15</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2:30</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2:45</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3:00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3:15</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3:30</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3:45</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4:00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4:15</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4:30</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4:45</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5:00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5:15</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5:30</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5:45</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6:00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6:15</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6:30</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6:45</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7:00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7:15</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7:30</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7:45</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:15</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:30</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:45</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:15</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:30</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:45</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:15</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:30</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:45</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B-T TELESTATUS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------------</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HIBBING†</td>
<td>KITV (10) 1/15/54-Unknown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MINNEAPOLIS-ST. PAUL—</td>
<td>➤ KEY-TV (9) DuM; H-H: 220,000; $450</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>➤ KSTP (5) NBC; Petry: 615,000; N; LS; LF; $1,450</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>➤ WCCO-TV (4) CBS; Free &amp; Peters; N; LI; $200</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>➤ WQOW-TV (11) ABC; Katz: 600,000; $750</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ROCHESTER—</td>
<td>➤ KROC-TV (10) NBC; Meeker: 110,237; N; $250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MISSISSIPPIPI</td>
<td>BLOXH—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COLUMBUS</td>
<td>WOBO-TV (4) McGilvra; 7/28/54-Fall ’55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>➤ WDAY-TV (9) 5/4/55-Unknown</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JACKSON—</td>
<td>➤ WHTV (12) CBS, ABC; Weed: 125,000; $200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>➤ WPTL (2B) NBC; Hollenberg: 146,000; N; $300</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MERIDIAN—</td>
<td>➤ WJTV (11) ABC, CBS, NBC, DuM; Headley-Reed: 450,000; $250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>➤ WCCO-TV (30) See footnote</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TUPelo</td>
<td>➤ WTLY (8) 12/8/54-Fall ’55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CAFE GERAUDE</td>
<td>➤ KFVS-TV (12) CBS, NBC, ABC; Headley-Reed: 166,330; N; $300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>➤ KATV (13) CBS; Hoag-Blair: 123,782; $300</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COLUMBUS—</td>
<td>JOPLIN—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>➤ KCMO-TV (5) CBS, ABC; DuM; Katz: 36,732; N</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>➤ KMBC-TV (9) CBS; Free &amp; Peters; 650,000; N, LS; LF; $200 (half-hour)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>➤ KFAQ-TV (4) ABC; Harrington, Righter &amp; Parsons: 352,732; N, LS, LF, LLC: $900</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ST. JOSEPH—</td>
<td>➤ KFQV-TV (2) CBS. DuM; Headley-Reed: 141,827; $350</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>➤ KLOU (13) KETC (9) 2/5/53-Unknown</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>➤ KOVD-TV (10) CBS, NBC; NBC Spot Slas; 210,000; N; $120</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>➤ KTVI (36) ABC; CBS: 406,464; $400</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>➤ KXOL-TV (11) ABC, CBS; Katz: 255,000; N; $1,200</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>➤ WTVL (42) 11/12/53-Unknown</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>➤ KDNL (6) Parsons; 57,000; $200</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>➤ KITV (10) CBS; DuM; Weed: 87,774; N; $200</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>➤ KYTV (3) NBC; Hollenberg; 102,570; N; $240</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>➤ KQTV—</td>
<td>➤ KOOL—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>➤ KITV—</td>
<td>➤ KOCH (12) CBS, ABC, NBC, DuM; Headley-Reed: $120,000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Experience makes a world of difference when it comes to quality TV production. On the air since 1948, WBEN-TV is — by far — Buffalo's oldest TV outlet, with television know-how that has been seven long years in the making.

Nearly every man on the WBEN-TV staff has been with this pioneer station since its early beginning. These skilled veterans work in two fully equipped studios that permit staging with unhurried care.

The fact is, WBEN-TV means Q-U-A-L-I-T-Y. And in a field where quality is crucial, here's good news. There's no need to settle for anything less when quality production by WBEN-TV costs no more.

7 of 10
WBEN-TV has seven of the 10 top rated multi-weekly shows in Buffalo. WBEN-TV also has the majority of the top 15 weekly shows, according to TELEPULSE.
HERE ARE THE \textbf{facts} ABOUT FOR TELEVISION

\textbf{WHAT IT IS.} The General Electric Film Center is a complete equipment package for your station projection room. It operates on the Scanner principle and consists of a 16 mm Continuous Motion Scanner; a 2x2 Dual Slide Scanner; and a Scanner Pickup. The entire equipment package is newly designed, specifically for color or monochrome operation—or both.

\textbf{THE G-E SCANNER SYSTEM.} G.E.'s Film Center, using the Scanner principle, features better picture quality, a simpler operating method, and, lower cost for operation and maintenance. No other type system offered today can match these high G.E. requirements. The G-E Scanner system gives your station the benefits of photo-electric pickup tubes which are simple, mass-produced, inexpensive—with a record of dependable performance. Sweep circuits or sync signals are not needed. Color registration, smear, or shading problems do not exist.

\textbf{WHAT IT DOES FOR YOUR STATION.} Your station can replace old equipment with a modern, G-E-designed package which will pay its way on monochrome service now—be on stand-by for color when you want it. With the G-E Film Center you can install basic units, block-build additional equipment as your needs and expansion plans dictate. Quality film and slide operations are assured, control monitoring is reduced. The overall operation is simplified and less costly than others. You owe it to the station to see this G-E system.

\begin{itemize}
\item \textbf{G-E Scanner Pickup}—serves the same function as the film camera now used with B&W projectors. Dichroic mirrors break the light from the projectors into primary colors—photo-electric pickup cells convert it to electric signals.
\item \textbf{Film threading of the Eastman Continuous Motion 16 mm Projector} is fast and easy. Light compensating mirrors, behind window, are out of the focal plane—eliminating dust problem—and rotate at 770 rpm.
\item \textbf{2x2 Dual Slide Scanner}—handles up to 16 paper, metal, or cloth-bound slides with fast positive action change. Outside knobs provide quick focus control. Slide change controls can be at the scanner or at the console.
\end{itemize}
THE G-E COLOR FILM CENTER
BROADCASTERS

The Completely New G-E Color Film Center.
A New System—A New Continuous Motion Projector.
For Monochrome Service NOW—Color When You Want It!

See... Compare... Decide...

G.E.'s Scanner System coupled with the Eastman Continuous Motion Projector result in exceptionally high light transmission for the brightest, cleanest, sharpest color television pictures.

Many times the light output of other CM optical systems make it possible to obtain the best pictures from your "problem" films or slides—regardless of age or density.

Automatic film shrinkage compensation—virtually guarantees the same quality of projection time after time regardless of film shrinkage.

Double-duty—available for monochrome or color projection.

Block-Build. Start with 2 x 2 Dual Slide Scanner. Add one Continuous Motion Projector for limited film programming. Add a second projector, when needed, for monochrome or color film facilities.

Separate scanner tubes in each projector assure reduced lost air-time in the event of tube failure.

Reduced maintenance and operating costs. Accessibility, simplicity of circuits, and minimum adjustments during operation cut manpower costs.

Masking amplifier actually can make the final picture better than original film.

FREE BOOKLET, SPECIFICATIONS!
For detailed information about the new G-E Color Film Center see your local General Electric Broadcast Equipment Manager, or, write to: General Electric Company, Broadcast Equipment, Section X2115-7, Electronics Park, Syracuse, New York. In Canada, write to: C.G.E. Electronics, 830 Lansdowne Avenue, Toronto.

Progress Is Our Most Important Product

GENERAL ELECTRIC
[Networks continues from page 64]

berr, 1954, assuming the post from which he has been elevated.

Mr. Accas in 1951 came to ABC from NBC after a background in agency research at Foote, Cone & Belding, New York. He was appointed director of advertising, promotion and publicity in September 1954. Mr. Eckstein was supervisor of advertising and promotion for WABC-AM-TV New York before being made Mr. Accas' assistant last July. Mr. Seton, who was trade editor and later assistant manager of publicity for ABC after joining the network from MBS, was promoted Oct. 17 to manager of publicity.

Mr. Riddleberger joined the network in March, 1952, as ABC Radio budget officer, was promoted to various posts in the television network program department and in May 1954, assumed his duties in cost control.

If Candidates Have Hat, ABC Has Ring—Kintner

ABC today (Monday) is announcing a policy of "entertaining requests" for radio and/or tv time by Democratic or Republican party figures for announcement of their candidacy for President.

The policy statement, which is being released by Robert Kintner, ABC president, follows: "We are keenly aware of the public interest in the selection of candidates and the election to high office of one of these men. Therefore, recognizing the tremendous coverage of broadcasting, and its impact as a news vehicle, we are happy to entertain requests for air-time in which recognized political figures may make known their availability for the nomination by their party as the candidate for President of the United States. I can think of no more valuable service that broadcasting can render in these times of intense national and international growth and development. We subscribe fully to the thesis that informed people can act more intelligently in exercising their political franchise. We propose to make available as much relevant information as possible, through the networks of the American Broadcasting Company."

CBS Names MacPhail Director of Sports

WILLIAM C. MACPAIL, director of promotion and publicity for the Kansas City Athletics, has been named CBS director of sports, effective Nov. 14, Sig Mickelson, CBS vice president in charge of news and public affairs, announced last week.

John Derr, present director of sports, assumes a new administrative post as CBS Radio execu-

The Preferred Station for Farm Service

...WIBW-TV*

...that's the finding of Dr. Forest Whan's TV Study of the Topeka Area. It's just another way of saying that WIBW-TV has the Kansas farm market sewed up tight...that we give these families the complete, dependable service they've found so helpful.

Why not write for your free copy of this valuable depth-survey. It contains scores of eye-opening findings that will help you get more sales for your advertising dollar.

*Also preferred for NEWS, WEATHER, and SPORTS.

TOPEKA, KANS.
CBS-ABC
WIBW & WIBW-TV in Topeka,
KCKN in Kansas City
Rep.: Capper Publications, Inc.

MR. MACPHAIL

Mr. MacPhail is a son of Col. Larry MacPhail, former president of the N. Y. Yankees baseball club. A brother, Lee MacPhail, heads the Yankees' farm system. Prior to his association with the Athletics, Mr. MacPhail served in various business capacities with minor league clubs.

NBC Asks Egypt, Israel To Cooperate on Coverage

NBC NEWS last week cabled the governments of Egypt and Israel asking for cooperation in filmed coverage of outbreaks of shootings between the two countries. The network said that although films in the past have not been confiscated, they have been held up, thus affecting their timeliness.

At the same time, the network reported that Joe Oxley, NBC newsman currently stationed in Berlin, has applied for a Russian visa in order to film a special documentary feature on Radio Moscow. Mr. Oxley also is seeking permission from the Soviets to film the feature with sound, authority for which generally has been difficult in the past.

'Matinee Theatre' Claims $4.5 Million in Billings

LARGEST advance sales for a "magazine concept" program—$4.5 million in gross billings—were claimed last week for NBC-TV's full-hour drama series, Matinee Theatre, according to George H. Frey, NBC-TV vice president in charge of sales. The show premiered last Monday. It is telecast live and in color, Mon.-Fri., 3-4 p.m. EST.

Mr. Frey said four new advertisers, Liggett

Broadcasting • Telecasting
Why We Let “Jet” Black Escape

Mr. Black’s Jag was forced off the highway by a truck full of corn cobs on the way to be furfural; it got bruised considerably. Since this happened just a few rods north of our transmitter, and he was temporarily light of pocketbook, “Jet” Black saw our call letters and got the message.

“You need me,” he told us, “as a roving associate . . . I just happen to have my scrap book here.”

For an honorarium of $25,000 a year ($100 in advance for eating purposes and 13 weeks off each summer to lie fallow) “Jet” said he would:

1. Do a daily remote from the top of our transmitter, interviewing Hollywood celebrities as they airlinered by (UAL passes our roof);

2. Leave his Mark VII, after mending, parked in front of our studio to lend eclat to the operation;

3. Do a “Deep Deep World” simulcast from the bottom of the Wapsipinicon, telling fishermen where to go (weekends only), with no extra charge until CBS sold it.

“What,” we inquired, “will this do for WMT? Besides, the Katz Agency is our roving associate.”

“What will it do?” he echoed. “What will it do? Why, it’ll put you on the map, that’s what it’ll do.”

We can stand a little redundancy, but not $25,000 worth. WMT is already on the map. Fact is, WMT has more listeners in Eastern Iowa than all other stations in the area combined.

We were sorry to lose that eclat though.
ABC Radio Signs Three To Morning Programming

SIGNING of three advertisers as co-sponsors of ABC Radio's morning programming block was announced last week by William Fairbanks, national sales manager of ABC Radio, who added that a current sponsor has expanded into new time periods. Total number of present advertisers for ABC Radio morning programs is reported to be 16.

Co-sponsors are: Carter Products Inc., New York, through Sullivan, Stauffer, Colwell & Bayles, New York, for opening segment of When A Girl Marries (Mon.-Fri., 10:45-11 a.m. EST) on Monday and Wednesday, starting Nov. 21; Frigidaire Division of General Motors Corp., Dayton, through Kudner Agency, New York, for opening segment of When A Girl Marries on Wednesday, starting Nov. 23; Frigidaire, also for Breakfast Club (Mon.-Fri., 9-10 a.m. EST), using Tuesday and Thursday segments (9:55-10 a.m. EST), beginning Nov. 22, and Monday period (9:50-9:55 a.m. EST), starting Nov. 28; Milner Products Co., Jackson, Miss., through Gordon Best Co., Chicago, for Breakfast Club on Friday (9:35-9:40 a.m.), starting Jan. 6, 1955.

Sands Co., Philadelphia, which already had signed for the Thursday, 9:40-9:45 a.m. portion of Breakfast Club, starting Nov. 17, also will sponsor the Tuesday, 9:40-9:45 a.m. segment of the program, starting Nov. 22. Agency is Hicks & Greist, New York.

WFBG-TV Joins CBS-TV

WITH emphasis on entertainment, WFBG-TV Altoona, Pa., held a celebration Oct. 22-23 to herald its primary affiliation with CBS-TV. Guests from CBS-TV's station relations and sales services department, trade publications and H-R Representatives were transported to Bedford Springs, Pa., for golf and sightseeing. The host was George P. Gable, president of the Gable Broadcasting Co., licensee of WFBG-TV.

Eight Stations Join Keystone

ADDITION of eight new affiliates in as many states has been announced by Keystone Broadcasting System, which now claims 867 station clients. Newest affiliates, according to Blanche Stein, station relations director, are KLKR Lamar, Colo.; WFRP Savannah, Ga.; WAYE Dundalk (Baltimore), Md.; WNLN Indiana, Miss.; KBGF Great Falls, Mont.; WFBF Bedford, Pa.; WMFS Chattanooga, Tenn., and WOSH Oshkosh, Wis.

NETWORK PEOPLE

Duncan MacDonald, former supervisor of women's and religious programs, DuMont TV Network, and leisure-special project editor, NBC-TV Home, to Yankee Network, Boston, as director-hostess of daily Yankee Home & Food Show with Bill Hahn. Show debuted Oct. 31 (1:15 p.m. EST), over WNAC Boston and 27 stations. She is former president of N.Y. chapter, American Women in Radio & Television.

Harold Sobolov, ABC-TV studio supervisor, father of girl, Joy Mara, Oct. 19. Mrs. Sobolov is Sheila King, a tv make-up artist.


John C. Ponik, formerly advertising sales representative, Fawcett Publications and Everywoman's Inc., to ABC-TV Chicago sales department as account executive. He replaces William C. Gillogly, recently promoted to sales manager of ABC-TV Eastern Div. [Closed Circuit, Oct. 17].

FACT No.3

The 'EYE'

in over 100,000 TV homes

The October issue of Television magazine credits WKOW-TV with 104,210 TV homes. A CBS affiliate, WKOW-TV provides a duplicated network program service to a 10 county PLUS market with annual retail sales in excess of 600 million dollars.

Remember, your TV dollar buys more on WKOW-TV. And it sells more, too!

See your Headley-Reed TV man for details.

WKOW-TV

MADISON, WISCONSIN

Channel 27

NETワークS

& Myers Tobacco Co., Arm-dent toothpaste, Sylvania Electric Products Inc. and Bates Fabrics Co. joined the four sponsors already signed.

Advertisers, their agencies and number of participations purchased: L & M, through Cunningham & Walsh, 104; Sylvania Electric Corp., through J. Walter Thympo Co., 32; Block Drug Co. (Arm-dent toothpaste), through Harry B. Cohen Adv., 26; Bates Fabrics, through James F. Sawyer Inc., 13; Procter & Gamble, through Benton & Bowles, five quarter-hours per week for 13 weeks; Aluminum Co. of America, through Fuller & Smith & Ross, two participations for Dec. 6; Motorola Inc., through Leo Burnett Agency, 13, and B. T. Babbitt Co. (Bab-O), through Dancer - Fitzgerald - Sample Inc., 13.
Over half of the population of Indiana lives in the area served by WFBM-TV.

Population state-wide: 4,313,091
Population WFBM-TV-wide: 2,372,800

WFBM-TV INDIANAPOLIS
Represented Nationally by the Katz Agency
Affiliated with WFBM-Radio; WOOD AM & TV, Grand Rapids; WFDF, Flint; WTCN, WTCN-TV, Minneapolis, St. Paul
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DEFESE COMPLETES 16MM CASE

Jack Warner, testifying in federal antitrust suit against movie majors, recounts earlier policy shutting door to tv for economic reasons.

FINAL decision in the government's 16mm anti-trust suit against Hollywood's movie majors should be ready by the end of the month, Los Angeles Federal District Judge Leon R. Yankwich said last week as the movie industry completed its defense case.

The substance of the film executives' testimony as to why more feature films have not found their way into television was no surprise to anyone: economics. But they indicated they will release 16mm prints to television today—if the price is right.

The Justice Dept. suit is expected to be formally closed some time this week following rebuttal arguments and summaries.

Jack L. Warner, vice president in charge of production, Warner Bros., testified his firm from 1948-1950 flatly refused to release any product to television in order to prevent injury to the theatrical market for which the films were made.

"If people can get something free, I see no reason why they should want to pay for it," he said. Free tv showing kills the re-make and re-issue value, he indicated.

Asked about Warner Bros. policy today, Mr. Warner said none exists, explaining: "It's wide open. We will entertain any offer regarding the sale of features and we will decide on the basis of our judgment."

At one time there were negotiations with ABC for the sale of 52 features, he recalled. The price offered was "insignificant," he said, but the talks developed into the current ABC-TV film series, Warner Bros. Presents. Mr. Warner's views were substantiated by Ken Kalmenson, president of Warner Bros. Pictures Distributing Corp., who said he was "against the entire program of entertainment for nothing." He admitted television has had a "drastic" effect on the box office and said it would be inconceivable to attempt to release pictures to television and then again make them available to theaters. "They would have absolutely no value," he said.

Charles J. Feldman, Universal-International sales executive, and John Desmond, head of United World Film Corp.'s domestic 16mm distribution, affirmed the opinions that tv release killer. They spoke of their re-make and re-issue values of theatre features. Mr. Feldman said the average return for a film released to tv is about $50,000, while the re-make of Magnificent Obsession grossed $5 million.

Mr. Feldman said over 5,000 theatres have closed in the past few years and declared television is the "number one factor." To release UI features to tv would have precipitated similar closings by others, he said, especially by those with marginal operations.

NBC-TV Announces Changes In Film Division Sales

NBC-TV Film Div.'s sales department last week announced a group of organizational changes and promotions affecting three of its offices. They are effective today (Monday).

Daniel M. Curtis, central sales manager, Chicago, was named eastern sales manager with headquarters in New York, replacing Leonard C. Warager, who was appointed administrative sales manager.

Mr. Curtis' position in Chicago was taken by Edward A. Montanus, formerly central sales

Ziv Adds Shaw, Jaeger
In Sales Expansion Move

JAMES T. SHAW and Andrew P. Jaeger last week were added to the national sales staff of Ziv Television Programs Inc. "as part of an expansion of national-level sales activity" according to the department's sales manager, Walter Kingsley. Mr. Shaw, who will headquarter in Chicago, comes to Ziv from Heni, Hurst & McDonald, advertising agency. Mr. Jaeger, who was appointed to Ziv's New York office, formerly was a vice president of Procter Television Enterprises, and has been associated in past years with Screen Gems, subsidiary of Columbia Pictures Corp.; 20th Century-Fox, and the former DuMont Television Network.
WOWO is the only single medium that covers southern Michigan, eastern Indiana and western Ohio.

The 4,000,000 people living here make it one of America's major markets. Last year's retail sales totalled almost $4,000,000,000.

And to give you an indication of how WOWO covers it—the latest 26-county Pulse gives WOWO 476 firsts out of the total 476 weekly quarter hours.

You should know more about "The 4,000,000 Market Between."

Call Tom Longsworth, Anthony 2136, Fort Wayne, Indiana, or Eldon Campbell, WBC National Sales Manager, MUrrey Hill 7-0808, New York.
DU PONT DEVELOPS TOUGHER FILM BASE

New synthetic product is reported thinner than present film base and holds promise of less film damage after prolonged use.

DEVELOPMENT of a new synthetic base for film which could prove a boon to the tv film and moving picture industries was reported last week.

The new substance, developed and to be marketed by E. I. du Pont de Nemours & Co., is two-thirds as thick as present cellulose triacetate bases but tougher and more durable. To bear the trade name of Cronar, the base will be mass produced at du Pont’s Parlin, N. J., plant by the middle of next year.

In film manufacture the base is the primary structural element that is coated on one side with a photosensitive gelatinous emulsion that records and holds the image. The base is manufactured first and then the emulsion put on. The du Pont developed substance is chemically akin to Dacron and Mylar, both synthetics.

According to published reports the most valuable feature of the substance as a base for movie and tv film is its toughness, making breakage or fraying of perforation holes difficult and permitting as many as 15,000 flexings without a break.

Present development was said to represent the result of more than eight years research, an extension of work on polymers begun in 1928 by du Pont which led to the perfection of nylon. Du Pont now makes finished motion picture raw stock on a triacetate base purchased from Eastman Kodak and last month granted a license to Eastman to manufacture polyester photographic base and film under du Pont patents. Eastman was said to have no plans under way as yet to use the polyester base.

The new base—manufactured via a process in which molecules are spun into fibres for casting into film sheets—is a plastic substance, made from dimethyl terephthalate and ethylene glycol, both originating from petroleum and unrelated to triacetate bases.

National Telefilm Elects Three V.P.’s

ELEVATION of Edward M. Gray, E. Jonny Graff and Edythe Rein to the posts of vice presidents of National Telefilm Assoc. was announced last week by Ely Landau, NTA president. Mr. Gray joined NTA in 1954 as west coast sales director. Previously, he had been executive director of Sovereign Productions, president of Mutual Television Productions and founder of Monter-Gray, talent representation and package organization.

Mr. Graff has been midwest sales director of NTA since 1954, and previously had been sales manager of Snader Telescriptions sales. He also was a writer-producer with CBS and Donahue & Co. account executive.

Miss Rein has been with NTA since its organization two years ago, and has served as secretary, assistant treasurer and a member of the company’s board of directors. Before joining NTA, she was production assistant to Phillips H. Lord, radio-ty producer.

TO SELL IN KANSAS ... BUY KTVH

KTVH
HUTCHINSON
KANSAS

VHF
240,000
WATTS

CBS BASIC
Represented Nationally by H-R Representatives, Inc.

KTVH, pioneer station in rich Central Kansas, serves more than 14 important communities besides Wichita. Main office and studios in Hutchinson; office and studio in Wichita (Hotel Lassen).

Howard O. Peterson, General Manager
KOIN-TV is head and shoulders above the rest...

IN THE PORTLAND, OREGON MARKET

GREATEST COVERAGE
No other station or combination of stations gives you the complete Portland trading area... heart of the rich Oregon and Southern Washington market. KOIN-TV is the only maximum power VHF station in the market. It reaches 33 1/3% more families.*

GREATEST RATINGS
The proof of KOIN-TV's absolute superiority is in the ratings. Look at these! KOIN-TV has 80% of the top shows—weekly, multi-weekly... 63% more average audience than Station B, 115% more than Station C.†

GREATEST VALUE
When it comes to cost per viewer—KOIN-TV is the lowest any way you figure it... in coverage, in audience delivered—morning, afternoon, or night. That’s our story—we prove it by results.

* August 1955 Independent Set Count
† Latest ARB
MCA-TV Adds 2 Programs To Film Syndication List

MCA-TV Ltd., Film Syndication Div., will syndicate Adventures of Kit Carson TV film series, it has been announced by Wynn Nathan, vice president in charge of sales. For four years the series had been sold directly to the Coca-Cola Bottling Co. by MCA-TV and presented in some 130 markets.

Mr. Nathan said the series consists of 105 half-hour films, with 26 available for first run in all markets and another 52 episodes first-run in all but 26 markets. The series is produced by Revue Productions.

It also was announced that MCA-TV has acquired syndication rights to Deadline TV film series, carried on for five years on NBC-TV under name of Big Town. The new series represents the 28th product to be syndicated by MCA-TV.

MCA-TV Names McManus

APPOINTMENT of Tom McManus to the newly-created post of international sales manager of MCA-TV Ltd. was announced last week by Wynn Nathan, vice president in charge of sales. Mr. McManus has been a vice president of MCA-TV Ltd. since last August.

Mr. Nathan said that "increasing worldwide interest" in American films had prompted MCA-TV to set up the new post. He said that Mr. McManus will make his headquarters in New York and coordinate sales from 26 overseas branch offices.

INS Telenews Series Sales

FOUR new sales of INS-Telenews Weekly News Review and This Week in Sports to four stations in Eastern markets, have been reported by International News Service's TV department. The sports reel, retitled General Sports Time (sponsored by General Tire & Rubber Co., Akron, [dealers]), was placed on WGPL (TV) Greenville, S.C., by D'Arcy Adv. It also was purchased by WGBA (TV) and Rapid's TV for sponsorship by the Holland Racine Shoe Co. under its original title. In Detroit, the news and sports reviews were brought by WBKB-TV, and in Schenectady, Fitzgerald beer sponsors the sports reel on WRGB (TV) through Moser & Cotins, Inc., Utica.

Tv Inc. Board Meets Nov. 12

Tv Inc., New York, scheduled a meeting for its board of directors for next Saturday at the Ambassador Hotel in Chicago. Tv Inc. is a station-owned collective film buying syndicate with more than 50 member stations. Its resident buying office in New York is under the direction of Herb Jacobs, general manager, who reported last week that in the past 11 months the company has placed more than $500,000 in film orders for its members with all distributors.

New Show for Interstate

ACQUISITION of distribution rights to Public Defender, formerly on CBS-TV, has been announced by Ralph Branton, president, Interstate Television Corp., Allied Artists subsidiary. Syndication rights were obtained from Hal Roach Studios. Starring Reed Hadley, the series includes 69 half hour programs. Earlier, Mr. Branton announced acquisition of syndication rights to the 1 Married Joan series starring Joan Davis.

FILM SALES

K克拉TV (TV) Los Angeles has bought 97 feature films, 87 of them first-run in L. A. area, for showing currently. New package includes 60 Republic features from Hollywood Television Service and 37 from Unity Television Corp., including 13 British mysteries and 13 Argyle films.

FILM DISTRIBUTION

Cinema-Vue Corp., N. Y., has acquired more than 200 cartoon and one- and two-reel comedy short subjects for exclusive TV distribution, Films Corp. announces. Library, including color Matt & Jeff cartoons, other pen-and-ink subjects to be known as Whimseland series, Hal Roach and Mack Sennett comedies, was obtained from Cinépix Inc. Firm also announces plans for 12 sales branches to handle distribution.

National Television Film Assoc., N. Y., is making available to TV stations three films for Christmas season. They are "The Lamb in the Manger," "A Christmas Carol" and "Man's Heritage."

FILM PEOPLE

J. L. Kaufman, vice president, Grant Advertising, Detroit, to United Productions of America, Burbank, Calif., as director of advertising. Rita Cummings, USA publicity, moves to firm's N. Y. office.

Julian Lester and Jack Douglas, producers of I Search for Adventure, Television Adventure Films Corp., Culver City, Calif., announce permanent show staff as: Lee Shodell, director; Sherman Rose, supervisor; Byron Roberts, production manager; Bruce Campbell, production assistant; Shelly Lowenkopf, writer; Byden Baker, cameraman; Gerard Wilson, film editor, and Leon Klatzkin, musical director. Series is seen in 14 cities.

Harold L. Danson, formerly vice president of Calhoun Studios, N. Y., to National Screen Service Corp., N. Y., in sales and production capacity, principally to enlarge activities in production of TV commercials and business films.

William Golding, dealer sales promotion manager, Crosley division of Avco, to Ziv International Div. as account executive.

Robert Noah, with Barry & Enright Productions Inc., N. Y., TV packagers, since February 1954, as writer and associate producer, promoted to head of program development department.

Arthur Lerner, previously head of Columbia Pictures foreign accounting department and comptroller and assistant treasurer of Lift Trucking Rental Corp., appointed assistant treasurer of Guild Films Co., N. Y. Ralph M. Sacks, salesman for United Film Service in various parts of the country, and previously manager of KSAN-AM-TV San Francisco, has joined Guild Films as sales representative in the St. Louis area.

Robert P. Riley, in charge of producer relations, MCA-TV Ltd., film syndication division, father of girl, Alix Elizabeth.
...Have a bad accident for you...

thought you'd want what I have quickly."

Case History No. 14

A prominent Virginia doctor was chatting with his wife and eight-year-old niece as he drove them to the golf club. They were almost there. Just over the grade crossing ahead and . . .

The car met the train with a sickening crash. The car bounced off the locomotive, tore down a warning signal and settled in the tall grass near the tracks. The doctor—head of a state mental hospital—was critically injured. His wife and niece were dying.

Within minutes, the news reached WCYB at Bristol. Assistant News Director Douglas Boy broadcast a bulletin and called The Associated Press at Richmond.

"Have a bad accident for you," he said. "Don't have all the details yet, but I thought you'd want what I have quickly."

The AP editor at Richmond had just hung up when another call came in. It was Bryan McMurry of WMEV, Marion, with the same accident. He had additional details—the name of the child, her hometown, circumstances of the accident.

Another call... Boy again with more information.

Double protection, with AP stations virtually contending for the AP telephone!

The story was of little importance to the rest of the country, but it was a major one in Virginia:

Douglas Boy at WCYB and Bryan McMurry of WMEV were on it all the way. And they saw that all other AP members in Virginia got the story—complete.

Douglas Boy and Bryan McMurry are among the thousands of active news men who make the AP better . . . and better known.

Those who know famous brands...
...know the most famous name in news is AP.
TELEVISION broadcasters braced themselves today as the FCC was scheduled to report out its findings on the much-contested five deintermixture petitions and the, by now, highly publicized allocations rule-making notice.

According to the best information, the FCC has decided to deny all five of the deintermixture petitions.

By a vote of four commissioners, with two abstaining on the ground that no action should be taken until after the allocations proceeding is completed, the petitions to make Evansville, Peoria, Madison, Hartford and Albany all uhf cities were turned down.

The reason for not announcing this action last week was the absence from Washington of Comr. Robert T. Bartley, it was understood. Comr. Bartley was in Colorado Springs attending the NARTB regional meeting there.

Upon his return, the Commission is scheduled to meet Saturday morning for a final, formal vote. Announcement of the decision is expected to be made today.

The Commission met on this matter Wednesday afternoon and Thursday morning. Whether this 36-hour delay in announcing its actions will have any effect on the final outcome is debatable. Some observers warn that nothing is final until it is officially announced by the Commission.

Denial of the Hartford deintermixture petition is a reversal of a tentative vote taken several weeks ago. In that action, there was a majority in favor of deintermixing the Connecticut capital [B+T, Oct. 24].

The majority in the latest action, it is understood, comprises Chairman George C. Connelly and Comrs. John C. Doerfer, Robert E. Lee and Richard A. Mack. Comrs. Rosel H. Hyde and Edward M. Webster are reported to have argued for no action pending the outcome of the allocations notice.

It is also understood that the Commission majority has ordered its Office of Opinions and Reviews to draft orders making final pending vhf decision in Evansville, Peoria and Madison.

Hartford’s vhf hearing must go through oral argument before a final decision can be rendered.

Justification for these denials, it is understood, is that the establishment of five all-uhf centers will not solve the uhf problem. FCC feels, it is believed, that the de-intermixture solution is only one of many which should be considered under an overall review of the television allocations plan.

Grant of the final decisions does not conflict with this policy, it is understood that the Commission majority feels. All tv stations—whether on the air or not—will be subject to whatever determination the Commission finally makes in the overall rule-making proceeding.

There will be no conditions to the final grants, it is believed.

The rule-making—which will seek to have all comments and counter-comments submitted by Jan. 1—will discuss the numerous and varied proposals which have been submitted since the uhf-vhf problem became acute. These will include, it was believed, deintermixture, vhf drop-ins, lessening of mileage separations, use of directional antennas and vertical polarization, the retirement of the Sixth Report and Order, the establishment of a case-by-case procedure with minimum engineering standards, the over-all proposals made by CBS, ABC, Mullaney-Welch, Mott & Morgan and others for the revision of the present allocations plan.

Many of the plans envision an all-vhf tv service in the top 100 markets and the increased use of vhf drop-ins through revisions in the present mileage separation criteria.

Still pending is the proposed meeting between the FCC and government officials regarding the use of military vhf spectrum space in return for the relinquishment of uhf areas to the military services.

The Commission’s action in the five deintermixture petitions will undoubtedly apply to the dozen other deintermixture petitions which have been pending. These involve such cities as Miami, Fresno and Corpus Christi.

In the five-deintermixture petitions, an initial decision for ch. 7 in Evansville is held by Evansville TV Inc. for ch. 3 in Madison by Badger TV Co. (WIBA); for ch. 8 in Peoria by WIRL that city, and for ch. 3 in Hartford by WTIC that city.

In Albany, the denial of deintermixture petition will be followed by Commission approval to drop in ch. 10 in Vail Mills, outside Albany, it is understood. This meets the present mileage rules, it has been argued.

Other petitions for deintermixture and the status of vhf hearings are as follows:

 Corpus Christi, Tex.—Initial decision for ch. 10 held by K-Six TV Inc.; for ch. 6 by KRIS that city.

 Springfield, Ill.—Initial decision for ch. 2 held by Sangamon Valley TV Corp.

 Fresno, Calif.—Initial decision for ch. 12 held by KARM that city.

 Jacksonsville, Fla.—Initial decision for ch. 12 held by WPDQ that city. Awaiting oral argument.

 Miami, Fla.—Initial decision for ch. 7 held by Biscayne TV Corp.; for ch. 10 by WKAT Miami Beach.

 Norfolk-Portsmouth, Va.—Initial decision for ch. 10 held by Beachview Broadcasting Corp., Raleigh, N. C.—Initial decision for ch. 5 held by WRAL that city. Awaiting oral argument.

 Topeko—Seven applicants for ch. 11 are still in hearing.

 Other petitions for deintermixture involve the following cities: Hutchinson (Wichita), Baton Rouge, Sacramento, Spartanburg, Philadelphia, Walla Walla and Knoxville. The latter would be all-vhf if its petition were to be approved.

Juneau, Youngstown Tvs Granted by Commission

TWO TV GRANTS were authorized by the FCC last week for stations in Juneau, Alaska, (the territory’s fifth video outlet) and Youngstown, Ohio (the city’s third tv, all uhf).

In Juneau, Alaska Broadcasting System Inc. is to operate on ch. 8 with effective radiated power of 163, w蚱vual and an antenna minus 960 ft. above average terrain. The permittee estimated its construction cost at $50,750, first year operating cost at $45,000.

In Youngstown, Warrick Corp. is to operate on ch. 13 with effective radiated power of 10 kw and an antenna minus 330 ft. above average terrain. The permittee estimated its construction cost at $40,000, first year operating cost at $23,000.

GOVERNMENT

FCC REPORTEDLY SET TO DENY FIVE DEINTERMIXTURE PETITIONS TODAY

Requests that Evansville, Ind.; Peoria, III.; Madison, Wis.; Hartford, Conn., and Albany, N. Y., be made all uhf cities expected to be turned down in Commission pronouncement. Notice of rule making on allocations question also reported set for release today.
The Loving Arms of Miss KRON-TV Embrace Over 4 Million People in Northern California

SEPTEMBER PULSE SHOWS KRON-TV WITH 7 OF THE TOP 10 MULTI-WEEKLY SHOWS IN THE BAY AREA MARKET

San Francisco KRON TV
AFFILIATED WITH THE S. F. CHRONICLE AND THE NBC-TV NETWORK ON CHANNEL 4

Represented Nationally by Free & Peters, Inc.

No. 7 in the series, "What Every Time Buyer Should Know About KRON-TV"
CONELRAD PLAN RUNS INTO OPPOSITION

California civil defense official charges method is obsolete, can cause undue panic. FCC's Renton answers that defense plan is necessary, that shortcomings are minor.

STORM clouds have begun gathering over Conelrad, the method by which broadcasters in a target area all shift over to 640 kc or 1240 kc and transmit defense messages.

Stanley Pierson, California civil defense director, charged last week that the Conelrad system of keeping stations on the air in the event of an enemy air attack is a failure.

In a peppy statement last Monday, Mr. Pierson asserted that the present Conelrad program is "outmoded and obsolete" and constitutes "a highly dangerous panic-producing potential."

Glit of Mr. Pierson's complaint was that Conelrad operation will require from 15 to 30 minutes before it begins operating properly, and that the "cluster" signals suffer from fading and lack of distance reception.

"We believe very strongly," he said, "the American public is being subjected to a grave and serious disservice in being educated to expect prompt, clear and concise information and instructions in the event of a national emergency."

Hits Publicity

Mr. Pierson was obviously referring to civil defense publicity advising the public to tune to 640 kc or 1240 kc in the event of an emergency attack.

The California defense director also questioned the efficacy of having stations grouped in clusters for Conelrad operation as a means of disseminating Conelrad broadcasts as "homing" signals for enemy aircraft.

"There is a growing belief," he said, "that the concept of a potential enemy's dependence upon our commercial broadcast stations for navigational purposes is, in itself, exaggerated, unrealistic and outmoded."

Fear was expressed by Mr. Pierson that the time lag between radio stations going off the air and resumption under Conelrad, and the "fading" of signals after the defense operation begins constitute "a highly dangerous panic-producing potential."

Mr. Pierson's attack was the most recent of a number which have been made against the Conelrad plan. The latest was last week when broadcasters in Southern California were reported to have refused to take responsibility for initiating alerts on the air. This position was taken after a California Air Defense Command erroneously signaled an alert. This was never broadcast. Broadcasters have said, it was reported, that they feared they might unintentionally cause panic and possibly death and injury to thousands in some similar future situation.

A clarification of the matter of liability in an instance of this sort was understood under consideration by the California attorney general.

Ralph J. Renton, FCC Conelrad supervisor, told B&T last week that Mr. Pierson was basically in error. Conelrad is primarily a cluster measure against enemy over-flight using broadcasts for navigational purposes, he said. He asserted that this was still a significant factor and bound to become more so with the increasing use of guided missiles.

As an FCC official stated, that the broadcast of civil defense information to the populace was a secondary motive in the establishment of Conelrad. He agreed that there was a warning period before each cluster of stations began operating together, but he pointed out some stations could move from normal to emergency operations in five minutes.

He admitted that Conelrad messages could not reach out more than 25 miles from the center of the cluster and that under present civil defense evacuation plans, the public would be bereft of over-the-air information after it had departed from cities.

Mr. Renton declared that there was no question Conelrad was not perfect but that it was the best we have now.

It was understood that the basic quarry over Conelrad is between the Air Force and civilian defense officials.

There are about 1,300 commercial radio stations in the nationwide Conelrad plan. They have spent close to $1 million for equipment. A nationwide Conelrad test, it was explained, would cost the broadcasters about $1.5 million in loss in revenues, extra operating expenses, etc.

Bartley Urges Cooperation

With Civil Defense Program

BROADCASTERS should lead civil defense activities by using their programming know-how but an all-broadcast alert test would cost the industry about a million dollars in a period of civil defense confusion, according to FCC Commr. Robert T. Bartley.

Addressing the NARTB Colorado Springs regional conference Wednesday, Commr. Bartley left the impression that civil defense planning is in a sorry state and good programming for broadcast-Conelrad service simply is not available in many areas.

Despite this civil defense weakness, he urged broadcasters to take the initiative in cooperating with local civil defense groups and Conelrad.

"In approximately 35% of the communities having Conelrad stations, there has been little or no program coordination by civil defense groups," he said. Noting this is not a responsibility of broadcasters, he urged them to utilize their programming know-how.

About a million radio transmitters operate...
They talk of Pigeons and Glitch

"Pigeons" are not birds to a Bell System technician. They are impulse noises causing spots which seem to fly across the TV picture. And when he talks of "glitch" with a fellow technician, he means a low frequency interference which appears as a narrow horizontal bar moving vertically through the picture.

It is important that our technicians can describe the quality of their signals in terms which mean the same to Bell System technicians in television operating centers along the line.

They continually check their monitors and oscilloscopes to guard the quality of the signal as it wings across the nation. If one of them notes any defect in the picture, he may want to compare the signal he is receiving with those received by monitors back along the line. It is important that they talk a uniform language with precise definitions. That way they quickly isolate the point of interference and correct it.

This teamwork along Bell System lines is another item which assures the network that the signals represent the best possible service that Bell System ingenuity can provide.
Here's the heart of
PACKAGED TV BY DAGE

Now . . . for your LOW-POWER TV station, a DAGE TV packaged station has all you need . . . cameras, transmitters, antennae, studio monitors, microphones, as well as complete lighting, testing and servicing equipment.

DAGE equipment, thoroughly proved in actual daily operation, is up-to-the-minute in design and application . . . assures low-cost installation, low-cost maintenance.

For complete details on DAGE "packaged TV" or on individual DAGE units, write, wire or phone DAGE TV, Michigan City, Indiana, Michigan City 3-3251.

DAGE TELEVISION DIVISION
Michigan City, Indiana

A Thompson Product

IN CANADA DISTRIBUTED BY ROGERS MAJESTIC ELECTRONICS, LIMITED, TORONTO, ONTARIO

GET MORE PULL...WITH THE MOST POWERFUL TEAM IN THE DETROIT AREA!

Choose either one and pull bigger sales for your advertisers

CKLW-TV penetrates a population grater total area of 5,292,700 in which 85% of all families own TV sets.

CKLW radio covers a 15,000,000 population area in 3 important states. The lowest cost major station buy in the Detroit area.

Channel 9
325,000 Watts

800 kc. Radio
50,000 Watts

CKLW

GOVERNMENT

under voluntary or mandatory Conelrad, he said, including 800,000 licensed by the FCC as well as the military and government transmitters. Voicing appreciation for excellent broadcast cooperation in Conelrad, he said, "Conelrad is essential for defense. It is effective in minimizing navigational information. Civil defense broadcasts are necessary. The programming problem, at least for the present, should receive top attention. And the public must be educated as to the utility and the limitations of Conelrad."

An extensive educational campaign would be needed, if broadcasters were to avoid a wasteful alert demonstration next June when another national test of emergency government operation is planned, he said. "Broadcasters are the only people who were ready" for emergency tests, he reminded. Participation in the June maneuver would require approval of FCC, Secretary of Defense and Office of Defense Mobilization.

WNYC Successful in Fight
For Use of 5-Kw Transmitter

AFTER almost a two-year battle, New York City-owned WNYC won its fight for FCC permission to use a 5 kw transmitter—to be operated at 1 kw during its regular broadcast hours, and at 5 kw for Conelrad operations.

The municipal station (1 kw limited on 830 kc) sought permission to double up on a new transmitter in January 1954. This required a waiver of a Commission rule which prohibits a station from using a transmitter with power in excess of its authorized radiated power. The FCC denied the request. WNYC went to court, and last May the U. S. Court of Appeals in Washington remanded the case to the FCC on the ground that the Commission cannot deny an application without a hearing—even though the application conflicts with a rule. This decision was similar to the same court's ruling in the multiple ownership case brought by Storer Broadcasting Co. The Supreme Court has accepted review of this latter decision.

Meanwhile, WNYC bought a 5 kw transmitter, but altered it to meet the 1 kw rule. The Commission's action last week authorizes WNYC to restore the transmitter to its 5 kw rating; to be used at 1 kw for regular operations and at full 5 kw power for Conelrad operations.

Five Station Transfers
Get Approval of FCC

FIVE SALES, amounting to more than $600,000, were approved by the FCC last Wednesday. The five grants were:

• KMYR Denver, Colo. — from KMYR Broadcasting to Dolph-Petty Broadcasting Co. for $60,000 [BT, July 18]. Messrs. William B. Dolph and Herbert L. Petty have varying degrees of interest in WMT-AM-TV Cedar Rapids, Iowa, KJBS San Francisco, KULA-AM-TV Honolulu and KGIL San Fernando, Calif.
• KSST Davenport, Iowa — transfer of control from Davenport Broadcasting Co. to Quint Cities Broadcasting Co. for $28,800 [BT, Sept. 26]. Buyers, holding 90% of Quint Cities, are

Broadcasting • Telecasting
The great uranium rush is on!

"All you need is a Geiger Counter like this $98.50 Detectron — and some luck.

"Fifty people have already become uranium millionaires. Many hundreds have made substantial fortunes, among them a janitor, an electrician, a plumber's helper, a lawyer, a dentist, a housewife — all amateurs!

"News of even a small strike can run a dealer out of instruments. But we can deliver new instruments overnight by Air Express. And some of those towns are pretty remote. Air Express is not only the fastest air service — it is often the only one. No wonder we need Air Express. We would be seriously handicapped without it.

"Yet we save money by specifying Air Express! 25 lbs. from North Hollywood to Denver, for instance, costs $8.05. That's $3.15 less than any other complete air service!"

J. L. Cassingham, President of The Detectron Corporation, tells how

"A $98.50 investment can make your fortune!"
REPORT CRITICIZES RADIO-TV STATUS

Study under auspices of American Civil Liberties Union suggests Communications Act might be revised to permit more freedom of broadcast media. Also proposed: Study of relative impact of radio, tv and press.

POSSIBLE overhauling of the Communications Act and a study of the relative impact of radio, tv and the press were suggested last week in a six-week study made for the American Civil Liberties Union by Allen Raymond on the subject of suppression of news from the public by federal agencies and branches of the government.

Mr. Raymond, whose 3-year journalism career includes foreign posts with the New York Times, New York Herald Tribune and the Saturday Evening Post, released the report Thursday. ACLU’s board of directors has authorized “widest possible dissemination.”

Meanwhile, the House Government Information Subcommittee opens hearings on the same subject today (Monday), beginning with a discussion-type session featuring 14 persons considered to be experts in the field of freedom of information.

At a Thursday news conference Mr. Raymond said he thought the radio-tv media should be “freed from every possible restraint.”

The Raymond report, highly critical of the Eisenhower Administration’s government information policies, said that although both GOP and Democratic administrations have “been guilty of censorship at the source of news, against the public interest, invisible government is now worse than at any time in recent years.”

He pointed to “the rise in recent years of two government-controlled media, radio and television, which themselves are in constant danger of unwarranted dictation, concerning their power of public discussion, by the FCC.”

Asking rhetorically, whether radio-tv should be less free than the press in their commentaries, he stated: “Government power for renewable licensing now restrains them.”

Obviously referring to the WICU (TV) Erie, Pa.-Ed Lamb license renewal case at one point, he said that an FCC majority has “sought to take away a television license from a critic of the national administration, on the ground that he once was a member of the Communist Party and had falsely denied it.”

He recommended that non-governmental agencies (he suggested a legal group, perhaps sponsored by the American Bar Ass’n) study the Communications Act and other acts to determine if they are in tune with the times. He said that, although provisions in the Communications Act were intended to give all political viewpoints equal access to the air, they have failed. “But they still exert a restraint upon broadcasters.”

The report seemed to indicate that Mr. Raymond felt there were shortcomings in radio-tv coverage of public meetings and congressional hearings, such as distracting attention from proceedings or causing hearing participants to “act in the movies” before tv cameras. Broadcasters have met these arguments by saying radio-tv coverage now can be made unobtrusive and that tv cameras do not cause such “acting,” but only record it.

Mr. Raymond said the use of purchased time on radio and tv by political parties in election campaigns “has a major bearing on the liberties of the American people.”

“There is a power in the theatrical and dramatic use of television to stir the emotion and temporarily to warp the judgment of countless people who could not be so influenced by the printed word,” Mr. Raymond said. He expressed fear of what “the power of the Presidency or the power of the purse [ability to buy radio-tv time], or both combined, can do momentarily at critical times to the mind of the American people by televised dramatics.”

Mr. Raymond’s proposed media study would be entrusted to “such privately endowed colleges and universities as have earned through long years the trust of an informed public.”
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Functional Music Permits Granted to Nine More Fms

NINE MORE fm stations were granted permission by the FCC last week for functional music operations. This brings to 11 the number of fm's to receive the new subsidiary communications authorizations; the first two received permits last month [B&T, Oct. 17].

Two of the subsidiary communications authorizations issued last week went to stations that will be the first to conduct their services on a multiplex basis. The stations are WFLY (FM) Troy, N. Y., and WIDX-FM Jackson, Miss. Another station, KSON-FM San Diego, is authorized for both simplex and multiplex, but plans to discontinue simplex upon installation of multiplex equipment.

The other six stations will simplex their background music: KITE-FM San Antonio; WPIC-FM Sharon, Pa.; WMMW-FM Meriden, Conn.; KUTE (FM) Glendale, Calif.; KING-FM Seattle, and WLDM (FM) Oak Park, Mich.

Last month the first such authorizations were awarded to WWDO-FM Washington and WPEN-FM Philadelphia.

Jameson Named to Handle ICA Congressional Relations

GUILFORD S. JAMESON, former president of the Federal Communications Bar Assn., was sworn in last week as deputy director of the International Cooperation Administration. He will be in charge of congressional relations.

During congressional consideration of the McFarland amendments to the Communications Act in the 81st Congress, Mr. Jameson appeared as official spokesman for the FCBA. He is author of the law making it a federal offense to intimidate witnesses appearing in any proceeding before a federal department, independent agency or congressional committee.

FCC Asked to Approve $33 Million Lines Project

FCC was asked Tuesday to authorize construction by AT&T's Long Lines Dept. and 19 Bell System associated companies of some $33 million in supplemental communication facilities.

The new construction, according to Long Lines in New York, would provide 2.5 million channel miles of telephone facilities, more than a million miles of telegraph channels and about 5,300 channel miles for radio-tv networks.

The proposed construction would begin next year, with major projects including the building of a coaxial cable between Atlanta and Augusta, Ga., for telephone and tv service; the equipping of existing coaxial cable routes between Augusta and Charlotte, N. C., and between Indianapolis and Louisville, with a system tripling present capacity.

Ten New Radio Outlets Authorized by Commission

FCC last week issued construction permits for 10 new am stations, all with 1 kw or less. Authorizations were:

- Pelt City, Ala.—St. Clair Broadcasting System, 1430 kc, 1 kw daytime only. Among the principals is John H. Haynes, engineer for WMLS Sylacauga, Ala.
- Selma, Ala.—Central Alabama Broadcasting Co., 1370 kc, 1 kw daytime only. Owner Roland Jordan Jr. is former chief engineer of WCRK Oneonta, Ala. The grant carried a condition that program tests not be authorized until WETU Wetumpka, Ala., begins program tests on 1250 kc and that the new station not be licensed until WETU is licensed on 1250 kc.
- Ocean Side, Calif.—San Luis Rey Broadcasting Co., 1320 kc, 500 w fulltime. None of the principals have other radio-tv interests.
- Indianapolis-Melbourne, Fla.—Melbourne On The Air, Inc., 1050 kc, 500 w daytime only. Melbourne President Richard M. Fairbanks is 51% owner of WIBC Indianapolis, Ind.
- Bremen, Ga.—West Georgia Broadcasting Co., 1440 kc, 500 w daytime only. None of the

9,507,200 BARS OF SOAP!

Mr. Soap Manufacturer—if you sold just two bars of your soap to the homes in WGN's area, that would be 9,507,200 bars sold!!*

WGN reaches more homes than any other advertising medium in Chicago—and our Complete Market Saturation Plan has proven it can sell your products to these homes.

* Nielsen Coverage Service
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GOVERNMENT
permittee's principals have other radio-television interests.
• Boise, Idaho—Radio Boise Inc., 740 kc, 500 w daytime only. Radio Boise President Roger L. Hagadone is general manager of KJRL Pocatello, Idaho, and Vice President Richard K. Mooney is secretary of the Idaho Press Assn.
• Anoka, Minn.—Anoka Broadcasting Co., 1470 kc, 1 kw daytime only. Anoka President John H. Lemme is 75% owner of KLTF Little Falls, Minn., and Vice President Oscar Lemme is 25% owner of KLTF.
• O'Neill, Neb.—Holt County Broadcasting Corp., 1400 kc, 250 w full time. Principals are Russell M. Stewart (50%), 33.3% owner of KNEB Scottsbluff, Neb., and 16.2/3% owner of KOLR Sterling, Colo., Robert D. LaRue Sr. (50%), 8.59% owner of KFMT Fort Morgan, Colo., and Les Weber, KNEB salesman.
• Conway, N. H.—WIPG Inc., 1050 kc, 1 kw daytime only. Mr. and Mrs. John W. Guider own the permittee and WMOU-AM-FM Berlin, N. H. Mr. Guider owns 9.7% of WMTW (TV) Poland Spring, Me.
• Waupaca, Wis.—Chain O'Lakes Broadcasting Corp., 1320 kc, 1 kw daytime only. None of the permittee's principals have other radio-television interests.

TELEPROMPTER ASKS FOR OWN NETWORK

Firm's request that FCC rule on plan for nationwide private network to serve broadcast field clients draws Commission comment that it would be a common carrier.

EXISTENCE of plans for a nationwide, private broadcast industry communications network became known last week when the FCC published its reply to a request by TelePrompTer Corp., New York, for a ruling on its proposal to formulate a private line telegraph service.
The Commission told TelePrompTer that its proposed network would constitute a communication common carrier operation.

In seeking the FCC's position on its proposal, TelePrompTer, which owns and furnishes visual prompting aids for performers and others using television or making public addresses, described its plan as a private, intercity telegraph network using leased Western Union lines—to be used to service television stations, networks, advertising agencies, program organizations, and other such potential users.

It also proposed to use this network to perform a program rating service, through the linking of a sample number of tv sets in various cities via telephone, and to furnish program material to stations for local live programs, such as news, home economics, educational and public service matter.

It planned to link 500 cities eventually, with 250 initially. The plan called for five major switching centers—New York, Los Angeles, Chicago, Dallas and Atlanta. Cost of leasing lines from Western Union was estimated at $1.2 million yearly.

The cost of this service was to be pro-rated among the users, except that TelePrompTer was to have free use of up to 25% of the time for its own services.

At week's end, TelePrompTer officials were studying the question of whether to go ahead under a common carrier authorization from the FCC. This would mean that it must file charges and have them approved by the FCC, and accept traffic from anyone who might wish to use the network.

NEW LOWEST PRICED
REMOTE CONTROL SYSTEM

MEETS FCC REQUIREMENTS OF SINGLE TRANSMITTER STATIONS

Here's a new, reliable system with sufficient capacity to meet FCC requirements for single transmitter stations. Engineered with the same quality components and workmanship as more elaborate Rust systems, its simplicity of design minimizes installation and maintenance work. Thousands of dollars can be saved annually with this economical remote control. Why not investigate the possibility for your station?

GET THE FACTS! WRITE US TODAY!
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Model 108 Series E
Complete with control relays for filament and plate power, neutralized plate heater, all FCC required tower light and transmitter remote metering units.

$695.00
Attention Broadcast Men!

35 History-Making Articles on “Scatter Propagation”

Whenever radio seemingly reaches its limit, such as the “line of sight” range of TV, then radio engineers find a way to smash that limit...and open up whole new fields.

Now it’s “Scatter Propagation”... the way to unlimit “line of sight” broadcasting...discovered and perfected by radio engineers.

And now, for the first time, it is fully reported in 35 great articles in the October issue of “Proceedings of the IRE.”

All IRE members will devour this issue and treasure it as they have the history-making issues on Color TV, Transistors, Electric Computers, etc. This October number will rank high as a practical service to the whole industry—a great reference test of 380 pages—and someday become a collector’s item among radio engineers.

Price to non-members...$3.00

2. “Characteristics of Beyond-the-Horizon Radio Transmission”, by K. A. Bullington
6. “Some Remarks on Scattering from Edies”, by R. A. Silverman
9. “Diversity Reception in UHF Long-Range Communications”, by C. L. Mack
10. “Factors AffectingSpacing of Radio Terminals in a UHF Link”, by I. H. Gerks
12. “Characteristics of Tropospheric Scattered Fields”, by L. G. Trolesi
18. “Trans-Horizon Microwave Propagation over Hilly Terrain”, by H. Kuribara
21. “Notes on Scatter Propagation with a Modified Exponential Correlation Function”, by A. D. Wheelon
23. “Measurements of the Phase of Radio Waves Received Over Transmission Paths with Electrical Lengths Varying as a Result of Atmospheric Turbulence”, by J. W. Herbestreit and M. C. Thompson
25. “Survey of Airborne Microwave Refractometer Measurements”, by C. M. City
27. “Some Applications of the Monthly Median Reactivity Gradient in Tropospheric Propagation”, by B. R. Bean and F. M. Meaney
32. “Obstacle Gain Measurements over Pikes Peak at 60 to 1046 MC”, by R. S. Kirby, H. T. Dougherty and P. L. McGuire
34. “Certain Mode Solutions of Forward Scattering by Meteor Trails”, by G. H. Keitel

Proceedings of the IRE

1 East 79th Street, New York 22, N. Y.

Enclosed is $3.00

Enclosed is company purchase order for the October, 1955 issue on "Scatter Propagation."

Send to:

Name

Company

Address

City & State
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SECOND CUBAN TV CITES INTERFERENCE

Angel Cambo, head of ch. 4 CMUR-TV Havana, backs one colleague's earlier protest of Miami vhf conflicts, asks U. S. city be made all uhf. He denies another Cuban broadcaster's assertion that interference is no real problem.

The interference problems between Miami and Havana television stations are acute, a second Havana broadcaster said last week.

In a letter to BT, Angel Cambo, president of ch. 4 CMUR-TV Havana, joined the point of view of Goar Mestre, president of the CMQ-TV Network in Cuba, that ch. 4 WTVJ (TV) Miami is causing serious interference problems in the Cuban capital [BT, Sept. 5].

One Cuban telecaster has alleged seriousness of the interference between Miami stations and Cuban outlets. That was A. H. Barletta Jr., vice president of ch. 2 CMA-TV Havana [BT, Sept. 26].

Mr. Cambo, like Mr. Mestre, referred to the recommendation for a mutual allocation agreement, suggested to the FCC by Dr. Antonio Marti of the Cuban communications ministry last year.

An FCC spokesman told BT last week that nothing had been done about the Cuban complaint regarding interference claims between stations of the two countries. He pointed out that when the FCC made tv integration arrangements with Canada and Mexico before coming out with its 1952 table of allocations it attempted to work out a similar plan with Cuba but was not successful.

Mr. Mestre had suggested that Miami be deintermixed, making it an all-uhf city. This is substantially the position of Storer Broadcasting Co., which has recommended that Miami be made all-uhf, except for WTVJ (TV) there.

It is WTVJ which is interfering with CMUR-TV on the same channel, Mr. Cambo wrote. "This interference, he said, occurs "not on rare instances but permanently." CMUR-TV will have to build a higher tower and install a more powerful transmitter, Mr. Cambo said.

Excerpts of Mr. Cambo's letter follow:

"As president of Televisión Nacional, S. A., owner of Channel 4 (CMUR-TV) and the only Cuban tv station which, up to the present, operates on a similar Miami channel, I wish to emphasize that without any doubt my Havana station has interference problems with Miami, not on rare instances but permanently, to such extent that I will be compelled to make new installations, with a higher tower and...more powerful transmitting equipment.

"Referring to the statement made by Mr. Barletta that my station has no interference troubles, I only wish to point out that this affirmation is made by my competitor who owns Channel 2 and is not a member of the Cuban Association of Radio and Television Broadcasters. To ascertain if a channel has or has no interference corresponds, I believe, to the owner of the station—in this case the writer—and to the proper authorities, through the usual investigation, but not to a station which is not suffering from interference.

"After referring that my tv Havana station is interfered with by Miami's similar tv channel, I wish to point out that it was a long time ago when I first pointed out to the Cuban Association of Radio and Television Broadcasters—of which I am honored in being a member—my fears that if the Miami tv station operating on ch. 4 increased its transmitting power it would interfere with my Havana station, and suggested the convenience for both the U. S. and Cuba to reach a mutual protective agreement. In the early days of television, we had lived with the false impression that those tv interferences were technically impossible, but by that time we had already observed that the propagation was much greater than originally calculated and we began to fear that an increase in power would cause serious interference. Some time after, I was informed that it was possible that conversations on this point would take place between the United States and Cuba, but in fact this never took place.

"The present interference caused to my Havana station led us to consider the urgency of reaching an agreement with the United States for mutual protection. Upon learning that some cities in the United States had been declared uhf zones, where only uhf tv stations could operate and that the FCC was studying the application of this system in the city of Miami, the Cuban Association of Radio and Television Broadcasters thought it was the right moment to suggest to the Ministry of Communications the advisability of taking the matter up with the proper U. S. authorities in an endeavor to find an adequate solution to this matter.

"The Ministry of Communications received our suggestions with an understanding spirit and, in compliance with the proper diplomatic procedure, they sent Dr. Antonio Marti, high official of the Ministry of Communications, to confer with the FCC.

"In this first meeting, Dr. Marti informed the FCC of the tv interference that my Havana station was suffering from Miami and the possibility that in the future new interferences might occur, as the number of Miami tv stations would increase, so that the FCC might study the convenience of deintermixing Miami city. Dr. Marti also suggested to the FCC to check and confirm this interference problem. Needless to say that Dr. Marti also mentioned to the FCC that in case this system would not be applied in Miami, Cuba was more than willing to start negotiations with the United States for mutual protection.

"The fears expressed by Mr. Goar Mestre—who is a member of the Cuban Association of Radio and Television Broadcasters—in his re-

---

SESEC Performance Licenses provide clearance for the use of SESAC music via Radio, Television, Hotels, Films, Concert Halls and Theatres.

The ever growing SESAC repertory now consists of 283 Music Publishers' Catalogs—hundreds of thousands of selections.

S E S A C I N C.
Serving The Entertainment Industry Since 1931
475 FIFTH AVENUE NEW YORK 17
ferred letter addressed to you, are shared by all Cuban broadcasters who believe that this is the right moment to explore the possible solutions to avoid present and future interferences, in behalf of both U. S. and Cuban television audiences.

"These, believe me, are the real facts. Anything aside from this is making a tempest in a teapot! Far from it being our intention to molest our neighbors, or hurt their interests or ignore the United States, legitimate rights to use vhf channels. The common use of channels is precisely the spirit on which our radio broadcasting system in our North American Region is based and represents a magnificent example of the good relationship that must prevail between neighboring countries."

Approval of Albany Sale Recommended

AN FCC hearing examiner last week affirmed the FCC's approval of the purchase of WROA-AM-TV Albany, N. Y., by Lowell Thomas and associates.

Chief Hearing Examiner James D. Cunningham found that none of the charges made by now-defunct WTRI (TV) Albany was valid. He recommended that the grant of the $298,800 transfer be reinstated.

The decision becomes final unless it is protested within 46 days of the date of issuance, Oct. 31.

WTRI, largely owned by Harry C. Wilder, had protested the sale of the WROW stations on the ground that it violated FCC policy prescribing ownership of broadcast properties by network officials and employees, that there was a violation of the antitrust laws because the Thomas group had discussed affiliation with CBS before buying the stations, and that there was concealment because Mr. Thomas was not revealed as the CBS news commentator and associate Frank Smith was not disclosed as Mr. Thomas' business manager in the application [Oct., Oct. 31].

Mr. Cunningham held that Mr. Thomas was not an official or employee of CBS, that the CBS switch in affiliation was based on business judgment, and that no violation of the antitrust laws was apparent. Mr. Cunningham also found that it was doubtful that the Commission was misled because Messrs. Thomas and Smith were not identified.

Both WTRI and WROW-TV are uhf stations. WTRI was the CBS-TV affiliate in the Albany-Schenectady-Troy area until the purchase of WROW-TV by Mr. Thomas' group. It suspended operations after it lost the CBS affiliation.

Super-Power U's Protest

2 Million Watt Experiment

OBJECTIONS to the sale of WGBK-TV Scranton, Pa., for permission to experiment with 2 million watt output [Oct. 24] were scheduled to be filed with the FCC Friday by WBRE-TV and WILK-TV Wilkes-Barre, Pa.

Key to the objections was WGBK-TV's request for permission to experiment with powers up to 2 megawatts during the regular operating day. This violates the maximum power limitation, the Wilkes-Barre stations claim, and the general FCC policy that experimentation be carried on during off hours. Under present FCC rules, uhf stations (all the outlets involved are uhf) may radiate up to 1 million watts. WBRE-TW and WILK-TV are radiating that power. Authority for WGBK-TV to broadcast with 2 megawatts will put them at a competitive disadvantage, the protesting stations claim.

ALTEC DYNAMIC MICROPHONE—Type 660A

Here's a dynamic microphone of broadcast quality, exceptional ruggedness and dependability. Equipped with a swivel head with ¾" x 27" stand thread allowing a 90° vertical tilt.

FREQUENCY RESPONSE: 35 to 12,000 cycles
POWER OUTPUT LEVEL: 660A - 30 ohms
660B - 30, 150, 20,000 ohms
IMPEDEANCE: 4" long - 1%" dia.
FINISH: Silver satin die-cast aluminum
DIMENSIONS: 660A: 11 oz.
660B: 13 oz.

ALEX CARDCIOID MICROPHONE—Type 670A

Ideal for broadcast or public address, this cardioid microphone with ribbon provides continuously adjustable patterns to permit "tuning out" undesirable noises by shifting the null point.

FREQUENCY RESPONSE: 30 to 15,000 cycles
POWER OUTPUT LEVEL: Adjustable 30/50 or 150/250 ohms
IMPEDEANCE: 7½" x 2½" x 2½"
FINISH: Nickel plastic
WEIGHT: 20 oz.

ALEC "LIPSTIK"

For top performance in miniature size, the Altec "Lipstik" microphone is one of the finest, most versatile ever made. Omnidirectional pickup. Easily concealed on performers on TV sets.

FREQUENCY RESPONSE: 10 to 15,000 cycles
POWER OUTPUT LEVEL: Varies with impedance
IMPEDEANCE: 10,000 ohms higher
FINISH: Grey enamel and bright steel
DIMENSIONS: 3½" long - 0.6" dia.
WEIGHT: 5 oz.

ALEC VELOCITY MICROPHONE—Type 671A

This velocity microphone provides a new high in exceptional quality at low cost. High signal to low hum pickup makes it especially valuable in many different situations. Two-stage wind filter is incorporated in the case.

FREQUENCY RESPONSE: 30 to 16,000 cycles
POWER OUTPUT LEVEL: -56.3 dbm (10 dynes/sq. cm.)
IMPEDEANCE: Adjustable 30/50
or 150/250 ohms
FINISH: Adjustable 4½" x 3½" x 2½"
WEIGHT: Dull gray plastic
6 oz.

Altec microphones for every purpose...

...via Graybar

Quality, dependability and performance. These characteristics have made Altec equipment respected and used widely by the broadcasting-teletcasting industry. Shown here are some of the most popular microphones from the complete Altec line available through Graybar. Your Graybar Broadcasting Representative can give you complete details on these or any other Altec microphones to meet your particular requirements. Why not call him right now?

Graybar Electric Company, 420 Lexington Avenue, New York 17, N. Y.
Offices and Warehouses in over 120 Principal Cities
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SDX MARKS KDKA AS 'HISTORIC SITE'

National journalistic fraternity commemorates original spot in Pittsburgh where 35 years ago the Harding-Cox election returns were broadcast on the Westinghouse station.

RECOGNITION came to radio as a full-fledged journalistic medium from the nation's largest organization of newsmen in a ceremony last Tuesday marking KDKA Pittsburgh as a "historic site in journalism" on that station's 35th anniversary of regular broadcasting.

In the name of Sigma Delta Chi, representing 25,000 members in all phases of news gathering and dissemination, the Westinghouse station received a bronze plaque which cited KDKA's "historic broadcast" of the 1920 election returns, is presented to Westinghouse officials by Charles C. Clayton (2d r.), St. Louis Globe-Democrat executive and past SDX president. L to r: Chris J. Witting, president of Westinghouse Broadcasting Co.; L. R. Rawlins, KDKA general manager; Mr. Clayton, and D. H. McGannon, Westinghouse Broadcasting Co. vice president.

The presentation was made by Charles C. Clayton, executive assistant to the publisher of the St. Louis Globe-Democrat and past president of Sigma Delta Chi, to L. R. Rawlins, general manager of KDKA, at a luncheon meeting of the Pittsburgh Advertising Club. At the head table was Mrs. Frank Conrad, widow of the late Westinghouse engineer who was instrumental in launching KDKA and who thus became known as the "father of radio."

Mr. Clayton said the presentation marked the first time SDX had given recognition to radio. He characterized the event as one "whose historic significance probably will be more clearly discerned by future generations."

Describing the event as one which recognizes the "birth of a new and powerful medium of communication," Mr. Clayton pointed out that Sigma Delta Chi is the only organization that can speak for the entire journalism profession. Its membership includes journalism students, newspaper and magazine editors, and publishers and those of allied fields including creative writers and public relations men.

Most significant of all, he said, is the fact that "this ceremony recognizes both the opportunities and the obligations that are inherent in radio as a servant of the basic right of a democracy—the people's right to know."

Radio and television, he added, "are today essential elements of the fourth estate. And certainly I am not one of those who is ready to say that television has outgrown its older brother. I am convinced that there is a real place for both in the vital role of serving the people's right to know, just as those of us who work on newspapers and magazines have a part to play in serving this bulwark of democracy."

"There is a phrase, well-known to all who are members of Sigma Delta Chi, which keeps ringing in my ears today. It expresses our obligation to serve the people's right to know 'with a vigilance that knows no midnight, and a courage that knows no retreat.' It is in the spirit of those words that I would like to dedicate this plaque."

FCC Comr. Richard A. Mack, in an off-the-cuff address, cited the wisdom and foresight of KDKA's founders, Dr. Conrad and the late H. F. Davis. Mr. Davis' philosophy of station responsibility toward the people, expressed in 1920, would stand today as a guide for all in broadcasting, he asserted.

Mr. Mack paid tribute also to newspapermen and to the press associations for their contributions to broadcast programming. "I think that some day the radio people ought to give an award to the newspaper people," he said.

The founders of KDKA, the Commissioner emphasized, "were pioneers in the building of the "multi-billion dollar industry" of today. Because broadcasting became a "public necessity" there had to be Federal regulation, he concluded.

NEW PROGRAM PLANS OUTLINED BY QRG

DEVELOPMENT of programming plans, including the creation of basic daytime and nighttime formats, was authorized by directors of Quality Radio Group Inc., meeting in Chicago last week after the QRG stockholders' sessions.

The organization re-elected Ward Quaal, vice president of Crosley Broadcasting Corp., president, along with other officers for additional one-year terms.

William B. Ryan, QRG executive vice president, who has concerned himself with development of initial presentations to advertisers and agencies, has been authorized to proceed with a master programming plan involving greater emphasis on the shows for carriage. He will report "at the earliest possible date" to QRG's executive committee, again headed by Frank Schreiber, vice president of WGN Inc., Chicago, and a director of Quality.

Approved was a board approved budget for the fiscal year starting Oct. 1, 1955. Mr. Ryan promised Quality will offer, aside from new program plans, national "unduplicated" coverage and "lowest" competitive time rates.

QRG stockholders expressed renewed confidence in its sales concepts, mapped tentative plans for initial programming aired to member stations and lauded QRG's officers and directors for their efforts in behalf of the organization.

Also re-elected were W. H. Summerville, vice president, WWV, New Orleans, as vice president, William D. Wagnor, secretary, WHO Des Moines, secretary-treasurer, and Mr. Ryan.

Four new directors were named replacing others not eligible under Quality's bylaws. New directors are: Gordon Gray, vice president, General Telradio Inc.; John M. Cutler, general manager, WSB Atlanta; Gustav K. Brandborg, assistant general manager, KVNO Tulsa, and Wayne Coy, president and general manager, KOB Albuquerque, N. M. 

Retiring as directors are: Frank Fogarty, vice president, WOW Omaha; C. T. Lucy, general manager, WRVA Richmond, Va.; J. Leonard Keinseh, managing director, Cox stations, Atlanta, and Charles H. Crutchfield, executive vice president, WBT Charlotte, N. C. 

Mr. Lucy was replaced by Mr. Gray on the Quality executive committee which also includes John H. DeWitt, president, WSM Inc.,
Fancy brochures, top ratings, and rave notices are fine selling aids. But most sales are clinched only when the prospective sponsor sees your TV show. At audition time, he's likely to become supercritical. But a perfect presentation can help you sell him—and that's what you can give with an Eastman 16mm Projector, Model 25. Here's why...

**Duplicate telecasting conditions**
Sharp pictures and clear sound duplicate the perfection of actual telecasting conditions...keep your prospect enthused and help get his signature on the contract. The Model 25 has the identical sound, optical, and mechanical components used in the superb Eastman Model 250 Television Projector.

**Talk in the same room**
The Model 25 runs so quietly that discussion will not be interrupted, and hard-thinking viewers will not be distracted—even when you run the projector in the same room. Precisely synchronized motors and the exceptionally stable oil-sealed film-transporting mechanism make this whisper-quiet performance permanent.

**Simple to operate**
You needn't be a technician or an expert to get perfect projection from the Model 25. Controls are simple and positive-acting. And once you set them...forget them!

Complete information about the Model 25 is yours on request. But only a demonstration will show why it passes any audition test. Ask your Kodak Audio-Visual Dealer, or send coupon.

---

**For your outside selling**
A Kodascope Pageant Sound Projector is ideal for around-the-town preview work. Your prospective sponsors will appreciate its quiet operation; sharp, brilliant pictures; and clear, comfortable sound. Your salesmen will enjoy its convenient, single-case portability and its easy, dependable operation. And you will like its long, maintenance-free life, thanks to its exclusive permanent pre-lubrication. Six models to meet every 16mm. need!

**Anything that moves**
On-the-spot news events, commercials—any TV movie assignment is easily within the scope of the Cine-Kodak Special II Camera. It handles dissolves, fades, animation, and other special effects without additional equipment and without the need for optical printing. With pre-loaded film chambers, your Cine-Kodak Special II will be ready to go into action and stay in action whenever a big story breaks in your city.

---

**EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY**
Dept. 8-V, Rochester 4, N. Y.

18-02

Please send name of nearest Kodak Audio-Visual Dealer and information on [ ] Eastman 16mm Projector, Model 25 [ ] Kodascope Pageant Sound Projectors [ ] Cine-Kodak Special II Camera.

**NAME**
**TITLE**
**COMPANY**
**STREET**
**CITY**
**STATE**
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Storer Third-Quarter Report Shows Overall Income Gains

NET INCOME gain of $273,722 for its third quarter earnings after taxes for 1955 over the same period last year, was reported last week by Storer Broadcasting Co. Third quarter net earnings totaled $1,012,360 as against 1954's $738,638. Earnings per share rose from $.29 in 1954 to $.41 this year.

Net earnings after taxes for the nine-month period, ended Sept. 30, 1955, were $2,864,269 compared to $2,355,974 for the 1954 period. Earnings per share—based upon the combined total number of common and "B" common shares currently outstanding—were $1.14 compared to $.92 in 1954.

September net earnings reached an all-time monthly high of $409,439—an increase of 90.5% over September 1954's earnings of $214,913.

Storer stations are: WSPD-AM-FM-TV Toledo; WBKB-AM-TV Detroit; WAGA-AM-TV Atlanta; WBRC-AM-TV Birmingham; KPTV (TV) Portland, Ore.; WIX and WIXEL-TV Cleveland; WGBS-AM-FM-TV Miami, and WWVA-AM-FM Wheeling, W. Va.

KMYR Appoints Barry Long Vice President-General Mgr.

FOLLOWING FCC approval last week of the sale of KMYR Denver to Dolph-Pettry Broadcasting Co. (see page 92), the appointment of Barry Long as vice president - general manager was announced by Herbert L. Pettry, president of the company.

Mr. Long has been sales manager of KOA Denver and WNBC New York as well as local sales manager of K.L.Z Denver.

KMYR also announced that a new transmitter and studios are being constructed north of Denver looking toward a power increase to 3 kw on 710 kc. The station presently operates on 1340 kc, 250 w.

KTHV (TV) Sets Nov. 20 For Start of Operations

PROGRESS REPORT from KTHV (TV) Little Rock, Ark., says that the ch. 11 station plans to begin commercial operation around Nov. 20 with maximum power of 316 kw. KTHV will be affiliated with CBS-TV.

Pending completion of its new two-story studio building, expected in February, KTHV will operate from its present site, 313 Main St., programming only at night (Mon.-Sat., 5:55-11, Sun. 4-11).

The new tv building, at 8th and Izard Sts., will comprise 27,000 sq. ft. and will house two studios (40 x 50 and 30 x 50 ft.). KTHV will operate from a 1,175 ft. tower atop 1,030-ft. Shinall Mountain, bringing total height to 2,025 ft.

Management lineup is as follows: B. G. Robertson, general manager; W. V. Hutt, commercial manager, and Cecil Bland, program director.

STATION PEOPLE

E. H. Keown named general manager of WQSN Charleston, S. C. (formerly WUSN). Mr. Keown was formerly general manager of WHAN Charleston.


Edward E. Kash, senior producer, Henri, Hurst & McDonald, Chicago, appointed station manager, WEEK Peoria, Ill.

Al Constant, general manager, KBAK-TV Bakersfield, Calif., elected vice president and member of board of directors.

W. C. Blanchette, commercial manager, KFBB Great Falls, Mont., appointed station manager, replacing LeRoy Stahl, resigned to do freelance writing. William E. Spahr, KFBB staff, named assistant station manager in charge of personnel production and public relations.

Jerry White, WMBR-TV Jacksonville, Fla., sales service department, to program director, WMBR-AM-FM. Wally Keopek, film department, replaces Mr. White as tv sales service director. Dan Hicks and Bill Blackburn to local account executives, WMBR. Barbara Simpson and Beverly Painter to WMBR-AM-FM-TV promotion staff. Betty Trammel to WMBR radio continuity director. Dottie Johnson to tv continuity department. Jamie Lioret named talent and women's editor, WMBR-TV.
Fuels for the Stratosphere —And Beyond!

by WILLY LEY

Famous Rocket Expert

During my lecture tours, I visit a great many oil company laboratories. Each time I find oil scientists vitally interested in the fuels of tomorrow. In fact, our discussion automatically seems to turn to fuels for all kinds of rockets—for rocket-propelled aircraft—and finally—for space-going craft!

Rocket fuel research is highly complex—and very expensive. You see, there is no “best” fuel for rockets. Each rocket has special needs. For example, if your rocket is a military missile, it may have to stand ready, fully fueled, for quite some time. That calls for a fuel which can “stand and wait.”

But if you have a towering research rocket which carries instruments beyond the stratosphere and pokes its nose into empty space to see how empty it actually is, you need a special fuel combination which can be put into the tanks just before firing.

Furthermore, we want rocket fuels to contain more than just a lot of energy. Like the motorist who wants a fuel without knock—the rocket engineer has lots of special wishes: his fuel must not freeze on cold days in the Arctic—nor can it develop high vapor pressure on a hot day in the tropics.

It must not be too light because lots of fuel weight in the tank is essential. It must be in plentiful supply because a large rocket burns about 300 pounds per second. For the same reason it must not cost too much. And it must be a good heat conductor because fuel is used to cool the rocket motor from outside before it is injected to burn inside. And to make the rocket engineer really happy, the fuel should not need any ignition but burst into flame spontaneously when meeting the liquid supplying the vital oxygen.

You can see that developing “perfect” rocket fuels is a tough assignment. But from what I’ve seen of oil scientists, they’re sure to meet this challenge.

Willy Ley is one of the first pioneers in rocket research. As early as 1927 he became one of the founders of the German Rocket Society. Now a popular author and lecturer on “rocketry,” Willy Ley is also a consultant to the Office of Technical Services of the Department of Commerce and a member of rocket societies all over the world.

Top automotive engineers will tell you that the moment they come up with an advanced engine design, oilmen always are ready with the proper fuel to power this engine efficiently and economically. And in rocket research, oil scientists have already contributed various jet fuels, ethyl alcohol for research rockets and the hydrazine needed for “ignitionless” rockets.

There is a good reason why American oilmen are always ready for tomorrow. It is the intensely competitive nature of the oil industry. No company can stand still even for a second. Each company exerts every effort to stay ahead of rivals by developing new and improved products at the lowest possible price. The result is progress—lots of it.

To me this is a perfect example of the way all of us—whether we are rocket engineers or just car owners—benefit from the American competitive business system.

This is one of a series of reports by outstanding Americans who were invited to examine the job being done by the U.S. oil industry.

This page is presented for your information by the American Petroleum Institute, 50 West 50th Street, New York 20, N. Y.
**STATIONS**

Joseph Stamler, WABC-TV New York account executive, last week was appointed sales manager, succeeding Lawrence I. Wynn, resigned. Prior to joining WABC-TV in 1952, Mr. Stamler was sales manager of WNDR Syracuse.

**MR. STAMLER**

Bral Belford, merchandising director, KFWB Hollywood, appointed advertising, publicity and merchandising director for the Hollywood outlet.

Stanford Levy, WRCA-TV studio supervisor, appointed to newly-created post of WRCA-TV sales facilities coordinator. He will relieve tv salesman of detailed administration and procure advance sales information.


Clyde Farnsworth, Scripps-Howard foreign correspondent-figure writer, to WCPO Cincinnati news bureau.

Paul Roscoe, sportscaster, KFEQ St. Joseph, Mo., to sports staff, KSAN-TV San Francisco.

Eleanor Arnett Nash, Baltimore Evening Sun columnist, fashion writer and sister of comic poet, Ogden Nash, debuted in new series Nov. 4 on WMAR-TV Baltimore. Her brother appeared on first Eleanor Nash at Home show.

Joe H. Baker, promotion manager, KMTV (TV) Omaha, appointed account executive. Amos Eastridge, publicity director, succeeds Mr. Baker as promotion manager. Steve Shepard appointed KMTV sports director replacing Dick Charles, resigned to take position with Omaha automobile firm.

Enrie Myers, chief announcer, KCBO San Diego, to XETV (TV) Tijuana-San Diego talent staff.

Donald Painter, program production manager, WTAG Parkerburg, W. Va., to KFMB-TV San Diego as director. Tom Cole, sales development and promotion assistant, KFMB-AM-TV, named tv director.

**AWARDS**

**Sloan Foundation Releases Report on Grant Recipients**

ALFRED P. SLOAN Foundation last week released a report covering 1953-54, listing some 80 institutions as recipients of grants totaling more than $6.5 million, of which about $400,000 was for radio-television educational projects.

Principal beneficiary of the foundation's appropriation for radio-television was NBC-TV's American Inventory tv program, which is produced by Teleprograms Inc. in cooperation with the network. Other activities supported financially by the foundation during the period were the Alfred P. Sloan Awards for highway safety, presented to radio and tv stations and networks ($25,000); Freedom Foundation, Valley Forge, Pa. ($31,815); special series of radio transmissions, produced by Teleprograms and featuring regional economic developments in New England ($10,000).

**PROGRAM SERVICES**

**PAY TV ADVOCATES CLASH ON METHOD TO BE USED**

In debate at engineers’ meet, Jerrold representative claims its wired system is least fallible, most feasible. Skiatron speakers defend over-the-air broadcasting method, disparage Jerrold plan as easier to ‘tap’ and more costly.

WOULD pay television be more economically feasible under a system utilizing orthodoxy over-the-air broadcasts or under one using wire? While the FCC still is considering the merits of arguments in favor of, and opposed to, toll tv, representatives of the Skiatron Electronics & Television Corp. and the Jerrold Corp. last week opposed each other in a debate, with Skiatron favoring over-the-air broadcasting and Jerrold the wired system. The debate was held at a joint meeting in New York of the Institute of Radio Engineering and the American Electrical Engineers Institute. The debate was precipitated by a challenge issued last June by Jerrold, which claimed that the systems utilizing coded broadcast could be broken. Companies which propose coded broadcasts, including Skiatron, Zenith Radio Corp. and the International Telemeter Corp., were invited to participate in the debate, but Zenith and Telemeter officials did not attend the meeting. Jerrold also has contended that it is more economical to “pipe” toll tv into the home by wire.

On behalf of Skiatron, Dr. J. H. Laub, director of research, called Jerrold’s proposals “... return to the horse-and-buggy era.” He said that toll tv, as proposed by Jerrold, does not require FCC approval since it does not use the airwaves, and said Jerrold could have placed its system into operation if it were at all feasible. In more detail, William J. Shanahan, chief engineer of Skiatron, echoed issue with Jerrold’s arguments. He asserted that Jerrold’s claim that the Skiatron code could be easily broken was “false and misleading,” and further charged that Jerrold’s proposal for wired tv were not only more costly than Skiatron’s but also the system was easier to “tap.”

Turning to Jerrold’s proposal for wired toll tv, Mr. Shanahan said that estimates from public utilities companies placed the cost of installing underground cables and equipment needed to wire New York City at $50,000 a city block, in contrast with Jerrold’s figure of as little as $100 a city block. At Mr. Shanahan’s request, Skiatron showed a film, taken in a community in Pennsylvania, demonstrating the way the wires of Jerrold-equipped community antenna system could be “tapped.”

Howard Kirk, vice president in charge of engineering for Jerrold, reiterated the company’s stand that each of the codes of Skiatron, Zenith and Telemeter could be broken by a potential “bootlegger.” He discussed in detail the ways and means a “bootlegger” could break each of the codes. Mr. Kirk observed that as far back as last June, Jerrold had offered to hold a public demonstration, designed to show that the codes could be broken.

Turning to Jerrold’s proposal for a wired pay system, Mr. Kirk explained that it would encompass an extension of the techniques devised for community tv system operations, many of which use Jerrold equipment. He said a detailed analysis of cost figures by Jerrold
showed that costs are lower for the wired system as high saturation is achieved, with the cost per subscriber about one-half to one-third of the cost for a scrambled broadcast system.

Mr. Kirk disputed the accuracy of the figures presented by Mr. Shanahan on the cost of wiring a New York City block. He said the $50,000 cost might be for the wiring of a highly-populated area where large apartment houses are located, but that it would cover hundreds of families. He acknowledged that wires could be "tapped" under the Jerrold system but pointed out that a tapped wire is easily located, and service could be stopped to the "illegal" party.

Halpern Says Commercial Tv, Theatre Tv Won't Compete

BECAUSE theatre closed-circuit television has nothing to do with home viewing, it will never assume the proportions of a competitor of commercial radio-tv, according to Nate Halpern, president of Theatre Network Television Inc.

Speaking before a luncheon meeting of the New York Sportscasters Assn. last Wednesday, Mr. Halpern said theatre tv is a "distinct and different type of medium" that so far has been limited to special sports events. "Only a heavy-weight championship bout such as the Marciano-Moore fight could exist, and did, pull in a record-breaking 1,300,000 gate for a one night stand," he said, "and this once again illustrated the impracticality—from our point of view—of going into regular run-of-the-mill sporting events."

Mr. Halpern declined to comment on TNT's entertainment aspects "because that would take me into the area of pay-as-you-go tv." TNT, he said, is currently expressing interest, however, in telecasting Broadway plays and musicals to theatre audiences. The company last year inaugurated several remote closed-circuit telecasts of the Metropolitan Opera in New York.

George W. Kopp Dies; ASCAP Central Div. Head

FUNERAL SERVICES were held Oct. 29 in La Grange, Chicago suburb, for George W. Kopp, 40, who had been central division manager of the American Society of Composers, Authors & Publishers (ASCAP) for nearly 10 years. He died from a heart ailment Oct. 26 after five weeks illness.

Mr. Kopp originally joined ASCAP as a field representative in 1938. He served as an Infantry captain during World War II, and was appointed central division manager of ASCAP in January 1946.

Mr. Kopp is survived by his wife, Edna, and two sons, George S. and Robert Jeffery. Burial was last Tuesday in Hackensack, N. J.

World Bank Recordings Made Available to Radio

WORLD BANK, Washington D. C., an international organization owned by 58 govern- ments, has made several tape recordings available free to radio stations. Five of the recordings are of 4½ minutes duration, while the other two run for 14½ minutes.

The tapes deal with happenings in various countries in which the bank operates. Stations which have signed for the services are WLW Cincinnati, WHAS Louisville, WMJ Milwaukee, KNX Los Angeles, WBZ Boston, KSD St. Louis and WSUN St. Petersburg, Fla.

Stations may receive tapes by writing Dwight Mallon, World Bank, 1818 H St., N. W., Washington, D. C.

Philey Sees New Trend In Ziv Radio Sales Rise

DESCRIBING the 47% increase in package and single radio sales of Frederic W. Ziv Co., transcribed radio shows during the first half of 1955 as "a growing counter trend to the music and news swing of many U. S. radio outlets," a company official declared last week that the audience demand for star-value radio programming is on the upswing.

Ben Philey, Ziv's sales manager, claimed that the public demand for syndicated programming has developed because there is "less network programming of this sort available."

Ziv officials said that much of the sales activity by stations is based on heavy purchases of open-end program packages for vertical block slotting often in prime evening or weekend time.

Among the reported "most popular" radio programs are Mr. District Attorney, The Eddie Cantor Show, Favorite Story, Cisco Kid and I Was a Communist for the FBI.

Ziv Hosts Foreign Tv Group

FREDERIC W. ZIV Co., Cincinnati, will play host Nov. 12 to approximately 24 tv executives from South and Central America, Africa and Europe. The group, in the U. S. under the auspices of the State Department's special television project [BTV Aug. 13] in order to obtain from American television and film production, have been invited by Ziv to look into its $2.5 million world-wide tv operations. Ziv International Div. services 12 foreign countries with specialty-dubbed telecasts.

PROGRAM SERVICES PEOPLE

S. McMillan Shepard Jr. appointed to board of directors and named treasurer-comptroller of EMC Recording Corp., St. Paul, Minn. Also appointed to EMC board were Frederick Weyerhaeuser and Allen D. Shores.

PROGRAM SERVICES SHORTS

Sunset Records, Hollywood, has signed license agreement with Wild Bill Hickok merchandising div. of Delira Corp. to introduce first record album of western character. Album, released this month, is musical-narrative titled "On the Santa Fe Trail" with Guy Madison and Andy Devine portraying their respective tv roles of Wild Bill and Jingles.

National Jewish Welfare Board, N. Y., has published working manual on use of tv for Jewish community centers. Booklet, ICC on TV, Telling Your Center Story on Television, is designed to help professional and volunteer workers in centers make best use of facilities available to them locally.

...as of August 23, 1955 our three kilowatt FM type 5550 tube had 20,468 plate hours. It was still going strong and showing little sign of age...

Alan H. Rosemon
Chief Engineer, WLRD-FM

How do you choose the best transmitting tube?

Data sheets won't tell you...but tube performance, backed by the manufacturer's reputation will! Choose Machlett and you find...

Nearly 60 years electron tube experience.

Leadership in high vacuum techniques.

Design Superiority in high power, big tube ruggedness and reliability.

A specialist whose reputation has been achieved solely by the production of highest quality electron tubes.

Machlett tubes are distributed by Graybar, Westrex, Dominion Sound.

For full information on Machlett's extensive line of broadcast tubes, write

MACHLETT LABORATORIES, INC.
Springdale, Connecticut
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Radio-TV Set Output Eclipsing '54 Total

THE Radio-Electronics-Television Mfrs. Assn. reported today (Monday) that during the first nine months of 1955 one million more tv receivers were produced than during the similar 1954 period. Radio set production is a full 25% above last year's figures at this time, RETMA said.

Production figures for the first nine months of 1955 follow:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Television Sets</th>
<th>Home Radios</th>
<th>Portable Radios</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Jan.</td>
<td>654,582</td>
<td>280,173</td>
<td>47,303</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feb.</td>
<td>702,514</td>
<td>252,843</td>
<td>50,304</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>March</td>
<td>(5 wks.)</td>
<td>300,674</td>
<td>106,428</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>April</td>
<td>583,774</td>
<td>193,431</td>
<td>250,166</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May</td>
<td>467,994</td>
<td>141,347</td>
<td>258,701</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>June</td>
<td>(5 wks.)</td>
<td>181,030</td>
<td>253,633</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>July</td>
<td>344,925</td>
<td>141,179</td>
<td>79,410</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aug.</td>
<td>467,053</td>
<td>300,913</td>
<td>106,197</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sept.</td>
<td>(5 wks.)</td>
<td>417,802</td>
<td>139,164</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOTAL</td>
<td>5,706,560</td>
<td>2,209,944</td>
<td>1,495,059</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Owen Moves to CBS-Columbia As V.P. in Charge of Sales

NORMAN C. OWEN, vice president in charge of distribution, Zenith Radio Corp., Chicago, was appointed vice president in charge of sales for CBS-Columbia, New York, tv and radio receiver manufacturing division of CBS Inc.

Mr. Owen succeeds Harry Schecter, who resigned and who plans to associate with another firm. Prior to joining Zenith Corp., Mr. Owen was the president and a director of Webster-Chicago Corp.

DuMont Sets New Project

ALLEN B. DUMONT Labs Inc. last week announced plans to enter a program of diversification of instrument production, noting that it is currently marketing a number of general purpose electronic instruments and is engineering a "complete new line" of cathode-ray oscillographs. Named to head the new diversification program were F. William Scharpenkel, production control manager of DuMont's technical products division, as service manager for the technical sales department, and Rudolph H. Arp, instrument service manager of the company, as manager of sales parts.

DuMont Moves on West Coast

WEST COAST headquarters of Allen B. DuMont Labs Inc. last week moved to larger quarters at 11800 W. Olympic Blvd., Los Angeles. The new location contains 30,000 sq. ft. of research, laboratory and office space and its own private railroad siding. Also housed in the new building is the warehouse and warranty service department.

Johnson, Robb Promoted In GE Sales Department

TWO new sales appointments were made last week in General Electric Co.'s tube department, Mr. Merle F. Johnson, administrator of sales for GE's distributor sales department in Schenectady, N. Y., was named to head the Chicago regional distributor sales office, while Louis M. Robb, San Francisco district sales manager, was appointed to succeed Mr. Johnson.

Mr. Johnson has served GE in various accounting and personnel capacities since 1936. In 1949 he was named district sales manager for the tube department in Washington, D. C., returning to Schenectady in 1953 to become sales administrator.

Mr. Robb joined GE in 1946 and in 1950 was named statistician in the tube department's product sales analysis program. In 1951, he was named to the San Francisco post.

Sylvania Reaches New High

SYLVANIA Electric Products Inc. has reported that its net earnings of $9,556,210 for the first nine months of 1955 ended Sept. 30 not only was the highest record for any comparable period in the company's history, but also exceeded 1954's full-year earnings.

Don G. Mitchell, chairman and president, reported a gain of 55% (or $3,389,984) over last year's full-year net earnings of $9,536,181 for the first nine months of 1955, whereas net sales of $216,242,559 for the first nine months were 8% higher than that of last year's comparable period. Third quarter sales of $77,529,210 established a new high for the quarter and were 5% greater than a year ago.

Minn. Mining Sets Record

MINNESOTA Mining & Mfg. Co. (broadcast tapes), St. Paul, has reported the largest quarterly sales volume of its history for the period ended Sept. 30—$71,067,503—and also record-breaking net income and earning figures. Net income before taxes was placed at $17,693,112 and earnings after taxes and dividends at $8,904,112, the company announced Wednesday. Sales volume is 27% ahead of the $55,892,505 recorded for the same three months in 1954.

Gates Sells Gear to WEA

WEAV Pittsburgh, N. Y., has purchased a Gates transmitter and associated equipment to boost the station's power from 1 to 5 kw. The equipment will be installed in a new transmitter building slated to be completed in four months. WEA also is building new studios which will be occupied around the first of the year.

SMiTE Sees Electroncam

ALLEN B. DUMONT LABS' electroncam tv film system was demonstrated Tuesday to more than 400 members of the Atlantic Coast section of the Society of Motion Picture & Television Engineers in New York. Among films viewed by society members was a 30-minute run of Jackie Gleason's The Honeymooners which, company officials said, required only 37 minutes of actual filming before a live audience.
MANUFACTURING PEOPLE

George L. Wilcox, executive vice president, Westinghouse Electrical International Co., N. Y., elected president of Canadian Westinghouse Co. Ltd., Hamilton, Ont. He succeeds Herbert H. Rogge, who resigned but remains on board of director.

Ernest H. Vogel, marketing manager of General Electric Co.'s electronics division, Syracuse, retired last week after 10 years of service.

Ralph Bloom, district sales manager, Magnecord Inc. (tape recorders), Chicago, promoted to eastern regional sales manager of Magnecord Inc., division.


Allen S. Johnson, Webster-Chicago Corp., to Thompson Products Inc. (electronics, aircraft, automotive parts), Cleveland, Ohio, as assistant to manager, electronics division.


Joseph C. Morrison, supervisor, General Electric Co. steam turbine generator department appointed manager of engineering lab and development unit, GE power-tube sub-department.

Arthur B. Shesser, Haydu Bros., N. J., (electronics, glass equipment) subsidiary of Burbroughs Corp., named director of sales. Frank G. Ferdinand appointed sales manager of cathode ray tube division.

Ellis L. Redden, director of advertising and sales promotion, Magnavox Co., resigned.

W. R. G. Baker, vice president, General Electric Co., with J. C. Nonnekens and Robert M. Estes, of GE's electronic products division, left U. S. Tuesday for a 23-day flying inspection of electronics plants and facilities in Europe. They are expected to return Nov. 23.

MANUFACTURING SHORTS

Capehart-Farnsworth Co. has completed arrangements with Canadian Westinghouse Co., Hamilton, Ont., for Canadian manufacture and distribution of Capehart line of monochrome and color TV receivers and high-fidelity phonographs. First Canadian-made Capehart products are expected to be on the market in November from Canadian Westinghouse plant at Brantford, Ont.

Raytheon Mfg. Co., Waltham, Mass., reports that its receiving and cathode ray tube operations division has equaled its 1934 safety record when division completed two million man hours without a lost-time injury. Record, begun Nov. 13, 1954, covered both Newton and Quincy, Mass., plants, and was broken Sept. 6, when employee sustained minor injury. Liberty Mutual Insurance Co. safety officials in recognition, will award special plaques to Raytheon plants.

S. O. S. Cinema Supply Corp., N. Y. has brought out all-purpose film developing and reversal processing machine, called Bridgomatic Jr, Type RA, designed to take new pre-hardened emulsions, including Eastman Tri-X reversal. Unit has speed control allowing changes in developing time from 1½ to 12 minutes and

From where I sit
by Joe Marsh

Tie This One
For Consideration—

Closed the office early last Saturday to go after pheasants with Pops Foster. I used fewer shells than the old gentelman and took home more birds—but not because I did better shooting.

I'd borrowed a dog for the occasion. Pops took along Blue, his ancient pointer. Several times I noticed Pops walk up to a clump of bushes Blue had pointed at and fire into the air—though he hadn't flushed a single bird.

Naturally, I wanted to know why. "Well," he said sheepishly, "I've been hunting with that dog for 11 seasons. His nose isn't much help any more—but I'd rather waste a shell than let him know."

From where I sit, Pops always shows consideration for people, too. For instance, this is a small thing, but he puts a bottle of beer on ice for me when I visit him—though he never takes anything but coffee himself. Even if he doesn't agree with me on a matter of personal choice (which is his right) he'd rather not make a "point" of letting me know.

Joe Marsh

Copyright, 1955, United States Brewers Foundation
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Central Canadians Elect Darling

TOM DARLING, manager of CHML Hamilton, Ont., was elected president of the Central Canada Broadcasters Assn. at the organization's annual meeting in London, Ont., Oct. 25. He succeeds Howard C. Cahill, manager of CKFH Toronto.

Other officers elected were Al Collins, CKLB Oshawa, Ont., first vice-president; Baxter Richards, CKRQ Sudbury, Ont., second vice-president; Doug Trowell, CFPL London, Ont., secretary, and Fen Job, CJFB Brampton, Ont., as treasurer. Television station representatives elected include Roy Hofstetter, CKWS-TV Kingston, Ont., and Ralph Snelgrove, CKVR-TV Barrie, Ont.


U.S. Shows Continue to Top Canadian Popularity Ratings

OCTOBER Telerating Report of Elliott-Haynes Ltd., Toronto, shows U.S.-originated programs the most popular on a national rating of four basic Canadian cities; Montreal English-language, Toronto, Winnipeg and Vancouver.

The ten leading shows were Four Star Playhouse with rating 57, Toast of the Town 56.7, Studio One 52.4, Burns & Allen 45.6, Ray Milland 45.3, Holiday Ranch (Canadian) 43.4, Big Town 41.6, Medley 40.9, Fireside Theatre with Jane Wyman 40.1, and Star Stage 38.6.

Canada reverted to standard time at the end of September, and American network shows seen from U.S. stations or on Canadian stations on the microwave network were an hour earlier than usual. This resulted, in later hours of the evening, towards greater viewing of dramatic presentations on Canadian stations when U.S. stations aired their 11 p.m. newscasts, at 10 p.m. Canadian time. There was also an increase in viewing and percentage of sets in use increased by 5.2% to 53.4 in Montreal English-language homes, in Toronto by 8.4% to 55.3, in Winnipeg by 4% to 58.8, and in Vancouver by 3.6% to 54.3.

In the Toronto area, where highest concentration of TV receivers is still located, highest rated program from Canadian or U.S. stations was The $64,000 Question, with rating of 66.7, followed by All-Star Hockey 43.3, NHL Hockey 42.1, I've Got a Secret 38.2, and The Millionaire 36.8.

Opinions on Liquor Ads Sought by Canadian Board

CANADIANS are being asked to state their opinions on beer, wine and liquor advertising by the Ontario Liquor Control Board. William Collings, chairman of the board, has announced that a report on liquor advertising is to be made in December.

The board is gathering thoughts and comments from the public, radio and television stations, and groups and organizations, liquor firms and temperance groups. Institutional advertising is now permitted in some provinces by beer and liquor firms in transit services and some publications, but none on radio and television in provinces other than Quebec. No product mention may be made on Quebec radio and tv stations. Canadian magazines published in Quebec province carry product advertising by beer, liquor and wine interests.

The Ontario Liquor Control Board chairman stated that "if there is a better way of regulating liquor advertising, we want to know about it. We are looking to public opinion for guidance."

Two Canadian Firms Merge Into Batten Films Ltd.

A MERGER between two Canadian television and commercial film producing companies at Toronto has resulted in formation of Batten Films Ltd. The merged companies were the motion picture division of Rapid Grip & Batten Ltd., photo-engravers, and Meridian Productions.

Headquarters will be in the former Queensways studio of Rapid Grip & Batten Ltd., with Ralph Foster, formerly of Meridian Productions, as manager.

Mr. Foster was at one time chief of films of United Nations, deputy film commissioner of Canada's National Film Board and its representative in Australia.

Julian Roffman, formerly of Meridian, has been named director of productions. He has been with British and United States film companies and Columbia Broadcasting System. George Kennedy, formerly of Rapid Grip & Batten, has been named sales manager of the merged firm.

S. W. Caldwell Ltd. Expands

S. W. CALDWELL Ltd., Toronto, has bought its fourth building at 400 Jarvis St., Toronto, in its expansion to handle all phases of radio, TV and equipment service. The new building will house the executive offices, equipment division and TelePrompTer of Canada Ltd., an affiliated company. Two buildings across the street, 447 and 443 Jarvis St., house recording, laboratory and equipment, film division, art department, carpentry and paint shops. The affiliated Sponsor Film Services Ltd. is located at 225 Mutual St.

Canada TV Sales at New High

DURING September 1955 a total of 119,724 TV sets were sold in Canada, bringing the number sold in the first nine months of the year to 464,344, valued at $141,008,360. The September sales marked a new monthly record. Sales in the first nine months of 1954 were 345,327 sets. Geographically most sets this year were sold in the province of Ontario which accounted for 171,212, or 49.8%. The seven western provinces purchased 120,661 sets; the four western Canadian provinces, 123,698 sets, and the four Atlantic coast provinces, 48,663 sets.

Politicians on Trans-Canada

POLITICAL broadcasts will be heard on Ontario stations of the Trans-Canada network every Monday evening at 7:45 p.m., with representatives of the three main Ontario political parties sharing the 25 weekly periods. Ten periods have been allotted to the Progressive Conservative party, eight to the Liberal party, and seven to the Cooperative Commonwealth Federation (socialist) party. Broadcasts, starting Nov. 14, run through June 4 on 13 Ontario stations.
EDUCATORS URGE PRESERVATION OF FM

NAEB Re-elects Officers, Names Convention Sites

ENTIRE slate of 1954-55 officers, including President Frank E. Schooley, broadcasting director of U. of Illinois, was re-elected by the National Assn. of Educational Broadcasters at its 31st annual convention in Chicago Oct. 26-29. Delegates also voted to hold the 1956 and 1957 meetings in Atlanta, Ga., and St. Louis, Mo., respectively.

Re-elected in the closing sessions of the Chicago convention at the Del Prado Hotel were John Dunn, director of the Oklahoma Educational Television Authority, vice president; William Harley, program director for state broadcasting service, WHA-TV Madison, Wis. (U. of Wisconsin), secretary; and Robert J. Coleman, director of WKAR-AM-FM East Lansing (Michigan State U.), treasurer.

Three new regional directors also were named: Arthur F. Weld Jr., program director, WAER Syracuse (Syracuse U.), Region I; Miss Ola Hiller, manager of WFBE Flint (Flint public schools), and John Schwarzwalder, manager, KUHF-KUHT (TV) Houston (U. of Houston), Region V.

Minderman Reviews Educ. TV, Predicts 25 Outlets by June

THE COST of one educational tv station is the equivalent of building one 20-room elementary school building, Earl Minderman, National Citizens Committee for Educational TV, told the Professional Panhellenic Assn. at Pocono Manor, Pa., Friday.

All 258 educational tv stations possible under the reserved channel allocation plan in the FCC's table of allocations could be built at a cost of 77 cents per capita and operated each year for 38 cents per capita, Mr. Minderman said.

He reviewed the educational tv picture, saying there were 18 educational stations now operating and predicted there would be 25 by June of next year.

Episcopal Radio-Tv Meeting

STATEWIDE conference on broadcasting was held under the auspices of the Episcopal Radio & Television Council of New Jersey on Oct. 28 at the Princeton Seminary Radio Center. The conference was attended by Episcopal clergy men and laymen in the state.

Those who spoke at the all-day meeting included Herbert Rice, supervisor of program development for General Tele radio's owned-and-operated stations and formerly vice president of Mutual, on "Parsons, Programs and People"; Charles Hill, director of WJLK Asbury Park, N. J., on "What Radio Stations Expect of the Clergy," and the Rev. Dr. S. Franklin Mack, director of the Broadcasting and Film Commission of the National Council of the Churches of Christ, on "Why Episcopal Clergymen Should Broadcast." Fred Van Deventer, producer and member of the 20 Questions program panel, served as moderator during a question and answer period.

Spock Film Series Reailed

NEW 13-week series dealing with problems of rearing children and featuring nationally-known child authority Dr. Benjamin Spock, has been leased by the Educational TV & Radio Center, Ann Arbor, Mich. The series, titled Parents and Dr. Spock — produced by educational WQED (TV) Pittsburgh — is being made available only to educational tv outlets. Later, the center said, the programs will be made available to commercial stations in non-commercial tv areas.
Lighting Course Planned
FERD MANNING, CBS-TV lighting technician (Studio One, Omnibus) has been named to head the American Theatre Wing's tv production training program. The course, encompassing not only lighting problems but other tv production details, is one of the new eight-week courses initiated by ATW's radio-tv supervisor, Arthur Hanna, for active professionals. Attendance also is open to advertising executives and sponsoring company officials.

Further details may be obtained by contacting Isadora Bennett at 37 West 52d St., New York 19.

EDUCATION PEOPLE
Patricia Smithdeal, production manager-women's director, WJHL-TV Johnson City, Tenn., to Alabama Educational Television Commission as program coordinator. Madge Law, Birmingham YWCA public relations department, to commission as public relations coordinator.

EDUCATION SHORTS
Films of Science in Action, TPA-produced series sponsored by Marine National Bank of Milwaukee on WXIX (TV) there have been offered by bank to science teachers of public and parochial schools for classroom use. Station has also presented film recording of season's first Edward R. Murrow See It Now show dealing with U. S. vice presidency to Milwaukee Public Library for school and community use.

Educational tv is getting helping hand from WSTV-TV Steubenville, Ohio, with teaching of accredited course by Ohio State U. in station's studios, aided by WSTV-TV personnel. Classes, planned to train educators and leaders, are said to constitute first such course at commercial station in Tri-State area.

WKRC-TV Cincinnati, in cooperation with U. of Cincinnati, this season is offering academic credit college course, titled UC Telecourse. Series deals with principles of psychology and is seen Saturdays at 9 a.m.

Educational station KUON-TV Lincoln, Neb., has instituted series of four televised Industry TV Short Courses for businessmen. Given first or second week of each month, Mon.-Fri., 11:30 a.m., courses deal with "Training New Employees," "Commercials," "Work Simplification" and "Statistical Quality Control." They are designed for office and factory viewing.

WGHB-TV Boston, non-commercial educational tv station, originates all live broadcasts on its Tuesday evening schedule directly from Museum of Fine Arts, Boston, only institution of its kind equipped with permanent facilities for live telecasts, it is claimed.

WIAN-FM Indianapolis, new public school station, has started broadcasting classroom programs 9:30 a.m. to 2 p.m. weekdays.

Radio Corp. of America, department of information, N. Y., has published brochure listing RCA scholarships and fellowships. Past recipients and schools are listed as well as administering RCA educational committee.

Educational Television & Radio Center, Ann Arbor, Mich., has issued booklet, "Presenting National Educational Television," outlining history of center's three-year operation. Center has acquired 1,200 programs for release to affiliated stations.

WHAS-TV STARS FAMILY DOCTOR
WHAS-TV Louisville this month completed a public affairs series designed to help viewers to a better understanding of the family doctor. Titled Rx: M.D., and produced in cooperation with the Jefferson County Medcal Society, the show starred Dr. Richard Slucher, president-elect of the Kentucky Medical Assn., guest physicians and Ed Mills, WHAS-TV staff announcer. The series dealt with children, adults, geriatrics and sickroom treatment.

EDUCATIONAL TELEVISION & RADIO CENTER
KGO Portland, Ore., opened its fall promotion guns with an eight-day Kitchen Carnival which brought more than 18,000 listeners to the civic auditorium. Station personalities and officials cooperated with 125 food, appliance and related industries to keep crowds entertained and most scheduled broadcasting originated from the Carnival, day and night. Extra interest was drummed up with a disc jockey contest which drew entrants from stations throughout the state.

WTVJ (TV) SALES CONTEST
SUMMER sales slump was sidestepped in Miami, Fla., by WTVJ (TV) with a contest for account executives. With compilation of July-August-September figures, John S. Allen, vice president-general sales manager, reports a record number of new contracts for those months. Frank Boscia the Philco refrigeria- tor first prize and Paul Weiss, who joined the staff a month after the contest was underway, came through for second place and a 21-in. television set.

NEWSPAPER SALUTES WHTN-TV
SPECIAL 14-page section of the Huntington, W. Va., Herald-Advertiser newspaper Sunday, Oct. 2, saluted the entry of WHTN-TV to that market. The cover showed a ship, blazoned WHTN-TV Channel 13, sailing in on the screen of a giant, full-page tv set. Newspapers told the station's story, introduced owners, personnel and programming, and carried congratulatory ads from Huntington businesses.

KABC-TV Hollywood calls its newest sales gimmick "Life of a Salesman." Implementing his pitch for morning and afternoon shows with a GE portable set is Donald Quinn, assistant general sales manager.

WHAS-TV OUTGUESSES EXPERT
MERCHANDISING gimmick for DuPont Co.'s Frank Leahy and His Football Forecast on WFBM-TV Indianapolis is the station's "Beat Leahy" contest being conducted by WFBM-TV sports director Tom Carnegie and Open House host Ken Linn. At last report Mr. Carnegie was ahead of Mr. Leahy. Mr. Linn was running third.

STAGES KITCHEN CARNIVAL
KGW Portland, Ore., opened its fall promotion guns with an eight-day Kitchen Carnival which brought more than 18,000 listeners to the civic auditorium. Station personalities and officials cooperated with 125 food, appliance and related industries to keep crowds entertained and most scheduled broadcasting originated from the Carnival, day and night. Extra interest was drummed up with a disc jockey contest which drew entrants from stations throughout the state.

WHAS-TV STARS FAMILY DOCTOR
WHAS-TV Louisville this month completed a public affairs series designed to help viewers to a better understanding of the family doctor. Titled Rx: M.D., and produced in cooperation with the Jefferson County Medical Society, the show starred Dr. Richard Slucher, president-elect of the Kentucky Medical Assn., guest physicians and Ed Mills, WHAS-TV staff announcer. The series dealt with children, adults, geriatrics and sickroom treatment.

KJH JOINS 'TO MARKET' PLAN
KJH Hollywood has joined "To Market! To Market!" super-market merchandising plan, which guarantees store display to sponsors' products in station-contracted space. The Hollywood station is sixth "To Market" subscriber, following the footsteps of Arizona stations KTCU Tucson, KOY Phoenix, and KYMA Yuma, and California outlets KGB San Diego and KFXM San Bernadino.

PROMISES NO PET PEEVES
WTH local stations becoming more and more music-minded, WMGM New York is launching a Negative Request program—one that promises listeners that it "won't play the records you don't want to hear." The audience is asked to submit postcards listing "five most de-testested records." Upon receipt, the thumbs-down choices are duly noted by the station's d.j.'s who make every possible effort to avoid playing them during Negative Request.

WNYC ELECTION COOPERATION
NEW YORK owned WNYC is making preparations for extensive coverage of election night news tomorrow (Tues.) when regular programming will be cancelled at 7 p.m. for concentration on poll developments. The station has made arrangements to feed its election results to other radio and tv stations in the New York area.

STATION MAGNIFIES MESSAGE
CKVL Verdun, Que., has distributed small shaving mirrors to advertisers and agencies, with the non-magnifying side of the mirror carrying a label reading, "portrait of a smart time-buyer" and the reverse side of the mirror reads, "magnify your sales with CKVL."

PEACH PROMOTION PULLS
WOWO FT. WAYNE, Ind., in promotion pamphlet points out "everything's peachy at WOWO." The Westinghouse station reported that on Aug. 14, ten days before Michigan Peach Day, it invited all its listeners to send in their names and addresses for eligibilities to win a bushel of Michigan peaches. Cards came in from 33 states, the District of Columbia, and Canada, numbering 17,295. Says the pamphlet: "Moral—you, too, can get a peach of a pull with WOWO!"

'CHICAGO CALLING' ON WMAQ
"MOBILITY" and "flexibility" are the twin keystones of a new early-morning radio service launched by NBC odo WMAQ Chicago today (Monday) along the lines of the parent network's weekend Monitor. The program, titled Chicago Calling and scheduled Mon.-Fri. from 5:30-8:45 a.m. CST, features recorded music, time and weather reports, sports, market reports, news and direct special events coverage provided by the station's mobile unit and "better" phone interviews.
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FILM PRESENTATION was held in Chicago’s Sheraton Hotel by KLAC Los Angeles for advertisers and agency account executives and timebuyers, with Adam J. Young Jr., representative firm, as host. At the gathering (1 to r): Harry Pick, Dancer-Fitzgerald-Semple; John Cole, McCann-Erickson; Felix Adams, KLAC commercial manager; Harry Goldsmith, Russell M. Seeds Co.; Merle Myers, Russell M. Seeds Co., and Harvey Mann, H. W. Kastor & Sons Adv.

DODGE CONTEST PLUGS SAFETY
DODGE Div. of Chrysler Corp. has inaugurated a “Make America Safety Conscious” contest in which four motorists will be given a new car every year for a lifetime for submitting the best 10-word safety slogans. Designed to support the National Safety Council’s accident prevention program, the contest will be spotlighted on Dodge’s Lawrence Welk Show starting Nov. 12 for four weeks.

KGVO PLEASING WITH CONTEST
CANARY-NAMING contest by KGVO Missoula, Mont., drew an obvious winner and awarded an obvious prize. Mrs. Myrtle Starks of Milltown, Mont., named the two KGVO birds “Kagy” and “Veeeo.” Her prize? The birds.

WHITING TO BE ON ‘OPRY’
GRAND OLE OPRY cast will feature singer Margaret Whitling as guest Nov. 12 for the show’s second ABC-TV installment this season. In the show audience will be 1,060 delegates to the WSM Nashville National Disc Jockey Festival.

ARMASA HEARD BACK HOME
WRUL New York, which beams Spanish language broadcasts to Latin America each night, last Wednesday aired the address of President Castillo Armas of Guatemala before the National Press Club luncheon in Washington, D. C., to his countrymen. WRUL programs are well known to Guatemalan listeners. Last year, after the communist uprising in that country had been subdued, the station received a special citation from the Armas government for its “constant and regular supply of truthful and factual information . . .”

BOOK TITLE INSPIRES NBC-TV
NBC-TV sent out 3,000 dummy book jackets to its client and agency contacts featuring a silhouette “Girl in the Gray Flannel Suit,” Gimnick. to guess her identity. Answer: Lee Ann Meriwether, Miss America of 1955, and newest member of the Today show permanent cast. The jacket was a take-off on Sloan Wilson’s current best-seller, The Man in the Gray Flannel Suit.

ZIV MAKES SERVICE TIE-IN
IN A SALUTE to the second annual Safe Driving Day on Dec. 1, an episode of Ziv Television’s Highway Patrol series specifically keyed to traffic safety will be carried during the week of Dec. 1 in the 23 eastern markets in which Ballantine Beer sponsors the series. A Ziv spokesman said that other clients and stations carrying Highway Patrol are expected to make similar tie-ups to the national event, which is sponsored by President Eisenhower’s Committee for Traffic Safety, in cooperation with more than 200 safety organizations.

SEND SFX PARTY INVITATIONS
INVITATIONS to the preview party of its Joe Graydon Show, sent by KFMB-TV San Diego to agencies and advertisers, carried a special news appeal. Pictures of Mr. Graydon, turned out by United Press facsimile and bearing an invitation outline, were delivered by hand to prospective guests.

LISTENERS’ LIKE NEW SCHEDULE
NORFOLK, Va., listeners are writing cards and letters by the hundreds to WLOW there, backing the station’s new 24-hour block programming schedule, the station reports. The program shuffle represents the first major change since WLOW went on the air in 1947.
ON THE DOTTED LINE . . .

DISCUSSING the contract giving KNX Hollywood and Columbia Pacific Radio Network exclusive play-by-play rights to the Little Rose Bowl game for five years are (l to r): Maurice Webster and Bert S. West, both of KNX-CPRN; Vincent Heublein, president of Pasadena Junior Chamber of Commerce, and Don Judson, chairman of the Junior Rose Bowl Committee. This is the second five-year agreement between KNX-CPRN and the bowl, to be played Dec. 10 this year.

After a period of sponsoring tv only, Valley National Bank of Phoenix has signed a one-year contract calling for six five-minute and two quarter-hour Sunday newscasts on KOY Phoenix. Completing the arrangements are (l to r): Paul Gribben, KOY commentator; Carl Bimson, Valley president, and John Hogg, KOY manager.


HOME FEDERAL Savings & Loan Association of Tulsa has signed a 52-week contract for sponsorship of KOTV (TV)'s The Weather Report with the Krick Meteorological Consultants of Denver furnishing weather information. The twice weekly program over ch. 6 features a seven-day advance forecast. L to r: seated, James C. Richdale, KOTV commercial manager; Phyllis Edmonds, vice president, Home Federal Savings & Loan; Dr. Irving P. Krick, head of Krick Meteorological Consultants; standing, Bob Thomas, KOTV's weatherman, Jack Hauser, station account executive, and Robert Freeland, KOTV promotion manager.

CONTRACT for increased radio-tv budget to kick off a new jingle for Rose Exterminator Co., San Francisco, is negotiated by Jack Kuehne, general manager of the company; Claes Wyckoff, head of Wyckoff & Assoc. advertising agency, producer of the jingle, and Wayne Anderson, account executive, KGO-AM-TV San Francisco. The Rose Co.'s radio-tv budget for this year is more than double what it spent in broadcasting in 1954. The company is conducting a jingle spot campaign in the San Francisco area using KFRC, KCBS, KRON-TV, KGO-AM-TV and KSFO, all San Francisco, and KROW Oakland.

DICK ARNOLD of Boulevard Motor Sales Co., Baltimore, signs for three daily newscasts for 26 weeks on WFBR that city. Witnessing the contract signing are (l to r) Kenneth G. Miller, WFBR account executive; Frank Smith, Harry J. Patz agency, and Dudley Tichenor, WFBR sales director.
FOR THE RECORD

Station Authorizations, Applications
(As Compiled by B•T)
October 27 Through November 2
Includes data on new stations, changes in existing stations, ownership changes, hearing cases, rules & standards changes and routine roundup.

Abbreviations:
Cp—construction permit, DA—directional antenna, ERP—effective radiated power, v/h—very high frequency, uhf—ultra high frequency, ant.—antenna, K—kilowatts, w—watts, mc—megacycles, D•day, N—night.
L.5—local sunset mod.—modification, T.—transmitter,宣传片—utilization, km—kilometers, SCA—subsidiary communications authorization, SBA—special service authorization, STA—special temporary authorization.

FCC Commercial Station Authorizations
As of September 30, 1955 *

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Am</th>
<th>Fm</th>
<th>Tv</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Licensed (all on air)</td>
<td>617</td>
<td>1444</td>
<td>144</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cps on air</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>9329</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cps not on air</td>
<td>113</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>186</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total on air</td>
<td>2,771</td>
<td>338</td>
<td>473</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total authorized</td>
<td>2,695</td>
<td>135</td>
<td>581</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Applications in hearing</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>161</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New station authorized</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>258</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total station blanks in hearing</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>122</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Facilities change requests</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>125</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Cps on air</td>
<td>277</td>
<td>165</td>
<td>426</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Licenses deleted in Sept.</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Does not include noncommercial educational fm and tv stations.

Authorized to operate commercially, but station may not yet be on air.

Am and Fm Summary Through Nov. 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Am</th>
<th>Fm</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Licensed on air</td>
<td>574</td>
<td>175</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Licensed nonstationary</td>
<td>5,169</td>
<td>175</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Incomplete</td>
<td>268</td>
<td>154</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fm</td>
<td>560</td>
<td>255</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Tv Summary Through Nov. 2
Television Station Grants and Applications Since April 14, 1952

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Vhf</th>
<th>Uhf</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Commercial</td>
<td>203</td>
<td>315</td>
<td>618</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Noncom. Educational</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Total Operating Stations in U.S.:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Vhf</th>
<th>Uhf</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Commercial</td>
<td>168</td>
<td>487</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Noncom. Educ. on air</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Applications filed since April 14, 1952:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Vhf</th>
<th>Uhf</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>New Amend.</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>377</td>
<td>1399</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Noncom. Educ.</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Total: 1,022 | 377 | 957 | 1259 |

Applications denied:

1,153 Cps (30 v/h, 123 v/hf) have been deleted.
One educational v/hf has been deleted.
One applicant did not meet standards.
Includes 24 already granted.
Includes 64 already deleted.


APPLICATION AMENDED

Boise, Idaho—Magic Valley Television amends its application for new tv to furnish additional financial and program data. Filed Nov. 1.

Irenwood, Mich—Upper Michigan-Wisconsin Besty Co. amends application for new tv to operate on ch. 12 to specify construction cost as $74,948.00; ERP of 785 w v/hf, 293 w a/v; ant. 540 ft. above average terrain and 590 ft. above ground; trans. Gates and ant. GR. Amended Oct. 28.

PETITIONS

Brunswick, Ga.—WGHR, Jesup, Ga., petitions FCC to amend Sec. 3.606 so as to allocate ch. 8 to Brunswick, Ga. Filed Oct. 28.

Lubbock, Texas—Texas Technological College petitions FCC to amend Sec. 3.606 so as to change ch. 8 in Lubbock from commercial to educational channel. Filed Oct. 28.

Existing Tv Stations . . .

APPLICATIONS

WSPD-TV Toledo, Ohio—Granted mod. of cp to change trans. site to point about nine miles southeast of Toledo, increase ant. from 510 ft. to 970 ft. and make ant. and equipment changes. Granted Nov. 2.

WYTK-TV Knoxville, Tenn.—Granted request to change call letters to WYVK (TV); denied objection of WYVK, Knoxville, since FCC sees no likelihood of confusion. Granted Nov. 2.

APPLICATIONS

Kool-TV Phoenix, Ariz.—File amendment to change ERP to 304.4 kw v/hf, 151.71 kw v/hf, and make equipment changes. Filed Oct. 28.

WGOO-TV Columbus, Ga.—Seeks mod. of cp to change ERP to 211.3 kw v/hf, 129 kw v/hf, and make equipment changes. Filed Nov. 1.

WYVH (TV) Peoria, Ill.—Seeks mod. of cp to change ERP to 171 kw v/hf, 92.8 kw v/hf, and make equipment changes. Filed Oct. 28.

FCC Announcements

New Tv Stations . . .

Applications:

APPLICATIONS

On April 28, 1955:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Am</th>
<th>Fm</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Air</td>
<td>Licensed</td>
<td>Cps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Am</td>
<td>2,771</td>
<td>5,169</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fm</td>
<td>560</td>
<td>255</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

New Station Commercials

Youngstown, Ohio—Community Telecasting Co., granted uhf ch. 72 (824-830 mc): ERP 18.5 kw v/hf, 10 kw a/v; ant. height above average terrain 590 ft., above ground 633.5 ft. Estimated construction cost $72,500.00, first year operating cost $100,000.00, revenue $110,000.00. Post office address P. O. Box 150, Farrell, Pa. Studio location Youngstown, Trans. location Forest Rd. near Youngstown. Geographic coordinates 41° 07‘ 57” N. Lat., 80° 36‘ 58” W. Long. Trans. Continental, ant. Gabriel. Legal counsel Carl L. Shipley, Washington, D. C. Consulting engineer applicant. Principals are: Sanford A. Schadt (30%), sole owner WYAR, Farrell, Pa., and applicant for new am in Lorain, Ohio, and Guy W. Gully (50%), director, First Natl. Bank of Greenville, Pa., and partner S. J. Gully Bank, Farrell. Granted Nov. 2.


APPLICATION

Ponce, Puerto Rico—American Colonial Besty Corp., vhf ch. 9 (166-162 mc): ERP 628 w v/hf, 413 w a/v; ant. height above average terrain 3,524 ft., above ground 237 ft. Estimated construction cost $19,037, first year operating cost $45,000.00, revenue $90,000.00. Post office address P. O. Box 4180, San Juan, Puerto Rico, Studio and trans. location, Ponce, Geographic coordinates 18° 06‘ 19” N. Lat., 68° 33‘ 25” W. Long. Trans. Adler; ant.

APPLICATION

WSPD-TV Toledo, Ohio—Granted mod. of cp to change trans. site to point about nine miles southeast of Toledo, increase ant. from 510 ft. to 970 ft. and make ant. and equipment changes. Granted Nov. 2.

APPLICATION

WYTK-TV Knoxville, Tenn.—Granted request to change call letters to WYVK (TV); denied objection of WYVK, Knoxville, since FCC sees no likelihood of confusion. Granted Nov. 2.

APPLICATION

Kool-TV Phoenix, Ariz.—Files amendment to change ERP to 304.4 kw v/hf, 151.71 kw v/hf, and make equipment changes. Filed Oct. 28.

APPLICATION

WGOO-TV Columbus, Ga.—Seeks mod. of cp to change ERP to 211.3 kw v/hf, 129 kw v/hf, and make equipment changes. Filed Nov. 1.

APPLICATION

WYVH (TV) Peoria, Ill.—Seeks mod. of cp to change ERP to 171 kw v/hf, 92.8 kw v/hf, and make equipment changes. Filed Oct. 28.

APPLICATION

Kool-TV Phoenix, Ariz.—Files amendment to change ERP to 304.4 kw v/hf, 151.71 kw v/hf, and make equipment changes. Filed Oct. 28.

APPLICATION

WGOO-TV Columbus, Ga.—Seeks mod. of cp to change ERP to 211.3 kw v/hf, 129 kw v/hf, and make equipment changes. Filed Nov. 1.

APPLICATION

WYVH (TV) Peoria, Ill.—Seeks mod. of cp to change ERP to 171 kw v/hf, 92.8 kw v/hf, and make equipment changes.
New Am Stations

APPLICATIONS BY FCC

Selmer, Tenn.—Shiloh Bestg., Co.'s application for cp to change ERP to 1020 kw, 500 w dismissed at request of applicant. Dismissed Nov. 2.

Warrenton, Va.—Seeks to operate on 1520 kw, 1 kw dismissed at request of applicant. Dismissed Nov. 2.

APPLICATIONS

Phoenix, Ariz.—Q-Bestg., Co. 740 kw, 1 kw D. Post office address P. O. Box 5292, Phoenix. Estimated construction cost $23,258, revenue $1,035.12. Principals are: Russel Brand, pres., Frank Reynolds, clerk.


Trenton, N. J.—Stanley Werlind (2.3%), former salesman KKHI, Sec. Karen Bivd (16.6%), office manager, and Asst. Sec. Carmon Myrth (16.6%), electrical contractor. Filed Nov. 1.

Scottsdale, Ariz.—Alascomm Casters Inc., 1400 kw, 250 w unij. Post office address P. O. Box 252, Scottsdale. Estimated construction cost $25,564, first year operating cost $66,767, revenue $35,698. Principals are: Robert Alas, pres., D. C. Alas, gen. man, Joseph A. Lapping (1.5%), building contractor, Sec. Henry Allen (1.5%), engineer. Pres. Alas (35%), owner stained glass works and past owner of hotel, Fred Older (19.08%), public relations man, and Mr. and Mrs. H. N. S. Dowell (6.6%) Mr. Dowell is dixy-pancillator for WGN Chico-. Mrs Dowell is WGN music dept. employee. Filed Nov. 1.

Hemet, Calif.—Riverside County Broadcasters, 1320 kc, 1 kw D. Office address P. O. Box 701, Hemet. Estimated construction cost $6,725, first year operating cost $10,408, revenue $10,408. Principals are: Frank Holcomb, pres., Frank Carper, sec., and B. G. Ham, gen. man. Estimated construction cost $6,725, first year operating cost $10,408, revenue $10,408.

Old Saybrook, Conn.—Long Island Sound Radio Corp. 1450 kc. D. Office address P. O. Box 85, Old Saybrook. Estimated construction cost $16,500, first year operating cost $24,600, revenue $24,600. Principals are: Frank B. Wrin, pres., Joseph P. Tranlow (33.3%), program director, and F. G. Smith, gen. man. Joseph P. Tranlow (33.3%), program director, and F. G. Smith, gen. man. Joseph P. Tranlow (33.3%), program director, and F. G. Smith, gen. man. Joseph P. Tranlow (33.3%), program director, and F. G. Smith, gen. man. Joseph P. Tranlow (33.3%), program director, and F. G. Smith, gen. man. Joseph P. Tranlow (33.3%), program director, and F. G. Smith, gen. man. Joseph P. Tranlow (33.3%), program director, and F. G. Smith, gen. man. Estimated construction cost $16,500, first year operating cost $24,600, revenue $24,600.

Albermarle, N. C.—Stanly County Bestg. Corp. 1000 kw, 1 kw D. Office address Hamlet, NC. Estimated construction cost $21,600, first year operating cost $25,700, revenue $25,700. Principals are: Joseph J. Rice, pres., Philip G. James, sec., and W. E. Colman, gen. man. Estimated construction cost $21,600, first year operating cost $25,700, revenue $25,700.

Arden, N. C.—Franklin Bestg. Co. Estimated construction cost $13,087, first year operating cost $18,400, revenue $18,400.

Baptist Hospital

ALLEN D. RATTEREY

FOR THE PURCHASE AND SALE OF RADIO AND TELEVISION STATIONS

1701 K St., N. W. Washington 6, D. C., N. A. 8-3233
Lincoln Building 1 New York 17, N. Y. MU 7-4242

111 West Monroe Chicago 60, Illinois 6-3688

For The Record

ant change. Ant. height above average terrain will remain. Changes in tower location and tie-in will be made.

WINT (TV) Waterloo, Ind.—Seeks mod. of cp to change ERP from 442 kw to 242 kw. Ant. height above terrain remains.

WGTV-YV Staatsburg, Pa.—Seeks mod. of cp to change ERP to 400 kw, 40 kw. Ant. height above terrain remains.

KHD—Unfair for filing another pt application for TV station in the same area.

KETV—Seeks to change ERP to 144 kv, 145 kv. Ant. height above terrain remains.

KETV—Sec. Pres.

Petition

WGTV-YV Valdosta, Ga.—Petitions FCC to amend Sec. 3.606 so as to add ch. B to Valdosta. Filed Oct. 28.

Existing Am Stations

APPLICATIONS

WATM Atmore, Ala.—Seeks cp to change from 150 kw to 150 kw. Filed Oct. 28.

4WFC Hot Springs, Ark.—Seeks mod. of cp to change ant.-trans. location. Filed Oct. 28.

KCLA—1420 kc to 1420 kc; change trans. location from 250 kw to 500 kw, N, 1 kw D and install DA-2. Filed Oct. 28.

WMEG Eau Galie, Fla.—Seeks mod. of cp to increase power from 1 to 1 kw. Filed Oct. 28.

WARB Winter Park, Fla.—Seeks to cp to mount tv ant. on top of top tower (increase in height). Filed Oct. 28.

KBLI Blackfoot, Idaho.—Seeks cp to change from 1400 kw to 200 kw; change trans. location from 250 kw to 1 kw; change hours of operation from unil. to daily operation. Filed Oct. 28.

WHIL Medford, Mass.—Seeks cp to increase power from 1 kw to 5 kw. Filed Oct. 28.

WPMF Miami, Fla.—Seeks cp to increase power from 1 kw to 5 kw, 1 kw N and change from DA-1 to DA-2. Filed Oct. 28.

WKMI Kalama, Wash.—Seeks cp to change to DA-N and establish remote control operation. Filed Nov. 2.

WNYO New York—Seeks mod. of cp to change station, system changes. Filed Oct. 28.

WDOO Onondaga, N. Y.—Seeks cp to change from 1000 kw to 500 kw; change ant. location from 1000 kw to 500 kw; change hours of operation from unil. to daily operation. Filed Oct. 28.

WHL Medford, Mass.—Seeks cp to increase power from 1 kw to 5 kw. Filed Oct. 28.

WPNW Milwaukee, Wisc.—Seeks cp to increase power from 1 kw, 1 kw to 5 kw, 1 kw N and change from DA-1 to DA-2. Filed Oct. 28.

WKMI Kalamazoo, Mich.—Seeks cp to change to DA-N and establish remote control operation. Filed Nov. 2.

APPLICATION AMENDED

WABD Redford, Mich.—Amends cp to change hours of operation from 1500 kw to 5 kw and D and install DA-X to specify changes in DA system. Amended Oct. 28.

New FM Stations

APPLICATIONS

Sacramento, Calif.—Capitol Radio Enterprises, 95.6 m, 25 kw. Unij. Post office address Hotel Senator, Sacramento. Estimated construction cost $17,000, first year operating cost $14,940, revenue $15,000. Principals in applicant own KGMS Sacramento.

Greenvile, Tenn.—Radio Greenville Inc., 94.9 m, 50 kw. Unij. Post address 1900 South Grove, Greenville. Estimated construction cost $4,000, first year operating cost $3,500, revenue $3,500. Applicant is licensee of WGRV Greenville, Tenn.

Gloster, Miss.—High Fidelity Bestg., 96.5 mc, 10 kw, 1 kw D. Post office address 2263 N. Summit Ave, Chicago 1, Ill. Wished to construct a new station. Estimated construction cost $6,350, first year operating cost $3,150 revenue not given. Principals include Pres. Hugh Kottle Jr. (50%), radio engineer. Pres. Ariane Baker, secretary. Sec. Treas. James G. Baker (50%), 33.3% owner Peerless Theatre Corp. and part-time employee WBBN Racine, Wisc.—Filed Oct. 28.

Existing FM Stations

APPLICATIONS

WMUZ (FM) Detroit, Mich.—Grants mod. of cp to change ERP to 25 kw, ant. height above aver. (Continues on page 120)
### Professional Cards

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Contact Information</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>JANSKY &amp; BAILEY INC.</td>
<td>Executive Offices 1735 De Sales St., N. W. ME. 5-4114 Offices and Laboratories 1339 Wisconsin Ave., N. W., Washington, D. C. ADoms 4-2414 Member AFCCF *</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JAMES C. McNARY</td>
<td>Consulting Engineer National Press Bldg., Wash. 4, D. C. Telephone District 7-1205 Member AFCCF *</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>—Established 1926—</td>
<td>PAUL GODLEY CO. Upper Montclair, N. J. MO. 3-2000 Laboratories Great Notch, N. J. Member AFCCF *</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GEORGE C. DAVIS</td>
<td>501-514 Munsey Bldg. Sterling 3-0111 Washington 6, D. C. Member AFCCF *</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Commercial Radio Equip. Co.</td>
<td>Everett, L. Dillard, Gen. Mgr. INTERNATIONAL BLDG. DI. 7-1319 WASHINGTON, D. C. P. O. BOX 7037 JACKSON 3002 KANSAS CITY, MO. Member AFCCF *</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A. D. RING &amp; ASSOCIATES</td>
<td>30 Years' Experience in Radio Engineering Pennsylvania Bldg. Republic 7-2347 WASHINGTON 4, D. C. Member AFCCF *</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WELDON &amp; CARR</td>
<td>Consulting Radio &amp; Television Engineers Washington 6, D. C. Dallas, Texas 1001 Conn. Ave., 4512 S. Buckner Blvd. Member AFCCF *</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PAGE, CREUTZ,</td>
<td>CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS 710 16th St., N. W. Executive 3-5670 Washington 5, D. C. Member AFCCF *</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KEAR &amp; KENNEDY</td>
<td>1302 18th St., N. W. Hudson 3-9900 WASHINGTON 6, D. C. Member AFCCF *</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A. EARL CULLUM, JR.</td>
<td>CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS INWOOD POST OFFICE DALLAS 9, TEXAS JUSTIN 6108 Member AFCCF *</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guy C. Hutcheson</td>
<td>O. Box 32 AR 4-8721 1100 W. Abram ARLINGTON, TEXAS Member AFCCF *</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GEO. P. ADAIR ENG. CO.</td>
<td>Consulting Engineers Radio-Television Communications-Electronics 1610 Eye St., N.W., Washington 6, D. C. Executive 3-1238 Executive 3-5851 Member AFCCF *</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Walter F. Keen</td>
<td>AM-TV BROADCAST ALLOCATION FCC &amp; FIELD ENGINEERING 1 Riverside Road—Riverside 7-2153 Riverside, Ill. (A Chicago suburb) Member AFCCF *</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>William E. Benns, Jr.</td>
<td>Consulting Radio Engineer 3738 Kanawha St., N. W., Wash., D. C. Phone EMerson 2-8071 Box 2468, Birmingham, Ala. Phone 6-2924 Member AFCCF *</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ROBERT M. Silliman</td>
<td>John A. Moffet—Associate 1405 O St., N. W. Republic 7-4644 Washington 5, D. C. Member AFCCF *</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robert L. Hammitt</td>
<td>CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEER 821 MARKET STREET SAN FRANCISCO 3, CALIFORNIA SUTTER 1-7345 Member AFCCF *</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John B. Heffelfinger</td>
<td>815 E. 83rd St. Hiland 7010 KANSAS CITY, MISSOURI Member AFCCF *</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vir N. James</td>
<td>SPECIALTY Directional Antenna Proofs Mountain and Plate Terrain 1316 S. Kearney Skyline 6-6113 Denver 22, Colorado Member AFCCF *</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John H. Mullaney</td>
<td>Consulting Radio Engineers 2000 P St., N. W. Washington 6, D. C. Adams 4-6393 Member AFCCF *</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CARL E. SMITH</td>
<td>CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS 4900 Euclid Avenue Cleveland 3, Ohio HENDerson 2-3177 Member AFCCF *</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lowell R. Wright</td>
<td>Aeronautical Consultant serving the radio &amp; tv industry on aeronautical problems created by antenna towers Munsey Bldg., Wash., D. C. District 7-1740 (nights-holidays telephone Herndon, Va. 114) Member AFCCF *</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J. G. Rountree, Jr.</td>
<td>5622 Dyer Street EMerson 3266 Dallas 6, Texas * Member AFCCF *</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Service Directory

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Contact Information</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>COMMERCIAL RADIO</td>
<td>MONITORING COMPANY MOBILE FREQUENCY MEASUREMENT SERVICE FOR FM &amp; TV Engineer and all night every night JACKSON 5302 P. O. Box 7037 Kansas City, Mo.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CAPITOL RADIO ENGINEERING INSTITUTE</td>
<td>Accredited Technical Institute Curricula 3054 16th St., N. W., Wash. 10, D. C. Practical Broadcast, TV, Electronics engineering home study and residence courses. Write for free Catalog, specify course.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lowell R. Wright</td>
<td>Aeronautical Consultant serving the radio &amp; tv industry on aeronautical problems created by antenna towers Munsey Bldg., Wash., D. C. District 7-1740 (nights-holidays telephone Herndon, Va. 114)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**SPOT YOUR FIRM'S NAME HERE,** To Be Seen by 75,956* Readers among them, the decision-making station owners and managers, chief engineers and technicians—applicants for any, fm, tv and facsimile facilities. * 1953 ARB Projected Readership Survey

**TO ADVERTISE IN THE SERVICE DIRECTORY**

Contact BROADCASTING • TELECASTING 1735 DESEAL ST., N.W., WASH. 4, D. C.
CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS

Payable in advance. Checks and money orders only.
Deadline: Undisplayed—Monday preceding publication date. Display—Tuesday preceding publication date.

Situations Wanted 20¢ per word—$2.00 minimum • Help Wanted 25¢ per word—$5.00 minimum
All other classifications 30¢ per word—$4.00 minimum • Display ads $15.00 per inch
No charge for blind word number. Send box replies to

BROADCASTING • TELECASTING

RADIO
Help Wanted

Manager
Manager, young, aggressive, strong on sales with experience in small market as sales manager or manager for metropolitan station. Box 399E, B-T.

Salesmen
New station has openings for salesmen. Guarantee and liberal commission. Must be experienced in radio or TV sales. Box 299E, B-T.

Unusual opportunity for salesman. Married, 25-35 to become sales manager metropolitan station and eventually senior member of one of group stations. Box 258E, B-T.

Florida CBS station needs experienced radio salesman immediately. Willing to handle all phases of sales. Send photo with resume to Box 315E, B-T.

Salesman—we are looking for a good man to add to our regional selling front. We have an unusual financial opportunity to offer. Box 345E, B-T.

Announcers
Help wanted: Unusual opportunity for announcer-program director type with excellent experience. Must be top morning man capable handling news, musical clock, and ab-lib disc man. Call or write Box 390E, B-T.

Announcer—announcer for midsouthern resort town: very desirable living conditions. Also manager—announcer. Contact WEED, Southern Pines, N.C.

Combination engineer/announcer for fulltime announcer job. Send resume and photo with resume to Box 89E, B-T.

Situations Wanted

Manager
General manager of successful, independent, competitive major market desires to grow with similar operation in major or secondary market. Experienced in all phases of radio. Box 2940, B-T.

Programmer-Disc jockey for FM station. Requires experience with camera and music. No beginners need apply. Send tape and photo. Box 412E, B-T.

Technical
Chief engineer, emphasis on maintenance. Announcing not required but will be advantage. Box 348E, B-T.

Operator with first class license. Must have car. Limited staff. Available, remote controlled am and fm. Box 348E, B-T.

For Florida. All-round announcer. Ten years radio as staff, morning man, sports director. Formerly experienced in broadcasting. Presently employed. Family. Box 361E, B-T.

Programming-Production, Others
Experienced copywriter, male or female. Midwest metropolitan area station needs person who can write brief copy with ease. Box 259E, B-T.

Copywriter. Leading station in southeast expanding staff has opening for experienced commercial writer. Must have advertising sales background and proven creative flair. Must have at least 2 years experience with contract or freelance copy. Box 227B, B-T.

Situations Wanted

Manager
General manager of successful, independent, competitive major market desires to grow with similar operation in major or secondary market. Experienced in all phases of radio. Box 2940, B-T.

Programmer-Disc jockey for FM station. Requires experience with camera and music. No beginners need apply. Send tape and photo. Box 412E, B-T.

Technical
Chief engineer, emphasis on maintenance. Announcing not required but will be advantage. Box 348E, B-T.

Operator with first class license. Must have car. Limited staff. Available, remote controlled am and fm. Box 348E, B-T.

For Florida. All-round announcer. Ten years radio as staff, morning man, sports director. Formerly experienced in broadcasting. Presently employed. Family. Box 361E, B-T.

BROADCASTING • TELECASTING

RADIO
Help Wanted—(Cont'd)

Combination engineer-announcer, good working conditions. Send tape, KFOW, Powell, Wyoming.

Chief-engineer-announcer — new — beautifully equipped 1000 watt station. Top position, pay vacation, working conditions—progressive, sound and stable station—good man. Send resume, tape, WBOF, Virginia Beach, Virginia.

Engineer-announcer. Immediately. WVOS, Liberty, N. Y.

Deadline: Undisplayed—Monday preceding publication date. Display—Tuesday preceding publication date.

Situations Wanted 20¢ per word—$2.00 minimum • Help Wanted 25¢ per word—$5.00 minimum
All other classifications 30¢ per word—$4.00 minimum • Display ads $15.00 per inch
No charge for blind word number. Send box replies to

BROADCASTING • TELECASTING

RADIO
Help Wanted

Manager
Manager, young, aggressive, strong on sales with experience in small market as sales manager or manager for metropolitan station. Box 399E, B-T.

Salesmen
New station has openings for salesmen. Guarantee and liberal commission. Must be experienced in radio or TV sales. Box 299E, B-T.

Unusual opportunity for salesman. Married, 25-35 to become sales manager metropolitan station and eventually senior member of one of group stations. Box 258E, B-T.

Florida CBS station needs experienced radio salesman immediately. Willing to handle all phases of sales. Send photo with resume to Box 315E, B-T.

Salesman—we are looking for a good man to add to our regional selling front. We have an unusual financial opportunity to offer. Box 345E, B-T.

Announcers
Help wanted: Unusual opportunity for announcer-program director type with excellent experience. Must be top morning man capable handling news, musical clock, and ab-lib disc man. Call or write Box 390E, B-T.

Announcer—announcer for midsouthern resort town: very desirable living conditions. Also manager—announcer. Contact WEED, Southern Pines, N.C.

Combination engineer/announcer for fulltime announcer job. Send resume and photo with resume to Box 89E, B-T.

Situations Wanted

Manager
General manager of successful, independent, competitive major market desires to grow with similar operation in major or secondary market. Experienced in all phases of radio. Box 2940, B-T.

Programmer-Disc jockey for FM station. Requires experience with camera and music. No beginners need apply. Send tape and photo. Box 412E, B-T.

Technical
Chief engineer, emphasis on maintenance. Announcing not required but will be advantage. Box 348E, B-T.

Operator with first class license. Must have car. Limited staff. Available, remote controlled am and fm. Box 348E, B-T.

Pioneer midwest am-tv station needs experienced engineer-announcer with background in sales and maintenance experience desired. Write resume including starting salary to Box 266E, B-T.

Engineer-announcer. Combination position open. Contact Radio Station KCOW, Alliance, Nebraska.
**RADIO**

**Situations Wanted—(Cont’d)**

**ANNOUNCERS**

Available! Announcer with network and metropolitan station experience desires position with aggressive promotions department. Age: 29. Dependable, veteran, tape. Box 393E, B-T.

Announcer-PD, good background—sports, news, play-by-play, music, Northeast only. Best references. Will travel. Box 406E, B-T.

Announcer-program director, employed, six years experience; news, sportscasting, deejay, production shows. Looking for announcing position in medium or large market with college. Married. Veteran, tape. Box 409E, B-T.

Announcer—salesman, married, 1st phone—Florida station, desires better connection. Box 413E, B-T.

Staff announcer. Married, veteran, recent broadcasting school graduate. Knowledge all phases. Will travel. Box 409E, B-T.

Announcer, 1 year experience. Authoritative voice on news. DJ. Desire work in eastern states. Box 406E, B-T.


Highly commercial radio-telecaster with 6 years experience, including $50,000 watt stations—WGAN and WTM—desires good commercial, play-by-play, or midwest—sales or administrative position. Keen production sense. Excellent references. Please contact Ewing, 5419, YMCA, Grand Rapids, Michigan.

DJ, news, 2 years experience sports, play-by-play. Bob Ferris, 939 DuMais Ave., Brooklyn 7, N. Y. No contacts—only here for a year. Box 297E, B-T.

DJ, sports play-by-play, versatile, 2 years experience, married, 27, vet. Pete Franklin, 79 Propp Ave., Franklin Square, L. I., N. Y. Phone: Fl. 2-3286.

Experienced announcer relocating desires permanent connection. Needs commercial, teen-age audience appeal. Sober, reliable, references, tape. Tom Hopkins, Box 29, Bernardville, New Jersey. Bernardville 8-0358 after 6 P.M.

Experienced sports announcer . . . deserves year round position permanent with security. East or midwest. Minimum $100, Charity Drive. Box 923, N. Y. 10531.

Announcer, thoroughly, extremely ambitious, single, graduate School of Radio Technique. Locate with 300 miles radius N. Y. N. C. Joe McNally, 5523 1/2 North 4th Street, Keokuk, Iowa. 312-B.

Staff announcer, small station. Heavy news, commercials, no telephone. James L. Moran, 1081 Mayfair Road. Union, New Jersey.

Young announcer—trained all phases radio, operate broadcast immediately. Travel, tape, resume. Dan Reaverth, 8 Keppel Street, Buffalo 19, N. Y.

**TECHNICAL**

Radio-television, four year, transmitter engineer, 1st class license, career. Box 227E, B-T.

Experienced am-fm engineer. Was chief on installation of 10 kw fm transmitter. Transmitter, studio or maintenance work desired. Box 309E, B-T.

Studio or transmitter operator, RCA graduate. First phone. Position with future. Box 379E, B-T.

Program Planning—produces, others


Program director—announcer seeks permanent location in northeast. Independent and at-large exposure—sports, news, music, play-by-play. Box 401E, B-T.

Program director—assistant sales manager, good commercial voice, ad-lib, phone interviews and sales. Contract assistant to manager. Desire responsibility and $75.00 per week to start salary. Age 40 years. Available one week. Box 403E, B-T.

**TELEVISION**

**Help Wanted**

**Salesmen**

Salesmen—Excellent opportunity for ambitious, aggressive salesman in midwestern, NBC, low channel, full production, complete information and photo to Box 396E, B-T.

Announcers—need announcer who can do a tap job on and off camera. Send photograph and background information to KTV, Sioux City, Iowa.

VHF station in the Ohio Valley has sales position open with guarantee and commission. Reply Applications to Mr. W. W. Verner, WTVG, Wheeling, West Virginia.

Salesman—NBC channel 3 station going on air soon. Excellent opportunity for man interested in fast-growing market in southeast. Send complete information including background, salary, etc. First letter to Tom Belcher, WSAV-TV, Savannah, Georgia.

New station on Channel 10 in El Dorado, Arkansas, has openings for experienced announcers. Call Unisen 2-2655 or write Box 791, El Dorado, Arkansas.

**TECHNICAL**

TV chief engineer vhf station, large western city. $9,000 per year to start. Must have top technical and administrative qualifications. Box 401E, B-T.

Have openings for tv transmitter engineer, tv transmitter maintenance engineer, tv studio engineer, Southwestern station. Advise background and salary expected. Box 317E, B-T.

Two competent studio maintenance engineers and one experienced film editor for large southwestern vhf. Apply Box 323E, B-T.

Maximum power vhf in midwest needs two first class operators familiar with master control camera and production work. Only experienced men considered. Write giving full details including starting salary to Box 373A, B-T.

**FOR SALE**

Stations

Rural radio station with auditorium. One of the most profitable operations in America. Radio is daytime and does very well. No competition. Stations nets $15-$20,000 every year. Auditorium program on same. Auditorium will pay for station in five years. Enterprise operator has a golden opportunity. Buildings and real estate in excellent condition.小孩款 with $15,000 down. Southern location. Box 307E, B-T.


(Continued on next page)

**TELEVISION**

**Situations Wanted—(Cont’d)**

**ANNOUNCERS**

Radio-television, PD. Eight years experience building successful local programs radio, and tv. Retail, newsroom, community programs. Feeny employed medium market. Above average air personality. Box 411E, B-T.

News-sports events director; spot-tapes a specialty; broad experience, educational, travel background. Rogers, 25 E. Main Street, York, Pennsylvania; Telephone 8-3263.

**TELEVISION**

**Help Wanted**

**Salesmen**

Salesmen—Excellent opportunity for ambitious, aggressive salesman in midwestern, NBC, low channel, full production, complete information and photo to Box 396E, B-T.

Announcers—need announcer who can do a tap job on and off camera. Send photograph and background information to KTV, Sioux City, Iowa.

VHF station in the Ohio Valley has sales position open with guarantee and commission. Reply Applications to Mr. W. W. Verner, WTVG, Wheeling, West Virginia.

Salesman—NBC channel 3 station going on air soon. Excellent opportunity for man interested in fast-growing market in southeast. Send complete information including background, salary, etc. First letter to Tom Belcher, WSAV-TV, Savannah, Georgia.

New station on Channel 10 in El Dorado, Arkansas, has openings for experienced announcers. Call Unisen 2-2655 or write Box 791, El Dorado, Arkansas.

**TECHNICAL**

TV chief engineer vhf station, large western city. $9,000 per year to start. Must have top technical and administrative qualifications. Box 401E, B-T.

Have openings for tv transmitter engineer, tv transmitter maintenance engineer, tv studio engineer, Southwestern station. Advise background and salary expected. Box 317E, B-T.

Two competent studio maintenance engineers and one experienced film editor for large southwestern vhf. Apply Box 323E, B-T.

Maximum power vhf in midwest needs two first class operators familiar with master control camera and production work. Only experienced men considered. Write giving full details including starting salary to Box 373A, B-T.

**FOR SALE**

Stations

Rural radio station with auditorium. One of the most profitable operations in America. Radio is daytime and does very well. No competition. Stations nets $15-$20,000 every year. Auditorium program on same. Auditorium will pay for station in five years. Enterprise operator has a golden opportunity. Buildings and real estate in excellent condition.小孩款 with $15,000 down. Southern location. Box 307E, B-T.


(Continued on next page)
### FOR SALE

**Stations**

Market over 200,000 per owner. Excellent combo setup, optional. Offered on best terms to qualified am principals only. Ralph Erwin, Broker. Box 811, Tulsa.

Special offering. Daytime, full kilowatt station, with owner hospitalized. Located in big southwestern market area. Tremendous potential, large permanent and transient population. Due to illness of stockholder, I will give details only to those financially qualified and ready to buy now. Requires $25,000 cash. Send full financial qualifications and name all your associates, first letter. This station is open for complete inspection by qualified buyers. Write to Ralph Erwin, the Southwest's Exclusive Broker, covering Colorado, Kansas, Missouri, Oklahoma, Arkansas, Texas. Box 811, Tulsa.


Music station, daytime, large market, $56,000, under priced at five times earnings, owner retiring. Hugh R. Norman, Box 594, Davenport, Iowa.

Radio stations for sale, 100 watts day to 50kw full, Minnesota, Iowa, Washington, Virginia, Illinois, Wisconsin and California, also uhf, vhf, write for details. Hugh R. Norman, Box 594, Davenport, Iowa.

**Equipment**

250 watt composite transmitter with 1340 xtal, $250. Box 360, B-T.

For sale or will trade for good broadcast equipment, Allied model A-300C limiter—used less than one year. Station KBOY, Medford, Oregon—P.O. Box 1180.

For sale: RCA 250 watt transmitter, model 260G. In good operating condition and meets FCC specs. Complete with tubes less 12j8G crystals $425.00 plus transportation. Ideal Conestog rig. KISD, Sioux Falls, S. D. Telephone 4-3311.

### FOR SALE

**Equipment**

Must sell 340 foot heavy duty self-supporting Tucson tower by November 15. Will consider any offer over $200. Contact H. Frederick, KLIN, Lincoln, Nebraska.

B&W 300 audio oscillator and 606 distortion analyzer. Both like new—$200 prepaid. J. E. Howell, WTSB, Lumberton, N. C.

Motorola 156mc fm transmitters and receivers easily converted to remote equipment. Six volt transmitter $150. 120 volt receiver, $160. M. Hoffman, 3321 Ewald, Detroit 38, Michigan.

### WANTED TO BUY

**Stations**

Experienced operator will pay $56,000 down for uhf or vhf, operate, pay-out balance. Hugh R. Norman. Box 534, Davenport, Iowa.

**Equipment**

Wanted: 250 watt fm xmtr and 5 or 6 bay antenna. Box 397E, B-T.

Need console for broadcasting station. Wire or write make, condition and price to Standard Electric, Umatilla, Oregon.

Used RCA TT-25BH-vhf power amplifiers—state condition—list accessories available. Price first letter. Box 2238, B-T.

STL audio transmitter and receiver, 900 megacycles, GE or REL. Phil Hedrick, WSNJ, Winfield, Salem, N. C.

Small used studio console. Quote price and condition. WASA, Havre de Grace, Maryland.

Late model 30 to 35 kw. air-cooled General Electric tv amplifier for channel 12, Mosby's, Inc. F. G. Box 1475, Missoula, Montana.

### INSTRUCTION

FCC license training—correspondence or residence. Resident classes held in Hollywood and Washington. Beginners get FCC 1st class license in 3 months. For details write Grantham School, Dept. 1-N, 821 19th Street, N.W., Washington, D.C.


---

**BROADCASTERS THROUGHOUT THE COUNTRY...**

Time, worry and expense can be saved by calling Northwest **First**. John Birrel, our Employment Counselor may have just the person you need. There's no charge for this service and you are assured of well-screened, professionally trained people.

**Here's why Broadcasters prefer Northwest's graduates...**

- Over 16,000 square feet devoted to studios, control rooms, and student servicing.
- Five complete image orthicon camera chains.
- Six complete control rooms with professional consoles, rack-mounted tape recorders, disc recorders, turntables, monitors, switchers.
- Film editing equipment
- An outstanding staff of professional instructors who are presently working at network affiliates—NBC, CBS, ABC.
- Practical training. Professional trainees learn by doing — actually participating in closed-circuit productions.

Your collect wire or call is always welcome. Call Northwest **First**. Our Employment Counselor ... John Birrel ... assures you of immediate, personal attention.

---

**SUBSCRIBER TO NARTB**

**NORTHWEST RADIO & TELEVISION SCHOOL**

**HOME OFFICE**

1221 N. W. 21st Avenue
Portland, Oregon • CA 3-7240
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SALES TRANEES
GATES RADIO CO.
Quincy, Ill.
Has immediate openings in expanding Sales Department for trainees to handle future openings, such as:
- Traveling Sales Engineers
- Branch Store Managers
- Other Positions in Sales Department

Technical radio background or experience required. Complete training, permanent positions, advancement, complete employee benefits. Send complete details along with recent photo to Personnel Director.

TELEVISION
Help Wanted
Situations Wanted

SUCCESSFUL TV PERSONALITY—PLUS
Prominent newspaper reporter. Lured into TV in one of five nation's largest cities. Produced and staged own top rated shows on NO budget. Desire smaller market to develop ideas and head or assist in news, programming, promotion, advertising departments. $200 weekly base required. Proof of success will be submitted.
Box 404E, B. T.

FOR SALE
Equipment

TOWER & ANTENNA
Blaw-Knox tower, self-supporting, type 40, 287 feet, complete with lighting equipment.
GE 8-bay turnstile antenna, Channel 12, 50 kw rating.
GE 50 kw diplexer.
Andrew transmission line, 3½ inch, 50 ohm, 600 feet, with hangers.
Contact Phil Hedrick, WSJS Television, Winston-Salem, North Carolina.

INSTRUCTION

EMPLOYMENT SERVICE

PR vs PR
We'll match your PERSONNEL REQUIREMENTS, seeking the PROVEN RECORDS of qualified people.
A confidential service to Radio and TV Stations, and program producers. anywhere.
Palmer-DeMeyer (Agency)
50 E. 42nd Street, N.Y.C.
MU 2-7913
Paul Baron, Dir.: Radio-TV-Film-Adv
Resumes welcome from qualified people.
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Ownership Changes... ACTIONS BY FCC

KBID-TV Fresno, Calif.—Granted assignment of license to Paddy Best, owner, for $60,000; to change in ownership; corporate change only. Granted Oct. 27.

KRRD-AM-FM Los Angeles, Calif.—Granted assignment of licenses to Continental Telecasting Corp., of Los Angeles, Calif., for $90,000; for Pettey Smith, owner; to change in ownership; corporate change only. Granted Oct. 27.

KRRK-AM-FM Cleveland, Ohio.—Seeks assignment of licenses to Pettey Smith, owner; to change in ownership; corporate change only. Granted Oct. 27.

KMWY Denver, Colo.—Granted assignment of call letters to Delph-Petty Best, Co., for $50,000; to change in ownership; corporate change only. Granted Nov. 2.

KSTT Davenport, Iowa.—Granted transfer of control of station to B. K. Turner, owner; for $78,900. Principals, holding 90% of present application, are 25% owners of applicant for new am in Algona for Grant Nov. 2.

WBPN Big Rapids, Mich.—Granted assignment of license to Whiting for $4,250; to change in ownership; corporate change only. Granted Nov. 2.


KROB Hobbs, N. M.—Granted assignment of license to New Mexico Broadcast Industries, Inc., for $3,800. Permian principals are: Pres. Charles N. Seidman (25%), and Sec.-Treas. John E. Maddalita (20.4%); Vice Pres. Helen F. Orr (23.5%); Mike A. Barret (10%); Billy G. Shaw (8.8%), and Charles D. Shaw (6.5%); Principals Scott, Cran dall & Assoc., owners. Granted Nov. 2.

KORE Las Cruces, N. M.—Granted transfer of control of station from RKO Broadcasting Co., et al, to Triangle Publications Inc., for $13,640 plus assumption of $4,000 debt. Granted Nov. 2.


WHK-AM-FM Cleveland, Ohio.—Granted transfer of license from Sowers Co., a partnership, for $203,000. Mr. Pickens will hold 43.3% and Mr. Cooney 56.7%. Granted Nov. 2.

KXHR Hillbrug, Tex.—Granted assignment of license from Hill County Broadcast Co., to Nelson W. Galpin, owner, for $50,000; to change in ownership; no other broadcast interests. Granted Nov. 2.

APPLICATIONS

KXOQ-AM-FM Long Beach, Calif.—Seeks transfer of ownership, of $5,000. Mr. McDonald is buying 45% and will now own 50%. Granted Nov. 2.

KMBY Monterey, Calif.—Seeks assignment of license to KBMY Broadcast Corp., for $10,460.20. Principals are: Pres. B. U. Wilson (15% and interest and B. P. Timothy, present KMBY owner, will be president), 20% 75% stockholder. Filed Nov. 1.

KYON Napa, Calif.—Seeks assignment of license to Ted J. and Mary E. Powell (husband and wife) as joint tenants for $75,000, including assumption of a $27,500 note. Mr. and Mrs. Powell, owners, are 50% of KVEN Ventures, Inc., of San Francisco, Calif. Mr. Powell is station manager KBKX Chico, Calif. Filed Oct. 28.

WNRC-AM-FM New Rochelle, N. Y.—Seeks transfer of control to Frances Daniels for $2,000. Transfer is from wife; Mrs. Daniels already holds 47% interest in station. Filed Oct. 28.

WTK Durham, N. C.—Seeks transfer of control to Hub Holder, owner, for $50,000 plus assumption of $69,000, which Mrs. Holder, CBS announcer, owns 33.3% of WMYR Myrtle Beach, S. C. Filed Nov. 1.

WHK-AM-FM Cleveland, Ohio.—Seeks assignment of license of In- dependence Broadcasting Co., of New York City, as holder; to the parent company. New license will be eliminated. Corporate change only. Granted Oct. 27.

KERC Eastland, Tex.—Seeks assignment of license to KNRX, Inc., for $23,000. Principals are: Pres. Hugh Neild (36%), employee of KBBE Seymour, and Sec. & Treasurer, J. D. Sizemore, attorney and Sec.-Treas. D. J. Brookhouser (25%), attorney. 50% outstanding is 25% share of stock. Filed Oct. 28.

KOL Seattle, Wash.—Seeks transfer of control to Mrs. Karl S. Taft, individually and as trustee of estate of Archie G. Taft Sr., deceased. Mrs. Taft is buying controlling shares for $1,000 and will be sole owner of radio. Mrs. Taft's sons, Archie G. Jr. and William H. Taft, own, operate, and control the radio and TV stations. Granted Nov. 2.

WJDR Chicago, Ill.—Seeks assignment of license to MARJA Corp., for $50,000. Principals are: Pres. J. F. McLean, (50%), and sec. and ass. director of Land O' Lakes Broadcast Corp., licensee of WLMA Cambridge, OH, and WMZT Bedford, OH. Sec. Martha C. Carr (holds stock jointly with Mr. Carr) of Land O Lakes, filed Nov. 1.

Hearing Cases... INITIAL DECISION

WROW-AM-Albany, N. Y.—Hearing Examining to determine initial decision looking toward (1) confirming Commission action dated Nov. 2, 1941, on assignee to transfer control of WROW-AM-Albany, New York, to William E. Shaw, and (2) de-一定的 proposal to grant fied by WTTR (TV) Albany.

OTHER ACTIONS

WRUF-TV Buffalo, N. Y.—Nov. 2 FCC designates for hearing on outstanding shares for $1,000 and will be sole owner of outlet. Mrs. Taft's sons, Archie G. Jr., and William H. Taft, own, operate, and control the radio and TV stations. Granted Nov. 2.

WBCR-TV Mobile, Ala.—FCC grants assignee to WMRT-FM for $10,000; to change in ownership; corporate change only. Granted Nov. 2.

WTOJ-TV Fayetteville, N. C.—Seeks mod. of cp which authorized new tv station to extend license to Dec. 31, 1942. Granted Nov. 2.

WTVS (TV) Detroit, Mich.—Seeks mod. of cp to extend completion date to 5-30-42. Granted Nov. 2.

WJW Columbus, Ohio.—Grants license to cover cp Almanzo, Tex.—Seeks license to cover cp which authorized new tv station to extend completion date to 5-30-42. Granted Nov. 2.

WJW Columbus, Ohio.—Grants license to cover cp Almanzo, Tex.—Seeks license to cover cp which authorized new tv station to extend completion date to 5-30-42. Granted Nov. 2.

WJWH-TV San Bernardino, Calif.—Seeks mod. of cp (which authorized new tv station to extend completion date to 5-30-42) to extend license to Nov. 2.

WWBT-TV Philadelphia, Pa.—Seeks license to cover cp which authorized new tv station to extend completion date to 5-30-42. Granted Nov. 2.

WWFT Fort Lauderdale, Fla.—Seeks license to cover cp which authorized new tv station to extend completion date to 5-30-42. Granted Nov. 2.

Remote Control

WHAN Charleston, S. C.—WCT Birmingham, Ala.; WGMA Hollywood, Fla.; WKSW Pratt, Kan.; SCA

Sacramento, Calif.—Gulf Radio Enterprises, applicant for new fm, seeks SCA for new station, if and when granted.

November 1 Applications

Accepted for Filing

License to Cover Cp

KCLS Flagstaff, Ariz.—Seeks license to cover cp which authorized frequency change, antenna facilities, and hours of operation and installation D.A.-N.

KROY Sacramento, Calif.—Seeks license to cover cp which authorized frequency change, antenna facilities, and hours of operation and installation D.A.-N.

KWJ Coatesville, Pa.—Seeks license to cover cp which authorized increase in power and change hours of operation and installation D.A.-N.

WEJ Erie, Pa.—Seeks license to cover cp which authorized frequency change and change hours of operation and installation D.A.-N.

KMMl Cameron, Tex.—Seeks license to cover cp which authorized new station.

KDDJ Hobbs, N. M.—Seeks license to cover cp which authorized increase in power, change

Broadcasting • Telecasting

1400 kw

XEAB Santa Ana, Sonora (increase D power)—1 kw D, 250 w N, Class IV, 1-15-42.

XEFP La Paz, Baja California—500 w, Class II, 4-15-42.
hours of operation and install DA-1.

WTMQ Ozola, Fla.—Seeks license to cover cp to increase D power.

WZST Hot Springs, Ark.—Seeks license to cover cp which authorized new am station.

WCHS Clowah, Texas.—Seeks license to cover cp which authorized new fm station.

KQVS Bellingham, Wash.—Seeks license to cover cp which authorized new fm station.

KTV (TV) Sioux City, Iowa.—Seeks license to cover cp which authorized new tv station.

WKRC-TV Cincinnati, Ohio.—Seeks license to cover cp which authorized new tv station in existing tv territory.

KBCA (TV) Los Angeles, Calif.—Seeks license to cover cp which authorized changes in facilities of existing tv station.

KCC-TV Sacramento, Calif.—Seeks license to cover cp which authorized new tv station.

KFSV-TV Cape Girardeau, Mo.—Seeks license to cover cp which authorized new tv station.

License to Cover Cp Returned

WAMY Amory, Miss.—Seeks license to cover cp which authorized new am station. (Sec. 11 signed after application was notarized.)

SCA

WBBQ-FM Augusta, Ga.

Modification of Cp

WPAG-TV Ann Arbor, Mich.—Seeks mod. of cp (as modified at renewal of license for new tv station) to extend completion date to 4-11-56.

WORX Madison, Ind.—Seeks mod. of cp (which authorized new am station) for extension of completion date.

Cp

WIPB-TV Fairmont, W. Va.—Seeks to cp expired cp which authorized replacement of cp for new tv station.

Renewal of License

WQA Mollis, Ill.; WUCZ Green Bay, Wis.; WGMN Medford, Wis.; WCNT-FM Centralla, Ill.; WSEE (FM) Chicago, Ill.; WEPF (FM) Elgin, Ill.

November 2 Decisions

ACTIONS ON MOTIONS

Weston, W. Va.—On request of Joint Committee on Educational Television, Nov. 16, 1955, extended time to Dec. 3 for filing comments and time for filing replies to such comments. Thereafter in matters of amendment of table of assignments, rules governing, and to make ch. 5, now assigned Weston, W. Va., for non-commercial educational use, available at Weston for commercial use.

Bryan-College Station, Tex.—On request of Texas Agricultural & Mechanical College System, Commission Oct. 21 extended time to Dec. 3 for filing comments and time for filing replies to such comments. Thereafter in matters of amendment of table of assignments, rules governing, and to make ch. 5, now assigned Bryan, W. Va., for non-commercial educational use, available at Bryan for commercial use.

KOMO-AM Seattle, Wash.—Seeks license to cover cp which authorized new tv station.

KXLY-TV Spokane, Wash.—Seeks mod. of cp (which authorized new tv station) to extend completion date to 5-1-56.

WFTV (TV) Durham, N. C.—Seeks mod. of cp (which authorized new tv station) to extend completion date to 5-1-56.

WDBJ-TV Roanoke, Va.—Seeks mod. of cp (as mod., which authorized new tv station) to extend completion date to 5-1-56.

License to Cover Cp Returned

WJZ-TV Baltimore, Md.—Seeks license to cover cp which authorized new tv station.

KRBC-TV Abilene, Tex.—Seeks license to cover cp which authorized new tv station.

WSAU-TV Wausau, Wis.—Seeks license to cover cp which authorized new tv station.

Broadcast Bureau Decisions

Actions of October 27

WKBX-FM Dearborn, Mich.—Granted license to cover cp for changes in licensed station.

RGST Fresno, Calif.—Granted mod. of license to change name of licensed station.

Actions of October 28

KSCU (FM) Santa Clara, Calif.—Granted cp to replace expired cp for commercial educational station.


WBAY-TV York, Pa.—Granted extension of completion date to May 28, 1956.

KFJX-TV Grand Junction, Colo.—Granted extension of completion date to May 28, 1956.

Actions of October 31

KOTA-TV Rapid City, S. D.—Granted extension of completion date to May 25, 1956.

WKRG-TV Mobile, Ala.—Granted extension of completion date to May 25, 1956.

WGBS-FM Atlanta, Ga.—Granted extension of completion date to May 25, 1956.

WGBS-FM Atlanta, Ga.—Granted extension of completion of STA to waive Sec. 236 of rules to permit station to remain silent to Dec. 1, 1956.

WRV-FM Breauxville, La.—Granted extension of STA to waive Sec. 236 of rules to remain silent to Dec. 1, 1956.

Actions of November 2

WNGO-FM Mayfield, Ky.—Granted license to cover cp for new fm station.

WBHH-FM New Bedford, Mass.—Granted mod. of cp for extension of completion of license to March 15, 1956.

WPRR (FM) Princeton, N. J.— Granted license to cover cp for new fm station. Also granted remote control operation from studio and waiver of Sec. 3261 to permit cessation of operations at Christmas and during vacations.

WAFM (FM) Birmingham, Ala.—Granted mod. of license to change name to Alabama Bigtop, Inc.

WORX Louisville, Ky.—Granted mod. of cp for extension of completion date to Jan. 3, 1956.

KWEW Hobbs, N. M.—Granted mod. of cp for operation, by remote control.

WVMV Fort Myers, Fla.—Granted mod. of cp for extension of completion date to March 1, 1956.

KWJQ Seattle, Wash.—Granted mod. of cp to change anti-tied and studio locations and operate by remote control.

WTOW Towson, Md.—Granted license to cover cp which authorized new am station.

KQVS Bellingham, Wash.—Granted license to cover cp which authorized change from employing DA-1 to DA-N.

WCJ Brookhaven, Miss.—Granted license to cover cp which authorized new am station and specify studio location.

UPCOMING

NOVEMBER

Nov. 6: Indiana Radio-TV Newsmen Semi-Anual meeting, WIRE Studios, Indianapolis.

Nov. 12: National Convention of Sigma Delta Chi, Chicago.

Nov. 10-16: North Carolina Assn. of Broadcasters, aboard M. S. Stockham (Bermuda cruise).

Nov. 14: Texas Assn. Broadcasters Fall Convention, Baker Hotel, Dallas.

Nov. 15: RAB Clinic, Minneapolis.

Nov. 16: RAB Clinic, Chicago.


Nov. 18: RAB Clinic, Detroit.

Nov. 28: RAB Clinic, Louisville, Ky.

Nov. 29: RAB Clinic, Dayton, Ohio.

Nov. 30: RAB Clinic, Cleveland.

DECEMBER

Dec. 1: RAB Clinic, Philadelphia.

Dec. 2: RAB Clinic, New York.

NARTB Regional Meetings

Region 5 (Dist. 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15) Fort Des Moines Hotel, Des Moines

Region 6 (Dist. 12, 13, 14) Baker Hotel, Kan. Okla. TExa.

BROADCASTING

1735 De Sales Street, N. W., Washington 6, D. C.

PLEASE START MY SUBSCRIPTION WITH THE NEXT ISSUE.

I've checked service desired.

☑ 52 weekly issues of BROADCASTING • TELECASTING
£ 7.00

☑ 52 weekly issues and BROADCASTING Yearbook-Marketeers
£ 9.00

☑ 52 weekly issues and TELECASTING Yearbook-Marketeers
£ 9.00

☑ 52 weekly issues and both Yearbook-Marketeers
£ 11.00

name

title/position

city

county

company name

state

address

Please send to home address —
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The Drift From 15 & 2?

TO THOSE readers who may not have examined it before reaching this page, we commend to their attention the condensed text of the speech made last week to the Assn. of National Advertisers by that organization's general counsel, Gilbert H. Weil.

The speech is noteworthy not only for its lucidity in describing the government's anti-trust suit against advertising but more so for its realistic suggestion that some of the practices to which the government objects are absurdly archaic. In Mr. Weil's view, these practices whether illegal or not, need updating.

The standard commission system under which advertisers historically have paid their agencies, Mr. Weil says, evolved at a time when the agency function and the advertiser-agency relationship were infinitely simpler than they are in today's complex world of marketing and advertising. It would be difficult to disagree with him.

When the ANA's general counsel proposes change, change is more than probable. Radio and television as well as other media may find their way of doing business with agencies and advertisers on the verge of major revision.

Landmark

AMERICAN radio was singularly honored last week. Sigma Delta Chi, national professional journalistic fraternity, gave formal recognition to radio as an essential part of the Fourth Estate by marking KDKA Pittsburgh, as a "Historic Site in Journalism."

The occasion was the 35th anniversary of KDKA. The plaque presented to the Westinghouse station tells the story:

TO STATION KDKA
FOR ITS HISTORIC BROADCAST AT THIS SITE OF THE HARDING-COX PRESIDENTIAL ELECTION RETURNS ON NOVEMBER 2, 1920. KDKA THEREFORE PIONEERED THE DEVELOPMENT OF RADIO AND TELEVISION NEWS REPORTING, WHICH ARE NOW SO VITAL TO THE MAINTENANCE OF AN INFORMED PUBLIC OPINION.

PLACE ON NOVEMBER 2, 1955
BY SIGMA DELTA CHI
NATIONAL PROFESSIONAL JOURNALISTIC FRATERNITY, TO COMMEMORATE THE 35TH ANNIVERSARY OF THIS HISTORIC EVENT.

To those who lived through the press-radio war of the middle '30's this citation carries a very special meaning. The more youthful in broadcasting should know that radio did not achieve its journalistic eminence easily. There were those among the press who have preferred government ownership of radio to the "American Plan." Recognition did not come until after radio openly had challenged the news-gathering organizations which had refused to take it on as a customer.

That era, happily, is past. Broadcasting and the printed page live together, competing vigorously for both news and business. The public benefits because the competition, almost everywhere, is free and open.

KDKA is the twelfth historic site to be marked by Sigma Delta Chi. Others were associated with such names as John Peter Zenger, Joseph Pulitzer, William Allen White, Ernie Pyle and Henry Jarvis Raymond, founder of the New York Times.

The record will show that the Historic Sites in Journalism Committee that selected KDKA for the honor, from among 20 distinguished nominees, included Turner Catledge, managing editor of the New York Times; Norman Chandler, publisher of the Los Angeles Times; Ken Clayton, of the Chicago Tribune (chairman); Bill Henry, newspaper columnist and NBC commentator, and Palmer Hoyt, editor and publisher of the Denver Post.

The tribute paid KDKA by Sigma Delta Chi is one which the whole art of broadcasting shares with that distinguished station. Two revered Westinghouse men, both now deceased—Dr. Frank Conrad, then assistant chief engineer, and H. P. Davis, vice president of Westinghouse in charge of engineering—could not have envisioned that which they wrought when they induced Westinghouse ownership to underwrite KDKA as a regular, rather than an experimental, station to operate on a daily schedule.

In accepting the Sigma Delta Chi plaque, Les Rawlins, KDKA general manager, spoke for all of those in broadcasting when he expressed gratitude to "those pioneers who made this award possible."

Woodpulp to Radio

AS A WEEKLY newsmagazine which is written, edited and manufactured by processes similar to those used by newspapers, we understand the publishing problems created by a rise in newsprint prices, and we sympathize with newspaper publishers who now have to adjust their operations in consideration of substantial added expense.

The new prices of newsprint will mean a total increase of $32 million per year to U. S. daily newspapers, according to Cranston Williams, general manager of the American Newspaper Publishers Assn. The nation's daily press, says Mr. Williams, will have to increase its revenues—through higher advertising and circulation rates—to meet its bigger publication bills.

As we say, we sympathize with the newspaper publishers because we are personally familiar with the problems of coping with printing overhead. We would be derelict in our function as the newsmagazine of radio and television, however, if we failed to point out that both of those media stand to gain by the newspaper publishers' situation.

When newspaper advertising rates go up, as it appears they must, the already distinct advantage which radio enjoys as an advertising medium will become even more obvious. Radio is now the least expensive mass medium. By comparison it will become even cheaper when newspapers hike their advertising price. Of necessity national and local advertisers will have to re-evaluate their media appropriations.

Television, too, will find its position improved. A principal argument used by newspaper space salesman against television has been its high cost. That argument will be weakened to the extent that newspaper space rates rise.

In business competition, it is inevitable that one enterprise must take advantage of the problems of another. The paper manufacturers have created for newspapers a problem which radio and television cannot help but profit by.
There's a **NEW SOUND** on KSTP!

The best music in town, presented by the Northwest's top personalities. That, in a nutshell, is the story of the **NEW SOUND** at KSTP Radio.

KSTP's extensive music library of more than 30,000 selections has been completely re-stocked with the finest music ever recorded, and KSTP programming has been revised in order to present this fine musical entertainment to best advantage.

KSTP stars Bill Ingram, Johnny Morris, Jimmy Valentine, Don Riley, and Rodger Kent will deliver these all-time favorite tunes into the Northwest market of more than 800,000 radio homes and **FOUR BILLION DOLLARS** in spendable income.

KSTP will continue its unmatched news and sports reporting and other top shows, combined with the **NEW SOUND**, providing the type of entertainment today's radio audience demands.

KSTP Radio
50,000 WATTS

MINNEAPOLIS • ST. PAUL • Basic NBC Affiliate

"PRICED and PROGRAMMED" to serve today's radio needs!

EDWARD PETRY & CO., INC. • NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES
Inland California's Beeline stations, purchased as a unit, give you more listeners than any competitive combination of local stations...and at the lowest cost per thousand! (SAMS & SR&D)

KMJ has **MORE LISTENERS** than any competitive station, daytime or nighttime, according to May '55 Pulse survey of seven major cities in Fresno area.

KMJ has **MORE TOP RATED SHOWS**...9 out of the 10 most popular programs in the Fresno area are KMJ shows, reports latest Pulse.

KMJ has **WIDER COVERAGE** than any competitive station, daytime or nighttime. (SAMS)

McClatchy Broadcasting Company

SACRAMENTO, CALIFORNIA • Paul H. Raymer, National Representative